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**List of Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Cor</td>
<td>First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acts</td>
<td>Acts of the Apostles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jer</td>
<td>Book of Jeremiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>Gospel of John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Gospel of Mark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew</td>
<td>Gospel of Matthew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip</td>
<td>Gospel of Philip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Gospel of Thomas*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The discovery in 1945 of manuscripts that have come to be known as the Gnostic gospels was one of the most momentous archaeological finds of our time. Accidentally unearthed by an Egyptian peasant near the desert village of Nag Hammadi and dating from the very beginnings of the Christian era, these texts have exerted a profound influence on our thinking about the origins and nature of Christianity, an influence that continues to grow with every passing year.

Like many of these “Gnostic” documents, the text of the Gospel of Philip consists mainly of sayings and doctrines attributed to Jesus—here called Yeshua*—which point to an astonishing body of knowledge about man and the cosmic world and about the practices leading to inner freedom and the power to love. As is common in all the great spiritual traditions of the world, this knowledge is expressed mainly in allegory, myth, and symbol, rather than in the intellectual language we have become accustomed to in science and philosophy.

How are we modern men and women to understand these ancient sayings and symbols? What are they telling us about the illusions that suffocate our minds and freeze our hearts—and about the way of life that can actually awaken us to what we are meant to be? Do these texts ask us to deny essential doctrines of Christianity that throughout the ages have brought hope to millions? Many observers view them in that way. For

---

* “Jesus” in Aramaic, and in Hebrew, Yehoshua.
others, the effect of these documents has been to provoke a hardened skepticism that dismisses them with such labels as "superstition," or "heresy." Yet another widespread reaction has been to treat this material as justification for either uncritical speculation about the life and mind of Jesus or blanket condemnation of those who sought to stabilize the institution of the Church in the turbulent centuries immediately following the death of Jesus.

The work of Jean-Yves Leloup presents a wholly different approach to these writings, one that is formed by a rare combination of spiritual questioning and masterful erudition. As has already been shown in his translation and study *The Gospel of Mary Magdalene*, these "Gnostic" codices must be offered to us in a way that helps us to hear them—to hear what they actually may be saying in response to our era's newly awakened need. It is as though after two thousand years of Abrahamic religion—Judaism, Christianity, Islam—the unending barbaric violence and moral desolation of humankind has finally brought the whole of our global world to a life-or-death hunger for a new kind of knowing and moral direction.

Can the ideas and practical indications contained in the Gospel of Philip and the other Nag Hammadi texts be approached as something more than fascinating curiosities far from the so-called mainstream of our culture's canons of knowledge and faith? Is the world itself, or enough people in the world who can make a difference, ready to hear with new ears the forgotten wisdom of humankind offered in a language free of the opinions and emotional associations that have decayed into illusory certainties and eviscerated moral sensibilities?

Perhaps such texts as the Gospel of Philip contain, necessarily in the form of symbolic language, a treasury of answers that we as individuals might have all but given up hope of finding. In a time when the role of religion in human life has become one of our world's most agonizing concerns, texts such as the Gnostic gospels invite us to risk stepping back in a new way from many of our most cherished opinions not only about the teaching and acts of Jesus, but about who and what we are as human beings. As this book indicates, it is in this specific new effort of
separating from our own thoughts and feelings that an entirely unexpected source of hope may be glimpsed, both for ourselves and for our world.

To begin to understand this text, we need to have a question, and to question ourselves. That said, the issue then becomes not only what are our questions, but how do we ask them? What does it really mean to have a serious question of the heart and to ask it from the whole of ourselves, or at least from the part of ourselves that is able to hear an answer? For one of the most remarkable aspects of spiritual knowledge (in the ancient meaning of the term *gnosis*) is that its answers can be fully received only in response to a real question, a real need. And it is no doubt true—and also often forgotten—that the inner meaning of all scripture, whether canonical or not, can be received only in the state of spiritual need. If approached without this need or genuine state of questioning, texts such as the Gospel of Philip are likely to be either regarded at arm’s length as mere scholarly and archaeological riddles or curiosities, or greedily appropriated as fuel for fantasy. The first step then toward a new kind of questioning, a new kind of knowing, is a step back into ourselves, apart from all that we think we know about ourselves. If there is such a thing as transformational knowing (and this is the true meaning of the term *gnosis*), its first stage is the inner act of *not knowing*.

In his beautiful and courageous introduction to the Gospel of Philip, Jean-Yves Leloup concludes by saying, “I have articulated some of the questions raised by this gospel. I have never pretended to have the answers to these questions . . .” Yet he goes on to add that “this must not lead me to deny the nearness of a source that is capable of satisfying the thirst for these answers.”

He does not dare to name that “source.” But as we turn the pages of the text itself, we may begin to sense numerous indications of its nature in the bittersweet state of self-questioning that this gospel can evoke. Under Jean-Yves Leloup’s hand, we are guided to both the known and the unknown in ourselves and in our understanding of the Christian teaching.
Concerning our relationship to the teachings of Christianity, Leloup invites us to regard this hitherto “hidden” and “secret” text as pointing to the hidden or subconscious teachings of Christianity, in the sense that what is ontologically subconscious in human life is what secretly influences and directs that which we call our consciousness. This is to be contrasted with the well-known or, in this limited sense of the word, conscious canonical Gospels under the light of which, in Leloup’s words, the Church originally “staked a claim, so to speak, on the entire territory of Christianity, fencing in a land that was originally open and free.”

We might also think of the subconscious and the conscious as essence and manifestation—what we are in the depths of our hidden being and how we act and manifest in the conditioned and relative realm of time and the world we live in. It might also be suggested that in our own individual lives, as well as in the life of a great tradition that compassionately struggles to penetrate the worldly life of humankind, essence and manifestation often drift apart from each other, to the point that outer expression or manifestation loses or “forgets” its source and essence—and thereby, knowingly or unknowingly, even contradicts or denies the authority of its source. In that case, to confront essence and manifestation together, especially in their accrued mutual contradiction, is nothing less than a great shock of awakening—and it is there where we may experience the state of self-questioning that is both joyous and bittersweet.

In this sense, speaking in terms of gnosis or sacred knowing, a genuine question that corresponds to a state of spiritual need involves the experience in ourselves of our own essential being together with our actual manifestation. It means being present to both the divine essence within and how we manifest or act in ways that generally serve only the illusions and attachments of the ego. There can be great suffering in this awareness of how we forget or betray the truth of what we are. But this awareness itself, when it is deep enough, opens the way to a reconciliation of these two opposing currents in ourselves, and this awareness can lead us toward “the peace that passes understanding.” Here knowledge and love fuse.

Jean-Yves Leloup’s inspired approach to the Gospel of Philip is artic-
ulated in the opening pages of his introduction: “It is not my intention,” he writes, “to set the canonical and the apocryphal gospels against each other, nor privilege one over the others. My aim is to read them together: to hold the manifest together with the hidden, the allowed with the forbidden, the conscious with the unconscious.” The reconciling force of such an honest approach to this text, which open-heartedly examines subversive ideas with patience, humility, and respect, allows us to hear the way Yeshua speaks of the meaning of sacramental bread and wine; of the true and “illusory” human body; of the meaning of death and resurrection as stages on the path of inner work; of the purity of the Virgin as the immaculate and fertile silence (parthenos) or void within the human soul; or—in what is bound to attract much attention—in the way Jesus is allowed to speak about marriage and sexuality. There is a teaching here that is very deep and very high, and woe to us if we too hastily attach ourselves to one or another surface meaning of what is expressed in these pages. The text speaks of the sexual act in marriage as “the holy of holies,” and Jean-Yves Leloup offers wise and heartfelt reflections about the possible sexuality of Jesus himself in his fully realized humanness. At the same time we find such passages as the following:

*Even the worldly embrace is a mystery;*

*Far more so, the embrace that incarnates the hidden union.*

*It is not only a reality of the flesh,*

*For there is silence in this embrace.*

*It does not arise from impulse or desire (epithumia);*

*It is an act of will.*

*It is not of darkness, it is of light. (Page 84, Plate 130)*

At this point we may recall the oft-repeated warning of Jesus in both the canonical and apocryphal gospels: “Let those who have ears to hear, hear.” For at the very least, what seems to be spoken of here is the meaning of sexuality in its highly evolved, fully human form. Who among us is yet able to claim enduring access to such a quality of the fully human?
Even on the purely theoretical or theological plane, Leloup’s approach to this apocryphal material can produce entirely new currents of energy and understanding in our approach to the teachings and person of Jesus. The relevance of these texts is meant to go beyond their impact on our understanding of Christianity as a religion existing outside of ourselves. But what exactly is their relevance to our own personal lives now and here—to ourselves as we are and try to be?

Christian or not, we are all children of our era and we have heard that Truth is for all who seek it—whether in Christian terms, in the language of any of the other great spiritual traditions, or in the language of a new, authentic revelation of spiritual knowledge; whether through the sacredness of nature as science reveals it to us, or simply through people, individual men and women whose presence radiates the light of hope in the darkening night of our world.

Nearly every page of this translation can evoke intense self-questioning, offering directions of personal search for Truth that are as profound as they are startlingly new and challenging. The words of Jesus stand to meet us there: “Seek and ye shall find.” Perhaps, then, the one real question we all can share and ponder is not whether to seek, but how to seek, how to discover and accept our own real need. I can think of no better platform from which to approach this powerful text and its fertile commentary.

JACOB NEEDLEMAN,
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY,
SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY, AND AUTHOR OF
*LOST CHRISTIANITY* AND *THE AMERICAN SOUL*
The Invention of the Gospels

When the cross upon which Christ was supposedly crucified was discovered by Empress Helena in Jerusalem, the phrase *invention of the cross* was used. In Latin *in venire* means “to be brought to light,” “to emerge.” The original meaning of *invention* is a coming to light of what is already there—it is both a discovery and a return.

In this sense, we might speak today of an *invention of the Gospels*, meaning those that were already there but lay in oblivion for many centuries, buried in the sands near Nag Hammadi in Upper Egypt. Might this rediscovery of forgotten Gospels, beginning in 1945, also be an “invention of Christianity”? Might it be an occasion for a return to the sources of a tradition that is thought to have been aware of its own roots, but which in reality has been largely ignorant of them?

Some would detect here a “return of the repressed”: These sacred texts and inspired writings express and reveal the collective unconscious of a people or group. Thus these rejected Gospels reappearing in our time would be manifestations of a return of Christianity’s repressed material.

They are often called *apocryphal*, meaning “hidden” or “secret.” The original Greek word, as evidenced in the prefix *apo-*—“underneath” the scriptures.

Similarly, that which we call *unconscious* or *subconscious* refers to what is underneath consciousness—and may secretly influence or direct this so-
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called consciousness. In this sense we might also speak of these as “unconscious Gospels”—for their language is in fact closer to that of dreams than of history and reason, which we have come to associate with the so-called canonical Gospels. The latter were put to effective use in building Church institutions that staked a claim, so to speak, on the entire territory of Christianity, fencing in a land that was originally open and free.

It is not my intention to set the canonical and the apocryphal Gospels against each other, nor to privilege one over the others. My aim is to read them together: to hold the manifest together with the hidden, the allowed with the forbidden, the conscious with the unconscious.

It is interesting that the Church of Rome’s current official list of approved biblical scriptures was established only in the sixteenth century at the Council of Trent. It was not until the eighteenth century that Ludovico Muratori discovered a Latin document in Milan containing a list of books that had been considered acceptable to the Church of Rome much earlier, around 180 C.E. Now known as the Muratori Canon, it represents a consensus of that period as to which books were considered canonical (from the Greek kanon, a word originally meaning “reed” and then “ruler,” or “rule”).

Thus the canonical Gospels are those that conform to the rule, and the apocryphal Gospels are those judged not to conform to it. The function of this rule is obviously to establish or maintain the power of those who made it. This was not a process that happened overnight. A significant feature of the Muratori Canon is that it allowed usage of the Apocalypse of Peter, which was later excluded from the Roman canon. Other Gospels, such as the Gospel of Peter, were considered canonical by some Syrian churches until sometime in the third century.

There are those who are disturbed by this indeterminacy in the origins of Christianity. Yet the coming to light of these ancient apocryphal writings, on the contrary, should remind us of the richness and freedom of those origins. If becoming a truly adult human being means taking responsibility for the unconsciousness, which presides over most of our conscious actions, then perhaps now is the time for Christianity to
become truly adult. It now has the opportunity to welcome these Gospels, thereby welcoming into consciousness that which has been repressed by our culture. Our culture now has a chance to integrate, alongside its historical, rational, more or less “masculine” values, those other dimensions that are more mystical, imaginary, imaginal... in a word, feminine, always virginal, always fertile. The figure of Miriam of Magdala, so often misunderstood and misused, now begins to reveal the full scope of her archetypal dimension.

These Gospels were discovered by Egyptian fellahin less than forty miles north of Luxor, on the south bank of the Nile, in the area of Nag Hammadi at the foot of the Jabal-at-Tarif, in the vicinity of the ancient monastic community of Khenoboskion. It was there that some of the earliest monastic communities of St. Pachomius’s order were founded. This collection of manuscripts must have been buried sometime during the fourth century C.E. Thus it was apparently a group of orthodox monks who saved these texts, suspected of being heretical, from destruction.

We must bear in mind the context of theological, and especially Christological, crises that tormented the Christianity of this era. These monks may have buried these priceless texts in order to protect them from the inquisition by the Monophysite hierarchy, which claimed that Christ has only one nature: the divine. His humanity, the hierarchy said, was only a passive instrument used by the divinity. In contrast to this, orthodoxy maintained that Jesus Christ was both truly God and truly human—meaning he was a fully human being, with a sexual body, a soul, and a spirit (soma, psyche, nous). His intimacy with Miriam of Magdala was evidence of this fullness.²

1. [The word imaginal, coined by the philosopher Henry Corbin, refers to an act of creative imagination that transcends the subjectivity of ordinary imagination. See The Gospel of Mary Magdalene by Jean-Yves Leloup (Rochester, Vt.: Inner Traditions, 2001); and The Voyage and the Messenger by Henry Corbin (Berkeley, Calif.: North Atlantic Books, 1998). —Trans.]
May it have been that these texts were threatened not only by elements of the orthodoxy, as has often been claimed, but also by the Monophysites, who were shocked by certain details evoking the incarnation of the Word with a realism that was too explicit for them? This human body that spoke and taught was also a body that loved—and not merely with a chaste platonic love, but with all the sensual and psychic presence of a biblical love.

**The Gospel of Philip**

Most of the books of the Nag Hammadi codices are Coptic translations of Greek originals. The Gospel of Philip is a part of Codex II, the most voluminous manuscript in the library of Khenoboskion. The papyrus measures roughly 11 inches long and between 5.5 and 6 inches wide; and the text is 8.5 inches by 5 inches. Each of its 150 pages contains from 33 to 37 lines, whereas the other manuscripts have no more than 26 lines per page. In addition to the Gospel of Philip, Codex II contains the Gospel of Thomas, a version of the Apocryphon of John, the Hypostasis of the Archons, an anonymous writing known as “The Untitled Text” (and sometimes as “The Origin of the World”), the Exegesis on the Soul, and the Book of Thomas the Contender.

The Gospel of Philip was inserted between the Gospel of Thomas and the Hypostasis of the Archons. A photographic edition of Codex II was published by Pahor Labib, with the Gospel of Philip appearing on plates 99–134. A first translation was made by H. M. Schenke, who divided the Gospel into twenty-seven paragraphs. Although this division has been debated (E. Segelberg, R. M. Grant, J. E. Ménard), I have found it useful for this edition. It presents the Gospel of Philip as a kind of garland of words no less enigmatic than those of the Gospel of Philip.

---

Thomas, and more elaborate, because they are certainly of a later date than the text of Thomas. Several other translations of this Gospel have appeared in German and in English (R. M. Wilson, R.-C. J. de Catanzaro, W. C. Till, Wesley Isenberg). To my knowledge, the only previous French translation is that of my colleague Jacques Ménard, of the University of Strasbourg.\(^5\)

Opinions are divided as to the dating of this Gospel. Giversen and Leipoldt date it to as late as the fourth century. This is unlikely, for it would mean that it disappeared only a few years after it was written. Furthermore, fragments of this text are quoted in previous writings before the third century. I follow Puech’s more authoritative dating of approximately 250 C.E. If it is true, as most scholars believe, that this Coptic version is a translation of an earlier Greek text, then it would push back the dating of the original to around 150 C.E. This Gospel poses the same problem as that of Thomas: Being a compilation of passages, we have no means of assigning all of these logia to a single date. We must deal with the fact that the evangelic flavor of certain passages contrasts with others (no doubt of later date) that have a more gnostic character. This is not to assign a lesser value to these later passages, for age alone does not confer an automatic certificate of authenticity or orthodoxy. Like all texts considered to be “inspired,” the Gospel of Philip is witness to the diverse influences in which the cultures and beliefs of an era mingle. Such diversity always informs the supposedly perennial sources of inspiration.

In this presentation I have followed Professor Jacques Ménard’s arrangement of Codex II (indicated by the page number at the top of each page of Coptic text), plus that of Dr. Pahor Labib’s photographic edition (indicated by the plate number at the top of each page of Coptic text).

---

The arrangement of the passages in this translation follows that of H. M. Schenke. I have also found it useful to employ a special numbering of the passages from 1 to 127 to facilitate references to logia.

It would be hard to overemphasize the difficulties involved in the translation from the Coptic of these often sibylline texts. Professor Ménard drove himself to the point of risking his physical and mental health while working on them. I often diverge from him in both translation and interpretation of certain passages, for my concern has always been to find a meaning in these logia, even if it sometimes requires a departure from philological literalism. An archaeologist is required only to make an inventory of the broken fragments of the vase; but the hermeneutist must at least imagine, if not establish, how the vase was used.

There have been a number of more or less serious presentations of these puzzling texts. But when we have been used to laboring within the confines of archaeological and philological reductionism, who would be so bold as to attempt to elucidate their meaning to discover how they might be a source of inspiration for contemporary readers, just as they were for readers of the early centuries of Christianity? The problem with all texts bearing the name Gospel is that we no longer listen to them as Gospels—that is, as good news, as liberating teachings for human beings of all times. Instead we read them as historical documents, curious dead words of the past that are of interest primarily to scholars. Above all, we must seek to find an alive and enlivening meaning in them, as in all inspired scriptures.

With more honesty than modesty, I must admit that the translation presented here falls into the category of an essay rather than a definitive version. I hope that skilled and patient researchers will find it useful in future efforts with this text.

I have learned that to translate is always to interpret. This is where the "passion" of a text lies. The text is subject to our interpretation, and is itself a kind of decoding that always involves the subjectivity of a Logos that has been heard, or perhaps only thought. We still do not know what Yeshua
really said. We know only what a number of hearers and witnesses have heard. Scripture consists of what has been heard, not what has been said.

PHILIP

Like the Jews in their diaspora, the Christian Jews (or Judeo-Christians) made great efforts to conserve their threatened traditions by putting them into writing. These texts often claimed to have the stamp of authority of one or another of the primary evangelists from Israel and its diaspora: Peter, James, John, Philip, and so forth.

In the ancient world, the concept of literary property was radically different from what it is now. An author who wrote under the name of an apostle was considered to be performing an act of homage, not an act of forgery. Pseudepigrapha, the technical term now used to describe this process, was commonly practiced. The Gospel of Philip is pseudepigraphic in this sense, like most of the other Gospels.

Why was the patronage of Philip evoked for this collection of rather long and mysterious writings? In Greek, the name Philip means “lover of horses.” In ancient times, the horse was often a symbol of noble lineage, as well as of freedom.

In the canonical Gospels the name Philip is cited on several occasions:

The next day [after the baptism of Yeshua in the Jordan], John the Baptist was still there with two of his disciples. Seeing Yeshua pass, he said: “This is the Lamb of God.” Andrew and John heard him and went to Yeshua. Seeing that they were following him, Yeshua turned around, saying: “What do you seek?” They answered: “Master, where are you staying?” He said to them, “Come and see.” They went to see, and stayed with him.

The next day Yeshua wished to return to Galilee. He met Philip and told him: “Follow me.” Philip was from Bethsaida, the city of Andrew and Peter.

Meeting Nathaniel, Philip said to him, “We have found the one
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written about by Moses in the Law, and by the prophets; he is Yeshua, the son of Joseph of Nazareth." Nathaniel answered him: "What good can come out of Nazareth?" Philip told him: "Come and see."  

Philip, a disciple of John the Baptist, was thus the third to be called by Yeshua, and quickly became a disciple. He used the same words that Yeshua had used in speaking to Andrew and John: *come, leave, and see*—look, contemplate, discover.

Philip subsequently takes his place on the list of twelve apostles called by Yeshua. According to Matthew 10:3 and Luke 6:14, he is named as the fifth, just after John. Mark 3:18 lists him after Andrew. In the Acts of the Apostles, after the departure of Judas Iscariot, Philip is named as the fifth among the eleven, just before Thomas. Yeshua seems to have "tested" his faith before accepting him, just prior to the multiplication of the loaves and fishes:

Lifting up his eyes, Yeshua saw a large crowd approaching him, and said to Philip: "Where will we buy enough bread to feed all these people?" He said this to test him, for he knew well what he was going to do. Philip [speaking as a knowledgeable man] replied: "Two hundred dinarii would not buy enough bread for each person to have a little of it."

Shortly before the Passion, as John later recounts, Yeshua had already gone to Jerusalem, and was visibly close to Philip:

Among those who came up to worship during the feast were several Greeks. They came to Philip [his Greek name would have facilitated this], who was from Bethsaida in Galilee, and asked him: "Sir, we wish to see Yeshua." Philip went to tell Andrew, and they both went to tell Yeshua. Yeshua said to them: "The hour has come for the Son of Man to be glorified."

---

8. Ibid., 12:20–23.
Later, during the conversation between Yeshua and his friends at the Passover meal, Philip is again prominent:

“If you knew me, you would also know my Father. But henceforth, you will know him, and you have seen him!” Philip said to him: “Lord, show us the Father, that will suffice us.” And Yeshua answered him: “I have been with you this long, Philip, and you still do not know me? Whoever sees me, sees the Father. How can you say, ‘Show us the Father’? Do you not know that I am in the Father and that the Father is in me? . . . Believe me: I am in the Father, and the Father is in me.”

Philip has been called to contemplate, like Thomas, “the One who is before his eyes.” He is called to discover his Teacher and, through him, every human being, as a Temple of the Spirit, the abode of the Father. The river cannot exist without its Source. It is by plunging into the river that one can know the Source, which is God. Although “none has ever seen Him,” all that exists is witness to God’s existence. None has ever directly contemplated the Source of life, yet the smallest act of love and creation is witness to his presence. It is by living that one discovers life. It is the Son in us who knows the Father; the Father of Yeshua is also our Father. Like John, Philip is invited to become the evangelist, or the messenger of the incarnation.

Philip also appears in the Acts of the Apostles. The Teacher had led him to discover the presence of the Principle (the Father) in all its manifestation (the Son); now he has progressed to the point of understanding, from reading the scriptures himself, that Yeshua is the hoped-for Messiah. This is what he teaches the Ethiopian whom he meets on his way:

However, an angel of the Lord addressed Philip, saying: “Arise, and go south, on the road which goes down from Jerusalem to Gaza, in the desert.” Philip arose and left. Then he saw an Ethiopian eunuch, a

9. Ibid., 14:7-11.
minister and guardian of the treasure of Queen Candace of Ethiopia, who had come to Jerusalem to worship in the presence of YHWH.

Returning home, he was seated in his chariot, reading the prophet Isaiah.

Then the Spirit said to Philip: "Go forward, and join him in his chariot." Philip approached, and heard that he was reading from the prophet Isaiah. He asked the man: "Do you truly understand what you are reading?"

"How could I, without someone to guide me?" the man answered. And he invited Philip to come up and sit with him.

Now the passage which he was reading was this one:

"Like a sheep he was led to the slaughter,
and like a lamb silent before its shearer,
so he does not open his mouth.
In his humiliation justice was denied him.
Who can describe his generation?
For his life is taken away from the earth."

The eunuch asked Philip, "About whom, may I ask you, does the prophet say this, about himself or about someone else?" Then Philip began to speak, and starting with this scripture, he proclaimed to him the good news about Yeshua. As they were going along the road, they came to some water; and the eunuch said, "Look, here is water! What is to prevent me from being baptized?" He commanded the chariot to stop, and both of them, Philip and the eunuch, went down into the water, and Philip baptized him. When they came up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord took Philip away; the eunuch saw him no more, and went on his way rejoicing. But Philip found himself at Azotus, and as he was passing through the region, he proclaimed the good news to all the towns until he came to Caesarea.\(^\text{10}\)

Here, Philip appears as scriptural hermeneutist, and as baptist. Both of these qualities recur in the Gospel that bears his name. It is also interesting that the person whom he teaches is an Ethiopian royal official. Can it be mere coincidence that it is in Ethiopia that we find, even today, richly ornamented crosses with a representation in the center of a man and a woman joined closely together? For this is one of the most important themes of the Gospel of Philip: the union of man and woman as revelation of the Love of the creator and savior.

Philip is also the apostle of Samaria, where his teaching was accompanied by signs and wonders rivaling those of Simon Magus.

Philip went down to the city of Samaria and began proclaiming Christ to them. The crowds with one accord were giving attention to what was said by Philip, as they heard and saw the signs that he was performing. For in the case of many who had unclean spirits, they were coming out of them shouting with a loud voice; and many who had been paralyzed and lame were healed. So there was much rejoicing in that city.

Now there was a man named Simon, who formerly was practicing magic in the city and astonishing the people of Samaria, claiming to be someone great; and they all, from smallest to greatest, were giving attention to him, saying, “This man is what is called the Great Power of God.” And they were giving him attention because he had for a long time astonished them with his magic arts.

But when they put their faith in Philip preaching the good news about the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ, they were being baptized, men and women alike. Even Simon himself believed; and after being baptized, he did not leave Philip, amazed as he was by the great miracles that he saw taking place.\footnote{Ibid., 8: 5–13.}

Philip also appears as a greatly venerated figure in the so-called apocryphal texts. The Pistis Sophia reminds us that “Philip is the
scribe of all the speeches that Jesus made, and of all that he did.”

According to historians, all that we can be sure of is that Philip probably preached in Syria and in Phrygia, around the Black Sea, and that he was probably martyred or crucified in Hieropolis. In his ecclesiastical history, Eusebius of Caesarea (V, XXIV) quotes a letter from Polycratus, bishop of Ephesus, to Pope Victor (pope between 189 and 198):

Great luminaries lie buried with their fathers in Asia, sleeping the sleep of death. They will arise on the day of the coming of the Lord, the day when he comes amidst the glory of the heavens, when he awakens all the saints; Philip, one of the twelve emissaries, lies with his fathers in Hieropolis, and with two of his daughters.

THE MAJOR THEMES OF THE GOSPEL OF PHILIP

What interest is there in translating and studying these often obscure and suppressed texts of the origins of Christianity? First, there is their historical significance. A minimum of honesty demands that we endeavor to know where we come from, what are our sources and our points of reference.

What are the sources and founding texts of the established denominations, of Christianity, of our civilization itself? Christianity is a religion that is little known, if not unknown altogether, and this applies especially to its origins. What we know about it is mostly the history of its institutional churches and their great achievements, but also of their wars, Crusades, and sometimes their obscurantism and their inquisitions.

To reach into Christian origins is to find ourselves in a space of free-

12. A historical study of Christianity's origins and founding texts would make a passionately interesting ecumenical project in which Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant, and other churches could bring together their knowledge and skills in a common work.
dom without dogmatism, a space of awe before the Event that was manifested in the person, the deeds, and the words of the Teacher from Galilee. There is an awe and a freedom in interpreting these deeds and words as a force of evolution, transformation, and Awakening for everyone, as well as for those who believe in him.

From an anthropological point of view, these Gospels remind us of the importance of the *nous*, that fine point of the psyche which is capable of silence and contemplation, as mentioned in the Gospel of Mary Magdalene. They also remind us of the importance of the imagination.

In his book *Figures du pensable* (Figures of the Thinkable), Cornelius Castoriadis points out that it is imagination that really distinguishes humans from other animals. As we now know, the latter are capable of thought, calculation, language, and memory; but “human beings are defined above all, not by their reason, but by their capacity of imagination.” Imagination is at the deepest root of what it means to be human: Our societies, institutions, moral and political norms, philosophies, works of art, and also what is now called science—all of these are born of imagination.

This recognition of imagination gives rise to a momentous idea: Human beings and their societies can change. For Castoriadis it was the ancient Greeks who first realized the imaginary nature of the great meanings that structure social life. From this realization arose the science of politics—in this sense, the questioning of existing institutions, and changing them through purposive collective action. It also gave birth to philosophy—in this sense, the questioning of established meanings and representations, and changing these through the reflective activity of thought. To politics and philosophy we should add poetry and spirituality, in the sense of their questioning of reality supported only by sensory

13. [The author uses the word *anthropology* (Fr. *anthropologie*) in a special way: He means it in its original, pre-modern sense of a comprehensive philosophy of human nature and its place in the cosmos, not as the study of human cultures and biological evolution. — Trans.]
experience and reason to the exclusion of intuition and feeling—in other words, the objective world stripped of a Subject who perceives it or, more exactly, who interprets it and tells its story. There is neither human story nor cosmic story without the presence of imagination to speak it.

When this faculty of imagination is not kept alive, there is no more story to be told, and institutions begin to stiffen and become dogmatic. Their objectifications then take on the quality of absolutes. When imagination becomes stuck or frozen, creation and poetry are no longer possible, and this also closes the door to democratic processes as well the arts and sciences. If people lack imagination, how can they find solutions to the challenges of life?

Thus one of the functions of these inspired texts is to stimulate our imagination—or, more precisely, our power of interpretation. If, as Sartre said, human beings are condemned to be free, then it is because they are condemned to interpret. Neither in the world nor in books do we find anything with a built-in meaning. It is up to human beings to give things meaning and thereby participate in the creative act.

The Gospel of Philip affords us an opportunity for reflection, imagination, and meditation regarding certain aspects of Christianity that are sometimes hidden. The hermeneutic stimulation of this recently discovered text has at times been too strong for some, resulting in excessive and self-indulgent interpretations. For this reason, I have thought it wiser to return this Gospel to its context, and to relate it to the traditions that are its source: the Judaic tradition and the earliest forms of Christianity that grew out of it. This “orthodox” reading is quite distinct from other interpretations that have so far been offered by major commentators. It differs notably from that of my colleague Jacques Ménard, who attempted to make this text fit into the narrow category of Gnosticism, in particular Valentinian Gnosticism. Of course I do not deny such a gnostic influence—the text’s numerous terms influenced by the Syriac language testify to it, and we know that this cultural milieu was the matrix of the related currents of Mandaean and Manichean beliefs.

The themes proposed by this garland, or pearl necklace, as I have
described this Gospel, are numerous. Like the individual pearls in a strand, each logion shines in its own way and could inspire a long commentary. In the framework of a shorter book, we are limited to only a few of them that seem particularly potent as invitations to deeper questioning and as challenges to certain habitual and preconceived notions.

We recall Peter's question in the Gospel of Mary Magdalene:

> How is it possible that the Teacher talked in this manner, with a woman, about secrets of which we ourselves are ignorant? Must we change our customs, and listen to this woman? ¹⁵

Such a question also applies to certain logia of the Gospel of Philip. Must we change our habitual ways of looking at conception, birth, and relations between man and woman? Must we reconsider our entire image of the Christ, of the real nature of his humanity and his relation to women, especially to Miriam of Magdala?

Is sexuality a sin, a natural process, or a space of divine epiphany, a “holy of holies”? These are all themes for which we shall sketch out interpretations here, placing them in resonance with Jewish tradition. But we must also consider other themes that are no less important and just as inspiring for reflection. In logion 21, for example:

> Those who say that the Lord first died, and then was resurrected, are wrong; for he was first resurrected, and then died. If someone has not first been resurrected, they can only die. If they have already been resurrected, they are alive, as God is Alive.

This reminds us that Resurrection (Anastasis in Greek) is not some sort of reanimation. As the apostle Paul pointedly mentioned in his letter to the Corinthians: “Flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God.”

The Gospel of Philip invites us to follow Christ by awakening in this life to that in us which does not die, to what St. John called eternal Life. This Life is not “life after death,” but the dimension of eternity that abides in our mortal life. We are called to awaken to this Life before we die, just as Christ did.

The apostle Paul further points out that it is not our biological-psychic body that resurrects, but our spiritual body, or pneuma in Greek.

What is this so-called spiritual body? Is it not already woven in this life, from our acts of generosity and the giving of ourselves? For the only thing that death cannot take from us is what we have given away. The Gospel of Philip emphasizes this power of giving, this capacity of offering that the soter (Greek for “savior”) has come to liberate in us. It is this “body given in offering” that is our body of glory, our resurrected being.

It was not only at the moment of his manifestation
that he made an offering of his life,
but since the beginning of the world that he gave his life in offering.
In the hour of his desire,
He came to deliver this offering held captive.
It had been imprisoned by those who steal life for themselves.

16. 1 Cor 15:50.
17. Cf. 1 Cor 15 on the subject of resurrection. [It is important to note that the author uses the words soul and spirit based their original meanings, which are significantly different from their modern usages. In antiquity the Greek psyche, which means soul, did not have the same elevated status that the soul assumed in later Christianity, nor was it confused with spirit (pneuma in Greek), as it later came to be and still is in current usage. For the ancients the soul included aspects of the mortal body, mind, and emotions, as well as something of the spirit transcending them. It was an intermediary reality between the physical and the spiritual. In a further refinement of this intermediation, the nous appears here as that “fine point” of psyche (soul) that is closest to pneuma (spirit).—Trans.]
He revealed the powers of the Gift and brought goodness to the heart of the wicked.  

As in the other Gospels, we find this metaphysics of the Gift, or agápē, which resides in the very heart of Being, and which the Teacher unveils through his words and his acts.

Another important theme showing a kinship between this Gospel and that of Thomas is the idea of non-duality. Some have found a distinctly Eastern flavor in this logion:

Light and darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers and sisters. They are inseparable.

This is why goodness is not always good, violence not always violent, life not always enlivening, death not always deadly.

Such words offer a challenge to many forms of education and conditioning, but also to political attitudes. In politics it is surely unwise to separate good and evil by too sharp a division: One never occurs without the other, like day and night. This also recalls the parable of the good seed and the unwanted seed in chapter 13 of Matthew: To root out one is also to destroy the other.

Instead, we must wait for the time of harvest, meaning the time of insight. We would so much like to be pure and perfect, mistaking ourselves for God, who alone knows the ultimate meaning of good and evil. Might this be the original mistake, the original pretense or self-inflation, the cause of all kinds of suffering, of hasty judgments and exclusions? Was not Christ himself rejected and crucified by people who considered themselves just?

The Gospel of Philip reminds us of that humility, which is liberating.

It is sometimes in the name of the good that the greatest evil is done, and the bloodiest and most unjust crimes are committed in the name of God and his justice. To face this fact should deliver us from fanaticism. We must accept the truth that even the best actions are never performed without at least some bad consequences. It is from the same pollen that the bee produces both honey and venom. Both the saint and (unfortunately) the inquisitor quote the same Gospel passage.

As long as we use words, we will have evils, according to the Gospel of Philip:

The words we give to earthly realities engender illusion, they turn the heart away from the Real to the unreal. The one who hears the word God does not perceive the Real, but an illusion or an image of the Real.

The same holds true for the words Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Life, Light, Resurrection, Church, and all the rest. These words do not speak Reality; we will understand this on the day when we experience the Real.

All the words we hear in this world only deceive us.
If they were in the Temple Space [Aeon], they would keep silent and no longer refer to worldly things,
in the Temple Space [Aeon] they fall silent.  

This silence is that of the apophatic, contemplative theology that continued to develop in the following centuries:

Of God, it is impossible to say what he is in Himself, and it is more proper to speak of God by denying everything. Indeed, he is nothing that exists. This is not to say that he cannot be in some sense, but that he is above everything that is, above being itself.  

In his *Apologia*, II, St. Justin (100–165 C.E.) says that the terms Father, God, Creator, and Lord were not divine names, but names for the blessings and works of the divine.

Though it is good to be silent, it is still necessary to speak. Here, too, the Gospel of Philip avoids the trap of "either/or" dualism:

The Truth makes use of words in the world because without these words, it would remain totally unknowable. The Truth is one and many, so as to teach us the innumerable One of Love.\(^22\)

We are in the world, and this world is one of words and misunderstandings. We must nevertheless try to make ourselves heard, if not understood. This is what the Gospel of Philip invites us to do in dealing with subjects that were undoubtedly the source of much misunderstanding in his times, as they still are today.

**THE SACRED EMBRACE, CONCEPTION, AND BIRTH**

Without trust and consciousness in the embrace, there is nothing "sacred." There is only release, desire-fulfillment, and biological well-being. Procreation is possible, but not creative engendering and conception. This theme in Philip has roots in the Jewish tradition and is developed quite explicitly in the later writings of the Kabbalah.

In kabbalistic literature, the manner of procreation is emphasized as being an essential link between a society and its ultimate destiny. Body and mind are equally involved in the act, to the point that the "spark" of divinity is said to implant itself in the matter of engendered bodies via the

\(^{22}\) Philip, logion 12:7–10.
movement of thought of the parents during their moment of union. It is as if this thought had in itself the power to incarnate—to employ a word overly rich in implications—the divine in the heart of engendered bodies, and thus to perpetuate a genealogical lineage of altogether extraordinary quality.23

The Gospel of Philip distinguishes birth from conception. Some children are well born but poorly conceived; conception is linked with imagination and desire, with an encounter between two beings, not merely two appetites. This is why logion 112 claims:

A woman's children resemble the man she loves.
When it is her husband, they resemble the husband.
When it is her lover, they resemble the lover.

It is possible to procreate children (through impulse and chance) without having conceived them; and they can be conceived in different ways. There are troubled or impure conceptions (i.e., the result of egocentricity or selfish aims). There are also immaculate conceptions, with pure intentions (i.e., giving freely, an expression of creative generosity, a child desired for itself).

There is also a decisive role played by desire, imagination, and the thoughts of the parents regarding their future child as a member of a holy people in either the inner or the outer sense of that term. An intimate relation founds an intimate genealogy, which ultimately depends on intention and desire more than on any historical or juridical status.24

Compare the above with the following passage from the beginning of logion 30 of the Gospel of Philip:

"All those who are begotten in the world

24. Ibid., 15–16.
are begotten by physical means;
the others are begotten by spiritual means."

Again, the resonance between this Gospel and the later Jewish tradi-
tion is striking. The physical act of love harbors a secret that has serious
implications for the whole problem of a “chosen” or “holy” people, or a
Kingdom of God. And the question of our possible membership in such
an elect turns out to have nothing to do with the family or ethnicity to
which we belong. Instead, it has to do with the quality of trust and con-
sciousness in the embrace, which makes us children of the nuptial act,
icons of the union.

In the thirteenth-century Letter on Holiness, attributed to Rabbi
Moses ben Nahman, this theme recurs:

The Letter on Holiness, or Iggeret ha-Kodesh, is only one of several titles
by which this work has been known. No doubt it is the most widely-
known, but surely the most evocative of these titles is The Secret of Sexual
Relations. This shows the real subject matter of the letter, but his main
concern is to bring holiness—divine life—into the very heart of the inti-
mate act between couples. What is at stake in this concern is very cru-
cial: nothing less than the reproduction of Israel as a “holy people,”
according to the Biblical expression. How to give birth to children of a
holy people, to Jews belonging to the Israeli community, is not a ques-
tion with an obvious answer. The attempt to answer it must not go
astray in a fog of legalistic rules defining inheritance and kinship, such
as a Jew being defined as a child born to a certain person, or worse yet,
ENTHNO-GENETIC theories that define Jews as those of certain ancestors,
and so forth. We know something about how one becomes a holy per-
son; there exists a whole panoply of rules and disciplines for this. But for

25. Also known as Nahmanides (1194–1270), a Spanish rabbi who emigrated to Palestine.
 [This letter has more recently been attributed to Rabbi Joseph Gikatilla, q.v. later in the
 introduction. —Trans.]
the author of the *Letter on Holiness*, to be born holy, to be born as a member of the people of Israel, requires a special attitude of the parents during the crucial moment that determines the form of the embryo: the sexual act. This holiness cannot be conferred by the mere transfer of hereditary traits. Nor does it have anything to do with the child’s status in the social, juridical, or religious order. Education plays no role yet. The entire significance of a “holy” lineage hinges on a voluntary, conscious act of love and spiritual meditation involving the parents—plus a few clinical precautions regarding the act of intimacy. But it is made clear that this intimate transmission of essential Judeity is totally out of the control of any social identity norms. No human tribunal is capable of judging mystical “intentions.” In this way, there emerges an Israel-being which eludes any scholarly definition. Consequently, the simple fact of being a Jew partakes of mystery: The secret of being Jewish is how one was conceived, not how one was born.\(^{26}\)

Instead of the usual moral or clinical point of view, often accompanied by rationalizing or repressive tendencies, the *Letter on Holiness* treats the sexual act as belonging to the divine realm. It accords it the status of an act of theophany, exactly as does the Gospel of Philip. The sacred scriptures that societies have chosen to accept as references have undoubtedly had enormous influences, not only on the history of theology, but also on social behavior and mores—and the rejection of certain other scriptures has had immeasurable consequences.

Charles Mopsik is particularly explicit on this point:

*The idea of God that monotheistic religions have imposed upon people seems to exclude any reference to sexuality as a way of approaching or experiencing the divine. Moreover, the concept of the unique God as an all-powerful Father, with no feminine partner, has formed the consen-

ual basis of ordinary theological discourse. This has deeply influenced Western philosophy and the metaphysics that has grown out of it. These mental frameworks and representations have had all kinds of consequences for Christian and Islamic history and civilization, as well as for Judaism. These ideas have penetrated so deeply into people’s minds that they do not realize they are the fruit of a particular religious ideology, and far from axiomatic. The inability of contemporary believers and non-believers to free themselves from these structures is partly due to the fact that these religious and philosophical systems have proclaimed their concept of an asexual or unisexual God as the only reasonable one, and have relegated all others to the category of mythology. They pretend to be the sole inheritors of the biblical tradition, and jurists and theologians of the three monotheistic religions see differing conceptions of divinity as dangerous deviations.27

Yet at the origins of Christianity, in the heart of the Jewish communities from which it arose, another voice had made itself heard:

“The mystery which unites two beings is great; without it, the world would not exist.”28

That passage from Philip resonates with the biblical tradition: In the beginning, as Genesis says, YHWH created *male and female* in his own image. Hence it is neither man nor woman that is in the image of God, but the relation between them. Philip also resonates with the Western philosophical tradition:

There is a certain age at which human nature is desirous of procreation—procreation which must be in beauty and not in

27. Ibid., 7.
deformity; and this procreation is the union of man and woman, and is a divine thing.\textsuperscript{29}

This may come as a surprise to those who associate Plato with readings that cast suspicion on "the works of the flesh." But we must also point out that equally divergent interpretations have arisen from readings of Genesis.

Some have seen Plato's teaching as an evocation of the androgynous nature of humanity—at once male and female—a kind of primordial wholeness for which we have a nostalgic longing. Erotic love would thus appear to be a desperate yearning for our missing half. In Greek mythology and thought, the separation of man and woman is seen as a punishment. In Hebrew mythology and thought, however, this same separation is seen as a blessing and gift of the Creator (for example, the passage from Genesis, "He saw that it was not good for man to be alone"). Sexual differentiation is even seen as an opportunity to gain deeper knowledge of the creative source of all that lives and breathes.

The goal of a sexual relationship is not merely to regain our missing half, thereby gaining access to individuation, or to our original androgynous nature. That part of ourselves seeks its other half is really a kind of self-love; there is no access to otherness here, only a sort of inward differentiation, which is deemed painful and unfortunate.

In the Hebrew tradition, as in the Gospel of Philip, love is more a seeking of one wholeness for another wholeness. It is born not of lack, of \textit{penia}, but of \textit{pleroma}, an overflowing toward otherness.

A human being is born either male or female, but he or she must become a man or a woman—not just mature biologically, but become a person, a subject capable of meeting another person or subject, in a love that is not needy or demanding. Trust and consciousness in the embrace is the echo of this love.

Here is how we might symbolize the Greek and the Hebrew views:

\textsuperscript{29} Plato, \textit{The Symposium}, translation by Jowett.
Certain authors of the Hebrew tradition trace this encounter all the way back to two beings who are sexually differentiated but share a single soul, or a single breath, before birth itself. This is a metaphysical way of emphasizing the fact that we were created to form a couple, through which we experience the epiphany of the presence (shekhina) of YHWH.

In his book on “the secret of how Bathsheba was destined for David since the six days of the beginning,” Rabbi Joseph Gikatila writes:

And know and believe that at the beginning of the creation of man from a drop of semen, the latter comprises three aspects: his father, his mother, and the Holy Blessed-Be-It. His father and mother shape the form of the body, and the Holy Blessed-Be-It shapes the form of the soul. And when a male is created, his feminine partner is necessarily also created at the same time, because no half-form is ever created from above, only a whole form.\(^{30}\)

Rabbi Todros ben Joseph HaLevi Abulafia (1222–1298) also said:

---

Know that we have in our hands a tradition which says that the first man had two faces (*partsufim*), as Reb Jeremiah said . . . ; and know clearly that all the parts of the true tradition (*kabalah*), taken as a whole and in their details, are all built on this foundation. They revolve around this point, for it is a profound secret which mountains depend upon . . . ; according to the initiates of the truth of which the tradition is truth, and of which the Teaching (Torah) is truth, the two verses in question do not contradict each other: *male and female were created by Him*; and *in the image of God he created them* (both from Genesis 1:27). The two verses are one. He who knows the secret of the *image*, of which it is said: *in our image in our likeness* (Genesis 1:26) will understand. . . . I cannot explain it, for it is not permitted to put this thing in writing, even indirectly, and it is to be transmitted only by word of mouth to upright men, from the faithful to the faithful, and only chapter titles and generalities are to be transmitted, “for the details will tell themselves.” These last words are borrowed from the formula of Haguira IIb on the rules for transmission of the secrets of the *Maaseh Merkaba* (Workings of the Chariot), and they are of great interest to us, inasmuch as they clearly show that the masculine/feminine duality is the foundation of the Kabbalists’ concept of the divine Chariot. Moreover, the Kabbalah as a whole is considered to be founded on the secret of this dyad. Thus sexual difference characterizes the human soul, the “image” in which it was created, as is the divine realm which is its model.31

Thus both in the Jewish tradition and in the Gospel of Philip, the love relationship is not to be used for our own fulfillment, for the relationship itself is our own fulfillment, and the revelation of a third term of love, between lover and beloved. This third term is the source of differentiation as well as of union. The biblical tradition calls it God, and the evangelical tradition calls it *pneuma*, or the Holy Spirit, the breath that unites two beings.

This theme of the union of two breaths turns out to be especially important in the Gospel of Philip.

**THE BREATH THAT UNITES: THE KISS OF YESHUA AND MIRIAM**

The Teacher loved her [Miriam] more than all the disciples; he often kissed her on the mouth.  

The many reactions aroused by this logion, which I have previously discussed in *The Gospel of Mary Magdalene*, recall a strange state of affairs: Whereas Yeshua has often been depicted with a young man resting his head on his breast (and such images have not been without effect on the behavior of the clergy), it is practically unimaginable to paint him in a pose of intimacy with a woman. It is as if such contact with a woman would detract from the perfection of his humanity and his divinity, though the very opposite is the case. How many times will it be necessary to repeat the adage of the early church Fathers: “That which is not lived is not redeemed”? In other words, that which is not accepted is not transformed? 

Was Jesus Christ fully human, a “whole man” (as Pope Leo the Great said, *Totus in suis, totus in nostris*), or not? 

The doctrine of the Council of Chalcedony says so: “Christ is at once perfect (*totus*) in his divinity and perfect (*totus*) in his humanity.” Thus to depict him as sexually defective should amount to blasphemy. So why all the fuss? 

A serious consideration of this subject is required. The Gospels discovered not so long ago at Nag Hammadi invite us to do so. It would undoubtedly help us to be free of the guilt, unhappiness, and degradation that have surrounded what, if one takes the biblical texts seriously, is a

---

means of knowing and participating in the holiness of God himself.

St. Odilon of Cluny uttered the following words. How was this possible?

Feminine grace is nothing but blood, humors, and bile . . . and we who recoil at the touch, even with the tips of our fingers, of vomit and excrement, how could we therefore desire to hold in our arms the very sack of excrement itself?

How could anyone desire to canonize such hatred and contempt?

In any event, the Gospel of Philip has Yeshua embracing Miriam on the mouth, and with love rather than disgust. We must emphasize once more that the meaning of this kiss cannot be understood apart from the Judaic and gnostic context of that era.

You must know in your turn what the ancient ones—blessed be their memory—have taught. Why is the kiss given on the mouth rather than some other place? Any love or delight that aims for true substance can express itself only by a kiss on the mouth, for the mouth serves as source and outlet of the breath, and when a kiss is made on the mouth, one breath unites with another. When breath joins with breath, each fuses with the other, they embrace together, with the result that the two breaths become four, and this is the secret of the four. This is even more true of the inner breaths (the sefirot), which are the essence of all; so do not be surprised to find them intertwined in each other, for it expresses their perfect desire and delight.34

We must also mention the kiss in the Song of Songs, as well as God’s kiss to Moses at the moment of his expiring. The Hebrew word for kiss (nashak) means “to breathe together; to share the same breath.” And the word for breath is the same as the word for spirit; this is true not only in

34. Pirouch esser sefirot belima (Kabez al Yad: Éditions Scholem, 1976), 372.
Hebrew (ruakh), but also in Greek (pneuma) and Latin (spiritus). Thus Yeshua and Miriam shared the same breath and allowed themselves to be borne by the same spirit. How could it be otherwise?

Charles Mopsik notes that the kiss of union does not necessarily imply a sexual aspect to the relationship, though it may be a prelude to it. It is in this union that the secret is revealed, a secret that leads us to the bridal chamber. For the Gospel of Philip, as for the older Hebrew tradition, this chamber is the holy of holies.

THE BRIDAL CHAMBER, HOLY OF HOLIES

... and the holy of holies is the bridal chamber ...

Trust and consciousness in the embrace are exalted above all. Those who truly pray to Jerusalem are to be found only in the holy of holies ...

the bridal chamber.35

This logion only reinforces the resonance between this Gospel and the Letter on Holiness attributed to Nahmanides, which offers a kind of explanation:

The sexual relationship is in reality a thing of great elevation when it is appropriate and harmonious. This great secret is the same secret of those cherubim who couple with each other in the image of male and female. And if this act ever had the slightest taint of anything ignoble about it, the Lord of the world would never have ordered us to make these figures, and to place them in the most sacred and secure of places, built upon a very deep foundation. Keep this secret and do not reveal it to anyone unworthy, for here is where you glimpse the secret of the loftiness of an appropriate sexual relationship ...

If you understand the secret of the cherubim, and the fact that the

35. Philip, logion 76:11–18.
[divine voice] was heard [in their midst], you will know that which our sages, blessed of memory, have declared: In the moment when a man unites with his wife in holiness, the shekhina is present between them.36

If this is really true, if the union of man and woman is the holy of holies where his presence (shekhina, Sophia) is manifest, the place where his breath is communicated (ruakh, pneuma), how is it possible for Pope Innocent III (d. 1216) to say, “The sexual act is itself so shameful as to be intrinsically bad,” or for one of his theologians to say, “The Holy Spirit departs of itself from the bedrooms of married couples performing the sexual act, even when it is done only for procreative purposes”?

Both Jewish tradition and the Gospel of Philip say exactly the opposite. If any wedding chamber were really abandoned by the Holy Spirit, it could only result in the birth of “animal humans” rather than beings capable of knowledge and worship of God. Hence the place of holiness has become a place of vilification, and the intimation of paradise has been reduced to a gateway to hell.

In his Meïrat Enayim, Rabbi Isaac d’Acco offers this parable:

A newborn infant was abandoned in a forest with nothing but grass and water for nourishment. He grew up, and here is what happened to him: He went to a place where people were living and one day saw a man coupling with his wife. At first he laughed at them, saying “So what is this simpleton doing?” Someone told him: “It is thanks to this act, you know, that the world continues. Without it, the world would not exist.” The child exclaimed: “How is it possible for such a base and filthy act to be the cause of a world so good, so beautiful, and so praiseworthy as this one?” And they answered: “It is the truth, all the same. Try to understand it.”37

37. Ibid., 132.
Nahmanides adds: “When the sexual relation points to the name, there is nothing more righteous and more holy than it.” Yet it is necessary to “point to the name.” For the pure, everything is pure. Purity resides in the intention and motivation that direct the act. This recalls the previously discussed theme of the transmission of holiness as something more than biological genealogy.

The elders kept their thoughts in the higher realms and thereby attracted the supreme light toward the lower ones. Because of this, things came in abundance and thrived, according to the strength of the thought. And this is the secret of the oil of Elisha, as well as of the handful of flour and the jar of oil of Elijah. It was because of these things that our masters, blessed of memory, said that when a man joins with his wife with his thought anchored in the higher realms, this thought attracts the higher light downward, and this light settles in the very drop [of semen] upon which he is concentrating and meditating, as it was for the jar of oil. This drop thereby finds itself linked always to the dazzling light. This is the secret of: Before you were formed in the womb, I knew you (Jer 1:5). This is because the dazzling light was already linked to the drop of this righteous man in the moment of sexual love [between his parents], after the thoughts of this drop had been linked to the higher realms, thus attracting the dazzling light downward. You must understand this fully. You will then grasp a great secret regarding the God of Abraham and Isaac, and Jacob. These fathers’ thoughts were never separated from the supreme light, not for an hour or even an instant. They were like servants indentured for life to their lord, and this is why we say: God of Abraham, God of Isaac, and God of Jacob.38

There are many other texts from the Jewish tradition that could help us to better understand the Gospel of Philip. Moshe Idel, of the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, has already pointed out the connections between this tradition and Christian gnostic texts.

It seems certain that these texts reflect a Jewish notion of the pre-existing Temple. In the *Midrash Tanhuma*, regarding the reference to the royal bed in the *Song of Songs*, the anonymous commentator says: “His bed is the Temple. To what here below is the Temple compared? To a bed, which serves to bear fruit and increase. The same applies to the Temple, for everything that was found there bore fruit and was increased.” This allows us to conclude that a sexually nuanced perception of the holy of holies already existed in ancient Judaism. Shortly after the destruction of the temple, we find that the bridal chamber substitutes for it as a place where the Shekhina (Presence of God) resides.

The whole exercise (*mitzvah*) proposed by the Teacher in the Gospel of Philip consists of introducing love and consciousness into each of our acts, including the most intimate. In this way, this space-time (the world) becomes a space-temple, a place of manifestation of the presence of YHWH, the One Who Is (*I am who I am*, Exodus 3:14), in complete clarity, innocence, and peace.

In a future work I hope to offer a very detailed analysis of each logion of the Gospel of Philip, relating it to its Jewish, gnostic, and canonical Gospel parallels. For now, I have had to content myself with a translation of this difficult and fascinating text, along with some suggestions for possible interpretations. In this introduction I have articulated some of the questions raised by this Gospel. I have never pretended to have the answers to these questions, yet this must not lead me to deny the nearness of a source that is capable of satisfying the thirst for these answers.
THE GOSPEL OF PHILIP
The Text of the Gospel of Philip
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ΟΥΣΕΒΡΑΙΟΣ ὌΡΩΜΕ [ΨΑ]ΨΤΑΜΙΕ ΓΕΒΡΑΙ
30 ΟϹ ΑΥΩ ΨΑΓΜΟΥΤΕ [ΕΡΟ]Η, ΝΤΕΕΙΜΙΝ,Ε,
ΔΕ ΠΡΟΧΛΥΤΟϹ ΟΥΠ[ΡΟΧΛ]ΥΤΟϹ ΔΕ ΜΑΤ
ΤΑΜΙΕ ΠΡΟΧΛΥΤΟϹ[Κ ὌΡΩΜΕ ΜΜ],Η,Ε ΜΕ
ΣΕΨΟΟΝ ΝΘΕ ΕΤΟΥ,Ψ,[ΟΟΨ ΧΙΝ ΨΟΡΠ]
ΑΥΩ ΚΕΤΑΜΕΙΟ ΝΣΚΟ,Ο,[ΤΕ ΔΕ ΕΥΨΟΟΠ]
A Hebrew who makes someone else a Hebrew is called a proselyte.

But a proselyte does not always make other proselytes. Authentic beings are who they have always been, and what they engender is authentic:

simply becoming who one is.
5 ΤΟ ΝΗΨΗΡΕ ΑΛΛΑ ΤΚΛΗΡΩΝΟΜΕΙΑ ΜΠΕΙ ΩΤ ΧΑΤΣΑΣΙ ΝΣΩΓ ΝΕΤΚΛΗΡΩΝΟΜΕΙ ΝΝΕΤΜΟΟΥΤ' ΝΤΟΟΥ ΓΝΩΥ ΚΕΜΟΟΥΤ' ΑΤΩ ΕΤΚΛΗΡΩΝΟΜΕΙ ΝΝΕΤΜΟΟΥΤ' ΝΕ ΤΕΝΚΛΗΡΩΝΟΜΕΙ ΜΠΕΤΟΝΣ ΝΤΟΟΥ ΚΕΟΝΣ
10 ΑΤΩ ΣΕΡΚΛΗΡΩΝΟΜΕΙ ΜΠΕΤΟΝΣ ΜΝ ΝΕΤΜΟΟΥΤ ΝΕΤΜΟΟΥΤ ΜΑΤΚΛΗΡΩΝΟΜΕΙ ΑΛΑΑΥ [ΝΩΝ ΓΑΡ ΠΕΤΜΟΟΥΤ ΧΝΑΚΛΗΡΝΟ ΜΕΙ ΠΕΤΜΟΟΥΤ ΕΤΕΛΗΑΚΛΗΡΝΟΜΕΙ ΜΠΕΤΟΝΣ ΧΝΑΜΟΥ ΑΝ ΑΛΛΑ ΠΕΤΜΟΟΥΤ'
15 ΕΤΗΝΑΝΝΟ ΓΝΟΥΟ ΟΥΣΘΕΝΙΚΟΣ ΡΡΩ ΜΕ ΜΑΤΜΟΥ ΝΙΠΕΩΝΣ ΓΑΡ ΕΝΕΖ ΖΗΝΑ ΕΤΗΝΑΜΟΥ ΠΕΝΤΑΣΠΙΣΤΕΥΕ ΕΤΜΕ ΑΤ' ΩΝΣ ΑΤΩ ΠΑΙ ΣΗΝΔΥΝΕΥΕ ΕΜΟΥ ΣΟΝΣ ΓΑΡ ΧΙΜ ΠΝΟΟΥ ΝΤΑΠΧΣ ΕΙ ΚΕΩΝΤ Μ
The slave desires freedom; the extent of his master's wealth is of little importance.

The Son, he who is Son, possesses the heritage of the Father.

To inherit from the dead is to die, to inherit from the living is to live.

The Living One gives us birth and death as our heritage.

The dead do not inherit; how could they inherit?

If the dead were to inherit from the living, they would live.

Atheists do not die, because they have never lived.

Only those who hold to the truth know what life is.

They may well fear death, because they live!

The Presence of Christ creates the new world;

He brings order and beauty among us;

death recedes.
20 ΠΚΟΣΜΟϹ ΣΕΡΚΟϹΜΕΙ ΝΠΟΛΕΙϹ ΜΕ ΧΙ ΝΠΕΤΜΟΟΥΤ · ΕΒΟΛ · ΝΠΟΟΥ ΝΕΝΨΟ
ΟΠ ΝΠΕΒΡΑΙΟϹ ΝΕΝΟ ΝΟΡΦΑΝΟϹ ΝΕΥ
ΝΤΑΝ ΝΤΜΜΑΥ ΝΤΑΡΨΨΩΠΕ ΔΕ Ν
ΧΡΗϹΤΙΑΝΟϹ ΑΕΙΟΤ ΙΙ ΜΑΑΥ ΨΩΠΕ ΝΑ

25 ΝΕΤΣΙΤΕ ΓΗ ΤΠΡΩ ΨΑΙΩϹΓ ΓΗ ΠΨΩΜ ΤΠΡΩ ΝΕ ΠΚΟϹΜΟϹ ΠΨΩΜ ΝΕ ΠΚΕΑΙ
ΩΝ ΜΑΡΨΙΤΕ ΓΗ ΠΚΟϹΜΟϹ ΔΕΚΑΑϹ
ΕΝΝΑΩϹΓ ΓΗ ΠΨΩΜ · ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΨΨΕ
ΕΡΟΝ' ΕΤΗΡΨΨΛΗΑ · ΓΗ ΤΠΡΩ ΡΙΕΒΟΛ

30 ΓΗ ΤΠΡΩ ΝΕ ΠΨΩΜ' ΕΡΨΑΟΥΑ ΔΕ ΩϹΓ
ΓΗ ΤΕΨΡΩ ΕΨ,Ν,ΑΩϹΓ ΑΝ ΑΛΑΑ ΕΨΝΑϹΓ
ΛΕ ΓϹϹ ΠΑ,Τ,"[Ο Ν],Τ,ΕΕΙΜΕΊΝΕ ΕΨΝΑΤΕυ
Ε ΚΑΡΠΟ,Ϲ, [ΕΕ] ΑΝ' ΟΥ ΜΟΝΟΝ ΕΨΝΗϹΥ
ΕΒ,Ο,[Α ΓΜΠΑ ΑΝ] ,Α,ΛΛΑ ΓΗ ΠΚΕϹΑΒΒΑΤΟΝ

35 [ΤΕΨΟΜ ΟΥ]ΑΤΚΑΡΠΟϹ ΤΕ ΑΠΕΨϹ ΕΙ
6 When we were Hebrews, we were orphans, knowing only our mother; becoming Christians, we discover both our mother and our father.

7 Those who sow in winter reap in summer; winter is this world, summer is the world of Openness. Let us sow in the world, so as to harvest in summer.

To pray is not to prevent winter, but to allow summer.

Winter is not a time of harvest, but of labor.

8 Without seeds, the earth bears no fruit;

indolence is not the Repose and Power of the Shabbat.

9 Christ came to deliver some and to save others.

He made strangers his own;

in their differences, they manifested his will.
5 Νένετε Νουχ', Ναι Νταύκαγγ Νεού Ω Γή Νεοίοιο τον Μονον Νε Νταρεφ Ουνς Εβολ Αχκω Ντυρξχ Νταρεφ' Ουνο Άλλα Χιμ Φοού Επκοςοκ ωό Οπ' Αχκω Ντυρξχ Νποο Ετεχ' Ου
10 ωυ' Τοτε Αχει Νυορπ' Εναχιτ' Ενει Νταύκαγγ Ννεογω Ακυςόη γα Ναη Ντη Αυν Αχιτ' Ναμαλωοκ Αν' ωνος Μες Νε Αυν νετνανοιο γή Πκοσμος άκ, Αχςοτοι Αυν νεθοου Πνοειν Μη Ρκα
15 Κε Πνς Μη Πμού Νουνα' Μη Νσβουρ Νεσνη Νε Ννουερη Μη 6ομ Νσηωπρα Ανουερη Ετε Ναι Ουνετε Νετνανο Ου νανοιο Ουτε Νεθοου Κεςρου Ουτε Πνς Ουνς Νε Ουτε Πμού Ου
It is not only at the time of his manifestation that he made an offering of his life, but since the beginning of the world that he gave his life in offering.

In the hour of his desire He came to deliver this offering held captive. It had been imprisoned by those who steal life for themselves. He revealed the powers of the Gift, and brought goodness to the heart of the wicked.

Light and darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers and sisters. They are inseparable. This is why goodness is not always good, violence not always violent, life not always enlivening, death not always deadly...
20 ΜΟΥ ΠΕ ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΠΟΥΑ ΠΟΥΑ ΝΑΒΩΛ ΕΒΟΛ · ΑΤΕΒΑΡΧΗ ΖΙΝ ΨΟΡΝ · ΝΕΤΣΟΕ ΔΕ ΑΠΚΟΚΜΟΚ 2ΝΑΤΒΩΛ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΕ 2ΝΥΑ ΕΝΕΣ ΝΕ ΝΠΑΝ ΕΤΟΥ + ΝΜΟΟΥ Α ΚΟΣΜΙΚΟΣ ΟΥΝΤΕΥ ΝΜΑΥ ΝΟΥΝΟΓ Ν
25 ΠΛΑΝΗ ΤΕΠΩΨΙΓ ΓΑΡ ΝΠΟΥΣΗΤ' ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν ΝΕΤΣΜΟΝΤ' ΕΣΟΥΝ ΕΝΕΤΣΜΟΝΤ' ΑΝ ΑΥΩ ΝΕΤΣΩΤΜ ΕΝΝΟΥΤΕ ΕΥΝΟ ΕΙ ΑΝ ΝΕΤΣΜΟΝΤ' ΑΛΛΑ ΑΥΡΝΟΕΙ Ν ΝΕΤΣΜΟΝΤ ΑΝ ΤΕΕΙΖΕ ΟΝ ΝΜΕΙΩΤ'
30 ΜΝ ΝΨΗΡΕ ΜΝ ΠΠ[Ν],Α, ΕΤΟΥΑΑΒ ΜΝ ΠΝΟΣ ΜΝ ΠΟΥΟΕΙ,Ν, ΑΥΩ ΤΑΝΑΣΤΑ ΣΙΣ ΜΝ ΤΕΚΚΛΗΣ[Α ΜΝ] ΝΚΟΟΤΕ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΕΥΡΝΟΕΙ ΑΝ ΝΕΣ[ΣΜΟ],Ν,Τ' ΑΛΛΑ ΕΥΡ ΝΟΕΙ ΝΝΕΣΜΟΝΤ[Τ ΑΝ ΠΛ]ΗΝ' ΑΥΣΕ
35 ΒΟ ΝΕΤΣΜΟΝΤ' ΡΡ[ΑΝ ΝΤΑΥΣΩ],ΤΜΟΥ', ΤΕΨΟΟΝ' 2Μ ΠΚΟΚΜΟ[Σ ΝΤΑΡΟΥΠ]
All that is composite will decompose
and return to its Origin;
but those who are awake to the Reality
without beginning or end know the uncreated, the eternal.

11 The words we give to earthly realities engender illusion, they
turn the heart away from the Real to the unreal. The one
who hears the word God does not perceive the Real, but an
illusion or an image of the Real.
The same for the words Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Life, Light,
Resurrection, Church, and all the rest. These words do not
speak Reality;
we will understand this on the day
when we experience the Real.
All the words we hear in this world only deceive us.
If they were in the Temple Space [Aeon] they would keep
silent
and no longer refer to worldly things,
in the Temple Space [Aeon] they fall silent.
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5 ΠΑΙΩΝ ΟΥΡΑΝ ΟΥΩΤ' ΜΑΥΤΕΥΩΟΥΑΤ' 2Μ ΠΚΟϹΜΟϹ ΠΡΑΝ ΝΤΑΠΕΙΩΤ' ΤΑΑΤ' ΝΠΛΗΗΡΕ ΧΧΟϹΕ ΕΟΥΟΝ ΝΙΜ ΕΤΕ ΝΑ EΙ ΠΕ ΠΡΑΝ ΝΜΕΙΩΤ' ΝΕΡΕΠΛΗΗΡΕ ΓΑΡ' ΝΑΥΟΠΕ ΑΝ' ΕΙΩΤ' ΣΑΒΗΛ ΧΕ ΑΚ + ΣΙ

10 ΩΝ' ΝΠΡΑΝ ΝΠΕΙΩΤ' ΝΕΕΙΡΑΝ ΝΕ ΤΕΥΝΤΑΤΥ ΣΕΡΝΟΕΙ ΜΕΝ ΝΜΟΥ ΣΕΥΑ ΧΕ ΔΕ ΕΡΟΥ' ΑΝ ΝΕΤΕ ΜΝΠΑΤΥ ΝΕ ΣΕ ΡΝΟΕΙ ΝΜΟΥ ΑΝ ΑΛΛΑ ΑΤΜΕ ΧΝΕ ΓΕΝΡΑ 2Μ ΠΚΟϹΜΟϹ ΕΤΒΗΤΝΝΑΕΙ ΕΜΝ 6ΟΜ'

15 ΑϹΕΒΟ ΕΡΟϹ ΧΡΙϹ ΡΑΝ ΟΥΕΙ ΟΥΩΤ' ΤΕ ΤΜΕ ΣΩ 2ΛΑ΢ ΑΥΩ ΕΤΒΗΤΝ ΕΤϹΕ ΒΟ ΕΝΑΕΙ ΟΥΑΑΤ' 2Ν ΟΥΑΓΑΠΗ ΣΙΤΝ 2Α΢ ΑΝΑΡΧΩΝ ΟΥΑΨ ΑΡΑΠΑΤΑ Ν ΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΝΕΙΔΗ ΑΥΝΑΥ ΕΡΟΥ' ΕΥΝΤΑΤ'
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12 There is a name which is not heard in the world: It is the name that the Father gave to the Son; it is above everything, it expresses the Father. The Son would not be near the Father if the Father had not given him his name. Those who bear this name within them do not speak of it. Those who do not bear it within them know nothing of it. The Truth makes use of words in the world because without these words, it would remain totally unknowable. The Truth is one and many, so as to teach us the innumerable One of Love.
20 Ἄμαυ ἴνούσιςγένεια ὑα νετνα
νούοι ναμε αὐχι πραν ἴνετνα
νούοι αὐταὶς ἀνετνανοούοι αν>'
ζεκακ σιτῆ πραν ευναπαπατά ἦ
μοῦ · αὐω ἰεμορού εἰςούν' ἀνετνα
25 νούοι αν αὐω ἴμηνίςος εὐχε εὑ
εἰρε ναύ νούσμοτ' ἰετρούςεςου
ἐβολ ἴνετνανοούοι αν αὐω ἰνε
κααγ σιν ἰνετνανοούοι ναι εὐκο
ούν ἴμοου νέιοους γαρ ετρού
30 ἴι πελευθερ[ο]ς ἰζεκααγ' ναυ ν
γμηᾶλ ὑα εν[ε]ς ὀυν ἴνδυναμικ
ἀποι εὐ[ηη] επε,εἰ,ρώμε εἰεοους
ἀν' ἀτρεε'ου,[ξαει] ,ξ,ζεκααε εὐναως
πε ε,εκμ.[πεμα]λ ἐμπαρόμε γαρ
35 ὀου[ου ηνα] ὑπε νηι ινδυςία
[νηοθεριον] αὐω νευταλε θηριον'
13 High spiritual powers \(\text{arkón}\) wanted to deceive humanity, because they saw goodness engendered in Him. They took the name for goodness and applied it to what was not good; words become deceitful, and then are joined to that which is without being and without goodness.

They alienate with simulations and appearances; they make a free person into a slave.

14 These harmful powers do not want human beings to be saved; they instill in them a taste for sacrifices; people then offer animals to these powers; what was living becomes dead, and their offering becomes a murder. But the \(\text{Anthropos}\)^{39} who offers himself to God can be killed: he is living.

---

39. [Here, the author prefers to import the word for \textit{human being} from the original Greek. In the context of this gospel, \textit{anthropos} refers to a realized human being, whether man or woman. It is not to be confused with \textit{andros}, a man. Likewise, a Son of Man, though in the masculine gender, might also refer to a woman. —\textit{Trans.}]
ΕΥΡΑΙ ΝΙΝΔΥΝΑΜΗΣ, Ν.Ω.Ε. Ν.Θ,Π.ΟΝ Ν.Ε.ΕΙ
ΝΕ ΝΕΤΟΥΤΕΛΟ ΕΥΡΑΙ ΝΑΥ ΝΕΥΤΕΛΟ
ΜΕΝ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΕΥΡΑΙ ΕΥΟΝΣ ΝΤΑΡΟΥΤΕ
ΛΟΟΥ ΔΕ ΕΥΡΑΙ ΑΥΜΟΥ ΠΡΩΜΕ ΑΥΤΕΛΟΥ
5 ΕΥΡΑΙ ΝΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΕΗΜΟΟΥΤ' ΑΥΩ ΑΥΩΝΣ
ΓΑ ΤΕΣΗ ΕΜ'ΠΑΤΕΝΕΧ ΕΙ ΝΕΜΝ ΟΕΙΚ'
ΣΜ ΠΚΟΣΜΟΣ ΝΘΕ ΝΠΠΑΡΑΔΙΚΟΣ ΠΜ.Α,
ΝΕΡΕΑΔΑΝ ΝΜΑΥ ΝΕΥΤΑΤ ΠΑΣ ΝΨΗΝ
ΝΝΤΡΟΦΗ ΝΝΘΗΡΙΩΝ ΝΕΜΝΤΑΤ ΣΟΤΟ
10 ΝΝΤΡΟΦΗ ΝΠΡΩΜΕ ΝΕΡΕΠΡΩΜΕ ΣΟ
ΕΙΘ ΝΘΕ ΝΝΘΗΡΙΟΝ' ΑΛΛΑ ΝΤΑΡΕΝΕΧ
ΕΙ ΠΤΕΛΙΟΣ ΡΡΩΜΕ ΑΧΕΙΝΕ ΝΟΥΟΕΙΚ'
ΕΒΟΛ ΓΝ ΤΠΕ ΝΙΝΑ ΕΡΕΙΡΚΩΜΕ ΝΑΡΤΡΕ
ΦΕΘΑΙ ΓΝ ΤΤΡΟΦΗ ΝΠΡΩΜΕ ΝΕΡΕΝ
15 ΑΡΧΩΝ' ΜΕΕΥΕ ΣΕ ΓΝ ΤΟΥΟΜ' ΜΝ ΠΟΥ
ΟΥ ΕΥΕΙΡΕ ΝΝΕΤΟΥΕΙΡΕ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΝΕ
ΡΕΠΝΑ ΔΕ ΕΤΟΥΑΑ ΓΝ ΟΥΝΕΘΗΠ'
ΝΕΩΕΝΕΡΓΕΙ ΝΠΤΗΡΧ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΙΤΟΟΤΟΥ
ΝΘΕ ΕΤΟΥΟΥ' ΤΑΛΘΕΙΑ ΚΕΣΙΤΕ ΝΜΟΣ
15 Before the coming of Christ there was no bread in the world. In paradise, there were many trees to feed the animals; humans fed themselves like animals. There was no wheat when Christ, the fulfilled Human, came; He brought bread from heaven so that humans would know a human food.

16 The high spiritual powers [arkón] thought that it was through their power and their will that they did what they did; but it was the Holy Spirit which, through them, worked its own desire in secret. The truth is sown everywhere, existing since the beginning; some see it at the time it is sown, but few still see it at the time of harvest.
The Text of the Gospel of Philip

50

20 Ἡμὰς ἐνὶ τὴν θυσίαν ἔσωρπ ἀν Ω Οὐν χας Ναυ ἐποῦς εὔσετε Ἡμῶν ἡ Ν κοὐεὶ δὲ ἐτούναγι ἐποῦς εὐως Ἡμῶν πρέζε 2οινε ἐν ᾿Αμαρία ὑ ἐβολ ἡ ἡ ππή ἐτούαβι σερπλανασθε οὐ Πη

25 Τοῦκά Ἡμοὺς’ σεσούν ο ἀν αω ἡ 50 οὐ ένες πενταχώμε ὑ ἐβολ ἡ ΚΣΙ ΜΕ ΜΑΡΙΑ ΤΕ ΤΠΑΡΘΕΝΟΣ ΕΤΕ ΟΠΕ ΔΥΝΑΜΙϹ ΧΑΣΜΕϹ ΕΣΩΟΠ’ ᾵νου ΝΟϹ ΝΝΑΝΟΥ ΝΓΣΕΒΡΑΙΟϹ ΕΤΕ ΝΑ


35 ΕΙΜΗΤΙ ΖΕ ΝΕΥ.Τ.[ΑΥ ἩΜΑΥ ΝΚ]ΕΕΙΩ.Τ. ΑΛΛΑ ΣΑΠΛΩϹ ΑΧΧΟὉ.Ο[Ϲ ΖΕ ΠΑΕΙΩΤ] ΠΡΕΖΕ ΠΧΟΕΙϹ ΝΗΜΑ.Θ.[ΝΤΗϹ.......]
Some say that Mary was impregnated by the grace of the Holy Spirit, but they do not know what they say.

How could the Feminine impregnate the feminine?

Mary is the virgin silence [parthenos]

which no evil power defiles or distracts;

she abides as the immaculate silence,

incomprehensible to the Hebrews, to the apostles, and to all

those who claim to be sent.

The Teacher would not have said: "My Father who is in heaven,"

if he had not been engendered by another Paternity than the one he had from his earthly father.

The Teacher said to his disciples:

"... Enter into the house of the Father,

but bring nothing, and take nothing that is there."
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[...]Ο [...]Ε [...]Ν ΜΕΝ Ι ΕΓΟΥΝ’ ΕΠΝΗΕΙ ΜΠΕΙΩΤ [Μ]ΠΡΧΙ ΟΥΔΕ ΝΤΟΥ’ 2Ν ΠΗ ΕΙ ΜΠΕΙΩΤ ΝΤΕΤΝΨΙ ΕΒΟΛ’ ΙϹ ΟΥΡΑ ΠΕ ΕΥΣΗΠ’ ΠΕΧΡΨ ΟΥΡΑΝ ΠΕ ΕΟΥΟΥΝΗ 5 ΕΒΟΛ ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΙϹ ΜΕΝ ΨΗΟΟΠ ΑΝ 2Ν ΛΑΑΥ ΝΝΑΚΣΕ ΑΛΛΑ ΠΕΧΡΑΝ ΠΕ ΙΗϹ ΝΘΕ ΕΤΟΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΥ ΝΜΟΣ ΠΕΧΡΨ ΔΕ ΠΕΧ’ΡΑΝ’ ΠΕ ΝΜΗΤΣΥΡΟΣ ΠΕ ΜΕΣ ΑΙΑΣ ΝΜΗΤΟΥΑΕΙΑΝΗΝ ΔΕ ΠΕ ΠΧΣ ΠΑ 10 ΤΩC ΝΚΟΟΥΕ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΟΥΘΑΤΑΨ ΝΜΑΥ ΚΑΤΑ ΤΑΣΠΕ ΝΠΟΥΑ ΠΟΥΑ ΝΖΗΤΟΥ’ ΝΝΑΖΑΡΗΝΟC ΠΕΤΟΥΟΝΖ ΕΒΟΛ ΠΕ ΝΜΠΕΘΗΠ’ ΠΕΧΨ ΟΥΘΑΤΨ’ ΟΥΝ ΝΙΜ ΓΡΑΪ ΝΖΗΤΨ’ ΕΙΤΕ ΡΩΜΕ ΕΙΤΕ ΑΓ’ΓΕΛΟC 15 ΕΙΤΕ ΜΥΣΤΗΡΙΟΝ ΑΥΩ ΠΕΙΨΤ ΝΕΤΧΩ ΝΜΟΣ ΧΕ ΑΝΧΟΕИΣ ΜΟΥ’ ΝΣΟΡΨ’ ΑΥΩ ΑΗΤΩΥΝ’ ΠΕΡΠΑΝΑ ΑΗΤΩΥΝ ΓΑΡ’ ΝΣΟΡΨ’ ΑΥΩ ΑΗΜΟΥ ΕΤΙΟΥΑ ΧΠΕ ΤΑΝΑΣΤΑΣΙΣ ΝΣΟΡΨ’ ΧΝΑΜΟΥ ΑΝ ΧΟΝΣ
19 Yeshua is a hidden name, Christ is a manifest name. Yeshua cannot be translated into any language, His name remains Yeshua; Christ can be translated as Messiah in Hebrew and in Syriac, ἐστις in Greek; each according to their tongue. The Man of Nazareth is the visible of the invisible.

20 Christ contains all: man, angel, mystery, Father.

21 Those who say that the Lord first died, and then was resurrected, are wrong; for he was first resurrected, and then died. If someone has not first been resurrected, they can only die. If they have already been resurrected, they are alive, as God is Alive.
20 Ἡγὶ πνούτε νερεπὴν ναμ’(ου) ἡ μὰ ἀγ ναςωπ’ ὀνοῦνος ἠπερνάμα εὐτα εἰνύ γῆς ούνος γῆςβ ἀλλὰ γὰς ἐκοπ’ αούα γῆτβα ετέ μὴτου ἱπ’ αὐνοσοῦν αγγωβ γὰ αὐγασπιον ταεί τε θεν
25 τφυγαν οὐςβ εὐταείνυ πε ἀγυν πε γῆς ουςωμα εὕσης ουγ’ γοείνε ἐπ’ γοτε ἔρ μηπως ἰσεούν ρεύκα κ’ αγηύ ετε β [πε]εις ζ,ε,ουςβ ετωούν γῆς ταμβζ αγγ,ο, [ζ],εκοού,ν αη ζε νετπ
30 φοει ἱτε[τες λτες οτοο]υ πε ετκηκ αγηύ ναει ετ,ε, [υναβως] ημοου εκακου ες[ης οτοου πε ετκ]ακ αγηύ αη Μη ταμβζ [ζι κανου ηας],ζ,καληρομει ητμύτε [Ρπο ἡπνου],τ,ε νιμ’ τε ταεί ετακαλ
22 No one hides a thing of great value in a vase which is too visible; treasures are hidden in inconspicuous pots. So it is with the soul, which is precious, and incarnated in perishable matter.

23 Some fear being revived while naked; this is why they want to be resurrected in their material body; they do not know that human beings are naked, with or without matter. They who make themselves simple, to the point of nakedness, are not naked.

Neither flesh nor blood can inherit the Kingdom of God.  
What is it that cannot inherit? It is the flesh and blood with which we identify; that which will inherit is the flesh and blood of Christ. He said it: “Those who do not eat my flesh and do not drink my blood have not life in them.”

40. Cf. 1 Cor 15:50.
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PONOMEI AN TAEI ETΣΙΩΝ NIM ΔΕ Τ[Ε TAЕI 2ΩC ETNAKALHΡONOMEI TA ΙC TE MΗ ΠΕΨ'ΣΝΟΥ  ΑΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΠΕΧΑΧ XE PETAOYWM AN ΗΤΑCARΦ Z' ΑΥΩ ΝΣΩΩ Υ

5 ΠΑΣΝΟΥ  ΜΝΤΑΤΙ ΩΝΣ 2ΡΑΪ ΝΗΣΗΤΥ ΑΥ ΥΕ ΤΕ ΤΕΨ'ΣΑΡΨ ΠΕ ΠΛΟΓΟΣ ΑΥΩ ΠΕΨ'ΣΝΟΥ ΠΕ ΠΝΗΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΑΡ ΠΕΝΤΑΣΧΙ ΝΑΕΊ ΟΥ TET'ΤΡΟΦΗ ΑΥΩ ΟΥΝΤΑΤΙ ΑΩ ΓΙ ΗΩΟ' ΑΝΟΚ Τ6Ν ΑΡΙΚΕ ΑΝΚΟΟΥΕ ΕΤΣΩ ΜΜΟC XE ΣΝΑΤΩΟΥΝ ΑΝ ΕΙΤΕ ΝΤΟΟΥ ΜΠΕC ΝΑΥ ΚΕΨΟΟΝ 2Ν ΟΥΨΑΤΑ ΚΧΩ ΜΜΟC XE ΤΣΑΡΨ' ΝΑΤΩΟΥΝ ΑΝ ΑΛΛΑ ΧΟΟC ΕΡΟ ΕΙ XE ΑΥ PETΝΑΤΩΟΥΝ ΥΙΝΑ ΕΝΑΤΑ ΕΙΟΚ ΚΧΩ ΜΜΟC XE ΠΠΝΗΑ 2Ν ΤΣΑΡΨ 15 ΑΥΩ ΠΕΕΙΚΕΟΥΟΕΝ ΠΕ 2Ν ΤΣΑΡΨ ΟΥΛΟ ΓΟC ΠΕ ΠΕΕΙΚΕ ΕΨΗΝ ΤΣΑΡΨ XE ΠΕΤΚΝΑ ΧΟΟC ΕΚΧΕ ΛΑΑΥ ΑΝ ΜΠΒΟΛ ΗΤΣΑΡΨ ΖΑΝΣ ΠΕ ΕΤΩΟΥΝ 2Ν ΤΕΕΙΑΡΨ' ΕΣΩΒ NIM' ΥΟΟΠ' ΝΗΣΗΤΥ 2Η ΠΕΕΙΚΟΣΜΟC
What is his flesh?

His flesh is the Word [Logos];
his blood is the Breath [pneuma];
whoever welcomes the Word and the Breath
has truly received a food, a drink, and a garment.
I pity those who say there is no resurrection.
The flesh does not resurrect,
but what is it that can resurrect,
so that we revere it?
The Breath [pneuma] animates the flesh [sarx];
there is also this light in the flesh: the Logos.
What you say, you say in a body;
you can say nothing outside this body.
You must awaken while in this body, for everything exists in it:
Resurrect in this life.
20 ΝΕΠΩ ΓΙΩΝ ΝΝΣΒΩΤΟ ΚΕΣΟΠΙ' ΑΝΝ
ΣΒΩΤΟ ΓΝΝ ΤΜΗΤΕΡΝ ΝΝΠΗΥΕ ΝΝΣΒΩΤΟ ΚΕΣΟΠΙ' ΑΝΕΝΤΑΥΤΑΑΥ ΓΙΩΝ ΓΙΤΝ
ΟΥΜΟΟΥ ΝΝ ΟΥΚΩΣΤ ΕΥΤΟΥΒΟ ΝΜΠΑ
ΤΗΡΨ' ΝΕΤΟΥΝΣ ΓΙΤΝ ΝΕΤΟΥΝΣ Ε
25 ΒΟΛ ΝΕΘΗΝ' ΓΙΤΝ ΝΕΘΗΝ' ΟΥΝ ΓΟ,
ΕΙΝΕ ΕΥΣΗΝ' ΓΙΤΝ ΝΕΤΟΥΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ
ΟΥΜ ΜΟΟΥ ΓΝΝ ΟΥΜΟΟΥ ΟΥΝ ΚΩΖΤ
ΓΝΝ ΟΥΧΡΙΜΑ ΑΙΣ ΤΙΤΟΥ ΝΙΧΙΟΥΕ
ΤΗΡΟΥ ΝΠΕΨ'ΟΥΩ[Σ] ΧΑΡ ΕΒΟΛ' ΝΘΕ
30 ΕΝΕΨΟΟΝΙ' [ΝΑΜΕ Α]ΛΛΑ ΝΤΑΨΟΥΟΝΣ
ΕΒΟΛ ΝΘΕ ΕΙΤ[ΟΥΑΓ]ΝΤΟΜ ΝΝΑΥ
ΕΡΟΨ' ΝΘΗΤΝ Ν[ΑΙ ΤΗ]ΡΟΥ ΑΨΟΥ
ΩΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΑΥ ΑΨΟΥΟΝΣ ΕΙΤ[ΟΥΑΓ]Ν
ΝΟΣ 5ΟΣ ΝΟΤ ΑΨΟΥΩΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ Ν]
35 ΝΚΟΨΕΙ 5ΟΣ ΚΟΥΕΙ ΑΨΟΥΩΝΣ ΕΒΟΛΑ]
24 In this world those who wear a garment are more precious than their garment. In the Kingdom of Heaven, the garments are as precious as those who wear them, for they have been immersed in a fire and in a water that purifies all.

25 That which can be visible is visible; that which is secret remains secret; yet certain secrets are revealed. There is living water in baptismal water, and a sacred fire in oils of anointment [khrisma].

26 Yeshua did not reveal himself as he is in reality, but according to the capacity of those who wanted to see Him. He is the Unique for all, yet to the great he appeared great, to the small he appeared small, to the angels as an angel, to human beings as a man. The Logos is the secret of all. Some who know themselves have known it.
[NN]ΑΓΓΕΛΟΣ ΑΥΩ ΝΠΡΟΜΕ ΠΡΟΜΕ ΕΤΒΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΑΝΕΠ ΛΟΓΟΣ ΑΓΓΕΛΟΥ ΕΠΟΥ' ΝΙΜ ΠΟΕΙΝ ΜΕΝ ΑΥΝΑΥ ΕΡΟΥ ΕΥΜΕΕΥΕ ΔΕ ΝΑΥΝΑΥ

5 ΕΡΟΟΥ ΝΙΜΙΝ ΝΙΜΟΟΥ - ΑΛΛΑ ΝΤΑΡΕΥ'ΟΥ ΩΝΣ' ΕΒΟΛ ΝΙΝΙΕΥ' ΜΑΘΗΤΗΣ ΓΝΝ ΟΥΕΟ ΟΥ ΓΙΧΜ ΠΤΟΟΥ ΝΕΧΟ ΑΝ ΝΙΚΟΥΕΙ ΑΧΙ ΥΝΟΕ ΓΝΟΓ ΑΛΛΑ ΝΤΑΥ' ΝΙΜΛΩΗΤΗΣ ΓΝΟΓ ΔΕΚΑΑΕ ΕΥΝΑΥ ΓΜΓΟΜ ΓΝΑΥ

10 ΕΡΟΥ' ΕΥΟ ΓΝΟΓ ΠΕΧΑΥ' ΝΙΙΘΟΟΥ ΕΤΜΙ ΛΕΥ ΓΝ ΤΕΥΧΑΙΣΤΕΙΑ ΔΕ ΠΕΝΤΑΣΩΤΡ ΝΙΠΕΛΕΙΟΣ ΠΟΥΕΙΝ' ΕΠΙΝΑ ΓΕΤΟΥ ΑΑΒΓ ΓΟΤΤΓ ΝΑΓΓΕΛΟΣ' ΕΡΟΝ - ' ΓΩΝ ΑΝ ΓΙΚΟΝ ΝΙΠΚΑΤΑΦΡΟΝΕΙ ΝΙΣΙΕΙΒ' ΑΧΙ

15 ΤΟ' ΓΑΡ - ΜΝ ΥΓΟΜ ΕΝΑΥ ΕΠΡΟ - ΜΝ ΛΑΑΥ ΝΑΥ + ΠΕΧΟΥΟΕΙ ΕΓΟΥΝ' ΕΠΡΟ ΕΥ' ΚΗΚ ΑΓΗΥ - ΠΡΜΙΠΕ ΝΑΦΕ ΝΕΟΤΗΡΕ ΝΙΓΟΥ ΑΠΡΜΙΚΑΣ ΕΥΧΕ ΝΥΝΗΡΕ ΝΑ ΔΑΜ - ΝΑΝΟΥ ΚΑΙΤΟΙΓΕ ΥΑΜΟΥ ΠΟ
When he appeared to his disciples in glory on the mountain, he was great, he was not small. It was he who made his disciples great, so that they would be able to see him in his grandeur. That very day he said in his act of grace [eukharistia]:

“Thou who hast united fullness and light with Breath [pneuma], let our image and our angel be with us.”

27 Do not despise the Sheep, for without him it is impossible to see the door.

None can approach the King while naked.

28 The sons of heavenly Man outnumber the sons of earthly man.

Though the sons of Adam are many, they are mortal; the sons of the realized Man [telleios] never die, for they are constantly being reborn.
The Text of the Gospel of Philip

20 ΜΑΛΛΟΝ ἩΨΗΡΕ ΜΠΤΕΛΕΙΟΣ ὩΡΩ ME NAI EΜΑΥΜΟΥ ALΛΑ ΣΕΧΠΟ ΜΜΟ OY OYOΕΙΨ ΝΙΜ' ΠΕΙΩΤ ΤΑΜΕΙΟ ΥΗ 
PE AYΩ ΗΨΗΡΕ' MΝ 60M ΜΜΟΥ' ΝΥΤΑ 
ΜΙΕ ΥΗΡΕ ΠΕΝΤΑΥΔΝΟΥ ΓΑΡ' ΜΝ 60M' 
25 ΜΜΟΥ' ΝΨΧΠΟ ALΛΑ ΕΨΗΡΕ ΣΠΟ 
ΝΑΤ' ΝΔΝΣΗΥ ΝΩΨΗΡΕ ΑΝ ΝΕΤΟΥ 
ΣΠΟ ΜΜΟΥ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΓΗ ΠΚΟΣΜΟΣ 
ΕΥΣΠΟ ΜΜΟ,Ο ,[Υ] ,Ε,Β,ΟΑ, ΓΗ ΤΦΥΣΙΚ ΑΥ 
Ω ΝΚΟΟΥΕ Σ,Μ, [ΝΝ],Α ,Ν, [ΕΤ],Ο,ΥΨΠΟ ΜΜΟΥ 
30 ΕΒΟΛ' ΝΨΗΤ,Υ, [ΤΗΕΟΕΙ]Υ' ΕΒΟΛ' ΜΜΑΥ 
ΕΠΡΩΜΕ ,Υ,[Ε ΕΥΣΟ],Ε,ΙΨ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΗ ΠΡ 
[Ρ]ΗΤ ,ΕΧ,[Μ ΠΤΟ]ΠΟΣ ΜΠΚΑ ΝΤΠΕ 
[ΝΕΤΣΚΕΙΨ ΜΜΟΥ' ΕΒΟΛ ΓΗ ΤΤΑΠΡΟ 
[ΑΥΩ ΕΝΕΡΕ]ΠΛΟΓΟΣ ΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΜΜΑΥ
The father begot a son, the son did not beget a son. Who has been begotten cannot beget. The son begets brothers, not sons.

All those who are begotten in the world are begotten by physical means; the others are begotten by spiritual means. Those who are begotten by Spirit [$\textit{pneuma}$] hope for the realization of Humanity; they are nourished by the promise of a higher space [$\textit{topos}$].

Those who are nourished by the word which comes to the mouth go toward their own realization. The realized human is fertilized by a kiss, and is born through a kiss. This is why we kiss each other, giving birth to each other through the love [$\textit{kharis}$, also grace] that is in us.
ΝΕΥΝΑΚΟΕΙΨΥ ΕΒΟ[Α] ης, ΤΤ.Α.ΠΡΟ.ΑΥ.[Ω] ΝΕΥΝΑΣΩΝΕ ΝΤΕΛΕΙΟC ΝΤΕΛΕΙΟC Γ.ΑΡ. ζΗΤΝ ΟΥΝΕΙ ΕΥΔ ΑΥΩ ΕΥΔΝΟ ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΑΝΟΝ’ ΖΩΝ ΤΝ+ ΠΙ ΕΡΝ ΝΙΝΕΡΗΥ 5 ΕΝΧΙ ΜΠΩ ΕΒΟΛ ΖΗ ΤΧΑΡΙΚ ΕΣΖΝ Ν ΝΙΝΕΡΗΥ ΝΕΟΥΝ ΨΟΜΤΕ ΜΟΟΥΕ ΜΗ ΝΧΟΕΙΟ ΟΥΟΕΙΨΥ ΝΙΜ ΜΑΡΙΑ ΤΕΥΜΑΛΗ ΑΥΩ ΤΕΚΩΝΕ ΑΥΩ ΜΑΓΔΑΛΗΝΗ,Τ.Α ΕΙ ΕΤΟΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΣ ΞΕ ΤΕΥΚΟΙΝΟΝΟC 10 ΜΑΡΙΑ ΓΑΡ ΤΕ ΤΕΥΚΩΝΕ ΑΥΩ ΤΕΥΜΑΛΗ ΤΕ ΑΥΩ ΤΕΥΚΩΤΡΕ ΤΕ ΠΕΙΟΤ ΜΗ ΠΥΗ ΡΕ ΝΖΑΠΛΟΥΝ ΝΕ ΡΡΑΝ ΠΠΝΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΑ ΟΥΡΑΝ’ ΝΕ ΝΔΙΓΛΟΥΝ ΡΕΧΟΟΠ ΓΑΡ ‘ΜΑ ΝΙΜ’ ΣΕΪΝΠΑ ΝΤΠΕ ΣΕΪΝΠΑ ΜΠΙ 15 ΤΝ ΖΕΖΝ ΠΕΘΗΠ’ ΖΕΖΝ ΝΕΤΟΥΟΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ ΠΝΝΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΑ ΒΖΜ ΠΟΥΩΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ’ ΒΖΜ ΠΣΑ ΜΠΙΤΝ ΒΖΜ ΠΕΘΗΠ’ ΒΖΜ ΠΣΑ ΝΤΠΕ ΣΕΧΥΛΗΕ ΝΙΝΕΤΟΥ ΑΑΒ’ ΖΗΤΝ ΝΙΝΗΑΜΙΚ ΝΠΟΝΗΡΟΝ’
32 There were three who always walked with the Lord: Mary, his mother; the sister of his mother; and Miriam of Magdala, known as his companion [koinonos]; for him, Miriam is a sister, a mother, and a wife [koinonos].

33 Father and son are simple [aplous] names; The Breath is a double [diplous] name, for it is everywhere: above, below, in the visible, in the invisible.

Spirit [pneuma] becomes manifest when descending, and unmanifest when ascending.

34 The saints make use of harmful powers. These powers are blinded by the Breath to believe that they are using it, whereas they are working for the saints.

One day a disciple asked the Teacher a question about the state of the world.
20 ΚΕΩ ΓΑΡ ὍΒΛΕ ΖΩΤΗ ΠΝΑ ἘΤΟΥΑΒ ΞΕΚΑΑΣ ΕΥΝΑΜΕΕΥΕ ΤΕ ΕΥΡΓΥΝΗΡΕ ΤΕΙ ὍΝΟΥΡΩΜΕ ΓΩΠΟΤΕ ΕΥΕΙΡΕ ὍΝΕ ΤΟΥΑΒ · ΕΤΒΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΑΥΗΜΑΘΗΤΗΣ Ρ ΑΙΤΕΙ ὍΠΧΩΕΙΗ ὍΝΟΥΓΟΥΥ ΕΤΒΕ ΟΥ
25 ΓΩΒ ὍΤΕ ΠΝΟΣΜΟΣ ΠΕΧΑΙ ΝΑΧ ΧΕ ΕΡΙΑΙΤΕΙ ὍΤΕΚΜΑΑΥ ΑΥΩ ΣΝΑ+ ΝΑΚ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΝ ΑΛΛΟΤΡΙΟΝ ΠΕΧΕ ΝΑΠΟΣΤΟ ΛΟΣ ΝΝΜΑΘΗΤΗΣ ΧΕ ΤΗΠΡΟΣΦΟ ΡΑ ΤΗΡΕ ΜΑΡΕΚΣΝ[Ο Ν].Α.Σ ΝΟΥΣΜΟΥ'
He answered him: “Ask your mother; she will speak to you of what is other [alotrian].”

35 The apostles [apostolos] said to the disciples [mathetes]:
“May our offerings [prosbora] contain salt.”
They called Wisdom [Sophia] “salt.”
Without it, no offering is acceptable.

36 But Wisdom is barren without the Son.
Hence salt is only a trace.
What nourishes them is the Breath [pneuma]
and its offspring are many.

37 What belongs to the father belongs to the son, but while he is still young, he is not entrusted with all that is his.
When he is mature, his father gives it to him.
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[YT], Ο, ΝΑΥ, Ε, ΝΕ, ΣΥΛ, ΡΕ ΝΕΤΕΥΝΤΑΨ' ΝΙ, ΕΙ ΠΕΙΩΤ ΝΑ ΠΥΗΡΕ ΝΕ ΑΥΩ ΝΤΟΧ 2Ω ΩΥ · ΠΥΗΡΕ ΕΝ ΓΟΟΝ ΨΟ ΝΚΟΥΕΙ · ΜΑΥ ΠΙΣΤΕΥΕ ΝΑΥ ΑΝΕΤΕ ΝΟΥΩ · ΖΩΤΑΝ ΕΥ'

5 ΨΑΥΝΤΕ ΡΡΟΜΕ ΨΑΡΕΠΕΥΕΙΩΤ + ΝΑΥ ΝΕΤΕΥΝΤΑΒΣΕ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΝΕΤΣΟΡΜ ΝΕΤΕ ΠΝΙΝΝΑ ΧΠΟ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΨΑΥΝΤΡΜ' ΟΝ' ΕΒΟΛ ΣΙΤΟΟΤΥ· ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΙΤΜ ΠΙΝΝΑ ΟΥΩΤ' ΨΧΕΡΟ Ν6Ι ΠΚΟΓΤ ΑΥΩ ΨΩΜΙ

10 ΚΕΟΥΑ ΝΕ ΕΧΑΜΩΟ ΑΥΩ ΚΕΟΥΑ ΝΕ' ΕΧΜΩΟ ΕΧΑΜΩΟ ΤΕ ΤΣΟΦΙΑ ΓΑΠΛΟΥΣ ΕΧΜΩΟ ΔΕ ΤΕ ΤΣΟΦΙΑ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΕΤΕ ΤΑ ΕΙ ΤΕ ΤΣΟΦΙΑ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΕΤΕ ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΕΤΣΟ ΟΥΝ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΤΑΕΙ ΕΤΟΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΣ ΔΕ

15 ΤΚΟΥΕΙ ΝΔΟΦΙΑ ΟΥΝ ΓΝΘΡΙΟΝ ΨΟΟΝ' ΕΥΖΥΠΟΤΑΣΕ ΝΠΡΩΜΕ ΝΘΕ ΝΠΜΑΣΕ ΝΜ ΠΕΙΩ ΝΜ ΓΝΚΟΟΥΕ ΝΤΕΙΜΙΝΕ ΟΥ Ν ΓΝΚΟΟΥΕ ΨΟΟΝ · ΕΥΖΥΠΟΤΑΣΕ ΑΝ' ΕΥΟΥΑΤ' ΓΝ ΝΕΡΗΜΙΑ ΠΡΩΜΕ ΡΚΑΕΙ Ν
38 Those who are born of the spirit know not where they go; the same Breath lights and extinguishes the fire.

39 Akhamoth is one reality, and Ekhmoth is another. Akhamoth is ordinary wisdom, Ekhmoth is the wisdom of death; to know death is a small wisdom.

40 There are animals that obey people: the calf, the donkey, and those of this sort. There are others who do not obey, and live apart in the wilderness. People work with tame animals to plow their fields, and thus are able to feed themselves and the animals, whether tame or wild.
20 Τςωσε γιτη Νοθριον ετζυποτασσε
Αυο εβολ γη παιε γηοειφ Ντου Μη Ν
Θριον ειτε Νετζυποτασσε ειτε Νετζυπο
tασσε αν ταε τε Θε Νπελαιος
Πρωμε γιτη Νηδναμικ ετζυποτα
25 ζε ειςκαει ουον Νιμ' ευςκοβτε ετρου
Υοπε ετβε παει Γαρ' επμα θαρυ Αζε
Ρατυ' ειτε Νετνανοιου ειτε Νθουου
Αυο Νοιναμ' Μη Νεβουρ Νεπνα ετου
Ααβ άιμουε [νοιν] Νιμ' Αυο Νφαρχει
30 Νηδναμικ Τηρου Νε], Τζυποτασσε
Αυο Νετζυποτασσε α], Ν', Μη Νετουατ'
Και Γαρ Τζω[λ Νμου Τζωτπ Νμοου ε
Τμυν Χε [ευναξι ευ]. Νανοιου Νους
[Γ], Ομ', [αοαμ ενεντ], Α, γναμα μμου εν
35 [κνα...νε]κναζε ανεψυρε ευο
So it is with realized Human Beings, who work with energies that obey them.
They prepare all things to come into being.
Thus everything awakens, and is redeemed:
good and evil, right and left.
The Breath leads all things to their repose,
it aligns the energies: the obedient, the wild, and the solitary ones.
It gathers them together, so that they are no longer dispersed.

41 The created one is beautiful, and his sons are noble.
The Text of the Gospel of Philip
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ΜΠΛΑΣΜΑ ΝΕΥΓΕΝΗΣ ΕΨΧΕ ΝΠΟΥΡ, ΠΛΑΣΜΕ ΝΜΟΥ ΑΛΛΑ ΑΥΧΠΟΥ' ΝΕΚ'ΝΑ ΣΕ ΑΠΕΤ'СПΕΡΜΑ ΕΙΟ ΝΕΥΓΕΝΗΣ ΤΕ ΝΟΥ ΔΕ ΑΥΠΛΑΣΜΕ ΝΜΟΥ' ΑΤΧΠΟ ΑΥ

5 ΝΕΥΓΕΝΕΙΑ ΠΕ ΠΑΕΙ · ΨΟΡΙ' ΑΤΜΗΤΝΟ ΕΙΚ ΨΟΝΕ ΝΜΗΝΙΚΩΣ ΦΩΤΒΕ ΑΥ ΑΥ ΧΠΟΥ' ΕΒΟΛ · ΖΝ ΤΜΗΤΝΟΕΙΚ' ΝΕΠΥΝ ΡΕ ΓΑΡ' ΜΦΟΥ' ΠΕ ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΑΥΧΟΠΕ ΝΓΑΤΗΡΩΜΕ ΝΘΕ ΝΠΕΤΚΕΕΙΩΤ' ΑΥ

10 Ω ΑΧΜΟΥΟΥΤ' ΝΠΕΤ'ΚΩΝ ΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑ ΔΕ ΝΙΜ' ΝΤΑΤΣΩΝΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΖΝ ΝΕΤΝΕ ΑΝ' Ν ΝΟΥΕΡΗ ΟΥΜΗΤΝΟΕΙΚ' ΤΕ · ΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΟΥΧΓΙΤ ΠΕ ΝΘΕ ΝΝΧΩ6Ε ΕΤΝΑΝΟΥΟΥ ΠΑΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΟΥ ΣΕ ΝΑΛΗΘΙΝΟΝ ΨΑΥ

15 ΜΟΥ ΜΝ ΝΕΝΤΑΤΣΩΕ ΓΡΑΙ ΝΙΣΗΤΟΥ ΤΑ ΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΝΝΕΝΤΑΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΧΟΣΟΥ · Ε ΠΕΙΔΗ ΝΝΑΤ'ΜΟΥ ΝΕ ΝΕΨΧΩ6Ε ΨΑΥ Ρ ΑΤΜΟΥ ΕΒΟΛ' ΓΙΤΟΤΥ' ΝΝΕΠΑΣΡΕ ΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΔΕ ΡΒΑΝΤΙΣΕ ΝΝΕΤΨΒΑΝΤΙ
If he had been begotten, and not merely created, you would find his seed even nobler; but if he had been both created and begotten—what nobility!

42 First came adultery, then murder; murder is the son of adultery, son of the serpent; he is a murderer like his father, and killed his brother. The mating [koinonia] of those who are dissimilar is adultery.

43 God is a dyer; the good dyes, known as genuine, become one with the materials that they permeate. This is how God acts. He gives his own colors to his dyes, the colors of immortality. Thus he baptizes us in water.
20 ΖΕ ᾨΜΟΟΥ Ὣ ΟΥΜΟΟΥ ΜῊ 60Μ’

25 ΑΝ ΑΥΩ ΨΝΑΥ ΕΤΠΕ ΜῊ ΠΚΑΣ ΜῊ ᾪ

30 ΨΩΝΕ ᾨΠΝῊ ΑΚ,Ν[ΑΥ Α]ΝΠῊῊ ΑΚΨΩΝΕ

35 ΚΝΑΥ ΓΑΡ’ ΕΡΟΫ’ ΕΚΝΑ,Ψ[ΨΩΝΕ ΜΜ],ΟΫ’

ΤΠΙΣΤΙΚ ΞΙ ΤΑΓΑΝΗ’ Κ+ Μ[Ὣ ΛΑΑΥ ΝΑΨ]
It is impossible for anyone to see the everlasting reality and not become like it.
The Truth is not realized like truth in the world:
Those who see the sun do not become the sun;
those who see the sky, the earth, or anything that exists, do not become what they see.
But when you see something in this other space, you become it.

If you know the Breath, you are the Breath.
If you know the Christ, you become the Christ.
If you see the Father, you are the Father.
The Text of the Gospel of Philip
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[ΧΙ] Ἄ, Ἀ, Ν, Τ, Π, Ι, Μ, Ν, Λ ἌΑΤ ΝΑΨ + ΑΣΝ ΑΓΑΠΗ ΕΤΒΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΧΕΚΑΑΧ ΜΕΝ ΕΝΑΧΙ ΤΝΠΙΚΤΕΤΕΥΕ ΨΙΝΑ ΝΕ ΝΑΜΕ ΝΤΝ+ ΕΠΕΙ ΕΡΥΑΟΥΑ + ΣΝ ΟΥΑΓΑΝΗ ΑΝ ΜΝΤΕΤΩ 5 ΦΕΛΕΙΑ ΓΗ ΠΕΝΤΑΧΤΑΑΧ' ΠΕΝΤΑΖΧΙ ΠΧΟΕΙΚ ΑΝ ΟΝ ΝΣΕΒΡΑΙΟΣ ΕΤΙ ΝΑΠΟ ΣΤΟΛΟΣ ΕΤΣΙΤΝΗΣΗ ΤΕΕΙΣΕ ΝΕΥΜΟΥ ΤΕ ΞΕ ΙΗĈ ΠΝΑΖΩΡΑΙΟΣ ΜΕΣΣΙΑΣ ΕΤΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΠΕ ΙΗĈ ΠΝΑΖΩΡΑΙΟΣ ΠΕΣĈ ΠΣΑΕ 10 ΡΡΑΝ ΠΕ ΠΕΧĈ ΠΨΟΡΠ' ΠΕ ΞĈ ΠΕΤΣĈ ΤΜΗΤΕ ΠΕ ΠΝΑΖΑΡΗΝΟΣ ΜΕΣΣΙΑΣ' ΟΥΝΤΑĈ' ΣΗΜΑΣΙΑ ΣΙΤΕ ΑΥŴ ΠΕΧΡĈ ΑΥŴ ΠΕΤΨΗŶ ΞĈ ΞΜΝΤΣΕΒΡΑΙΟΣ ΠΕ ΠΣΩΤΕ ΝΑΖΑΡΑ ΤΕ ΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΠΝΑ 15 ΖΑΡΗΝΟΣ ΞΈ ΤΕ ΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΠΕ ΠΧĈ ΝΤΑΥΨΙΤĈ' ΠΝΑΖΑΡΗΝΟΣ ΜΝ ĘĈ ΝΕ ΝΤΑΥΨΙΤΟΥ ΠΜΑΡΓΑΡΙΤΗΣ ΕΥΨΑ ΝΟΣĈ' ΕΠΙȚĈ ΕΠΒΟΡΒΟΡΟΝ ΨΑΨΨΩ ΠΕ ΨΑΨΨΩΠΕ ΑΝ ΕΨΨΗΣ ΝΣΟΥΟ
In this Temple Space you become all things, and you see yourself no more; and in that All-Other you become all things, and never cease to be yourself.

45 Faith \( \textit{pistis} \) is receiving, and love \( \textit{agapē} \) is giving. None can receive without faith, and none can give without love. We believe, and are capable of receiving; we give so as to experience love. Whoever gives without love experiences nothing of interest.

46 Whoever does not receive the Teacher is still a Hebrew.

47 The apostles before us called him "Yeshua of Nazareth, the Messiah."

Yeshua first, Messiah last, and Nazareth in between. \textit{Messiah} can have two meanings: "The anointed one"; and "the one who gives limits."

In Hebrew, \textit{Yeshua} means "freedom," and \textit{Nazara} means "truth."

Thus the one from Nazareth is the truth, the liberator, and the giver of limits.
20 ΟΥΤΕ ΕΥΘΑΤΑΣΧΗ · ΝΝΑΠΟΒΑΡΚΙΜΟΝ
ΕΨΝΑΨΩΝΕ ΕΥΤΑΕΙΗΥ · ΑΛΑΑ ΟΥΝΤΑΤΗ
ΜΜΑΥ ΜΠΤΑΕΙΟ ΣΑΣΤΗ ΠΕΥΣΟΕΙΣ·
ΟΥΟΕΙΨ ΝΙΜ' ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΝΝΨΗΡΕ Ν
ΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΝΙ ΝΕΤΟΥΝΑΨΩΝΕ ΝΗΣΗΤΟΥ
25 [Ε]ΤΙ ΟΥΝΤΑΥ ΜΜΑΥ ΜΠΤΑΕΙΟ ΣΑΣΤΗ ΠΟΥ
ΕΙΩΤ · ΕΨΨΑΣΟΟΣ ξΕ ΑΝΟΚ' ΟΥΙΟΥΔΑΙ
ΜΝ ΛΑΑΥ ΝΑΚΙΜ' ΕΨΨΑΣΟΟΣ ξΕ ΑΝΟΚ' ΟΥ
ΣΡΩΜΑΙΟΣ Ν,Ν, ΛΑΑΥ ΝΑΡΤΑΡΑΣΣΕ ΕΨΨΑ
ΣΟΟΣ ξΕ ΑΝΟΙΚ Ο]ΥΣ[Ε],Λ,ΛΗΝ ΟΥΒΑΡΒΑ
30 .ΡΟΟ ΟΥΣΜΖΑΛ [ΟΥΕΛΕΥ]ΘΕΡΟΣ ΜΝ ΛΑΑΥ
ΝΑΨΟΤΡΗ ΕΚΨΨΑΣΟΟΣ ξΕ ΑΝΟΚ' ΟΥΧΡΗ
[C]ΤΙΑΝΟΣ ,Τ,[ΗΡΟΥ ΕΥ]ΝΑΝΟΕΙΝ ΝΓΕΝΟΙ
[Τ]Ο ΝΤΑΨΙ,[ΟΠ ΕΡΟΙ ΝΠ]ΕΕΙΜΕΙΝΕ ΝΑΕΙ · Ε
[ΤΕ ΝΑΡΧΩΝ Ν]ΑΨ ΖΥΝΟΜΕΙΝΕ ΑΝ · Ε
35 [ΤΕ ΝΑΙ ΠΕ Π],ΕΙ ΡΑΝ' ΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΟΥΑΜΡΩ'
48 A pearl thrown into the mud does not lose its value, and anointing it with oil will not increase its value; in the eyes of its owner, its value remains unchanged. So it is with the sons of God; wherever they are, they are just as precious to their Father.

49 If you say, “I am a Jew,” no one will be amazed; if you say, “I am a Roman,” no one will be startled; if you say, “I am a Greek, a barbarian, a slave,” it will trouble no one. But if you say, “I am a Christian,” all will tremble. Is it possible to bear this name, when spiritual powers are afraid of it?

50 Humanity is the food of God; people offer human or animal sacrifices, but those to whom they sacrifice are not gods.

Is Jesus/Yeshua the food of God? Was he sacrificed? Was he God? (Jn1:1)
ΜΕ ΠΕ ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ Σ[ΕΥΩΟΤ Ἡ]ΠΡΩ[ΜΕ ΝΑΧ · ΖΑ ΤΕΣΗ ΕΜΠΑΤΟΥ]ΣΥΩΟΤ ΜΠΡΩ ΜΕ ΝΕΥΩΟΤ· ΝΙΣΘΗΡΙΟΝ ΝΕΣΝΟΥ ΤΕ ΓΑΡ ΑΝ ΝΕ ΝΑΕΙ ΕΤΟΥΥΩΟΤ· ΝΑΥ
5 ΝΙΚΕΥΟΥΚ ΝΝΑΒΑΘΕΙΝ ΜΝ ΝΙΚΕΥΟΥΚ ΒΒΛΑΧΕ ΣΑΥΣΟΧΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΣΙΤΗΝ ΠΚΩΣΤ· ΑΛΛΑ ΝΙΚΕΥΟΥΚ ΝΝΑΒΑΘΕΙΝ ΣΥΥΑ ΟΥΩΠ· ΠΑΛΙΝ ΣΑΥΤΑΜΙΟΟΥ ΝΤΑΥ ΣΟΠΕ ΓΑΡ ΕΒΟΛ ΣΗΝ ΟΥΝΝΑ ΝΙΚΕΥΟΥΚ
10 ΔΕ ΒΒΛΑΧΕ ΣΥΥΑΟΟΥΩΠ· ΣΑΥΤΑΚΟ ΝΤΑΥΨΟΠΕ ΓΑΡ ΧΩΡΙΣ ΝΙΧΕ ΟΥΕΙΩ ΕΥΚΩΤΕ ΓΑ ΟΥΩΝΕ ΝΝΟΥΤ ΑΥΗ ΣΕ ΟΜΙΛΟΣ ΕΒΟΛ ΣΥΜΟΟΥΕ ΝΤΑΡΟΥΚΑΑΥ· ΕΒΟΛ ΑΧΣΕ ΕΡΟΧ ΟΝ ΕΥΖΗ ΠΙΜΑ ΠΙΜΑ
15 ΟΥΝ ΓΡΩΜΕ ΣΟΟΠ· ΣΑΥΥΓ ΖΑΣΗ ΟΜΟ ΟΥΕ· ΕΒΟΛ· ΑΥΗ ΜΑΥΠΡΟΚΟΠΤΕ Ε ΛΑΑΥ ΜΗΜΑ ΝΤΑΡΕΡΟΥΣΕ ΣΟΠΕ ΕΡΩ ΟΥ ΟΥΤΕ ΝΠΟΥΝΑΥ ΕΠΟΛΙΣ ΟΥΤΕ ΚΩΜΗ ΟΥΤΕ ΚΤΙΣΙΣ ΟΥΤΕ ΦΥΣΙΣ ΜΝ
Glass and clay vessels are made with the help of fire. Glass vessels can be restored, because they are shaped by breath. But clay vessels are destroyed when they are broken, for they were born without breath.

A donkey hitched to a mill wheel can travel a hundred miles, but when you untie him, he is still in the same place. There are people who walk a great deal, and never get anywhere. When evening falls, there is nothing to be seen on the horizon—no village, no creature, no higher power, no angel to be seen. Have these people suffered in vain?

The work of Yeshua is to render grace [eukharistia]; in Syriac, he is called "the one who is spread out," for Yeshua came, and the world opened in the four directions of the cross.
20 ΔΥΝΑΜΙΣ · ΜΗ ΑΓΓΕΛΟΣ ΕΙΚΗ ΑΝΤΑΛΑΙ ΝΩΡΟϹ ΓΙϹΕ ΤΕΥΧΑΡΙϹΤΕΙΑ ΠΕ ΙϹ ΕΥ ΜΟΥΤΕ ΓΑΡ' ΕΡΟΥ· ΗΜΝΤΣΥΡΟϹ ΖΕ ΦΑ ΡΙϹΑΘΑ ΕΤΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΠΕ ΠΕΤΠΟΡΥ· ΕΒΟΛ ΑΙϹ ΓΑΡ ΕΙ ΕΥϹΤΑΥΡΟΥ ΗΠΚΟϹΜΟϹ

25 ΑΠΧΟΕΙϹ ΒΩΚ' ΕΓΟΥ[Ν] ΕΠΙΑ ΝΧΩϚΕ ΝΛΕΤΕΙ ΑΥϹΙ ΥΒΕϹΝΟΟΥϹ ΝΧΡΩΜΑ ΑΧΝΟϹΟΥ ΑΤΡΟ΢ΤΕ ΑΤΗΤΟΥ ΕϹΡΑΙ ΕΥΟΒΥ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΑΥΩ ΠΕΧΑϹ ΖΕ ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΝΤΑΤΕΙ ΝΜΟ,Ν, ΝΓΙ [Π]ΨΗΡΕ · Μ


35 ΖΟΥΟ ΑΙΜΑΘΗ[ΤΗϹ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΑΥΩ ΝΕϹ] ΑϹΠΑΖΕ ΝΜΟϹ ΑΤΕ,Ϲ,[ΤΑΠΡΟ Ν2ΑϹ] ΝϹΟϹ · ΑΠΚΕϹΕΕΕ Ν, Ν[ΑΙΜΑΘΗΤΗϹ ΑΥ]
54 The Teacher went to Levi's dye works; he took seventy-two colors \textit{kroma}, threw them into the vat, and when he took them out, they were white. He said: "This is how the Son of Man has come, like a dyer."

55 The Wisdom \textit{Sophia} thought to be sterile \textit{steira} is the mother of angels. The companion \textit{koinonos} of the Son is Miriam of Magdala. The Teacher loved her more than all the disciples; he often kissed her on the mouth. When the disciples saw how he loved Miriam, they asked him:
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[rô]-πο]-ς, [ευμε-μαρί]α πεξαγ να-γ  xã  
[ετ], ìπ, ε ωι κμ, ε ìμ, ος παραπον ηλριν  아'  
οουβν ìπι πςωτςρ πεξαγ ψαυ ψε  
χαγ ψαγ  xã ετψε ὀυ' ῆμ ἡμωττιν ἀν'  

5 ητεψεν ουβλε μν ουα ευναγ εβολ  
ευςί πκακε μπεςναγ σεψωβε ἐνοῦ  
ἐρνυ ἀν γοταν ερυαπογοιει ἐι' τοτ'  
πετναβολ' ψναναγ επογοειν αῦω  
πετο ββλε ευναγω 2μ πκακε πε  

10 Χε πξοεις Χε ουμακαριος πε πετ'ψο  
ὡν γα τεσθ εμ'πατεγ'ψονε πετψο  
ὁ' γαρ αψψοπε αῦω ψναψοπε πας  
σε ἵπρωμε ψοψω παινε ΕΒΟΛ' ἀλλα  
ψψοπ' 2μ πεθψ' ετψ ιαει 4ο ν  

15 Ξοεις αν'εθριον ετξοορ ερογ ετνε  
αύ κατα πετογον εβολ' μν πεθψ'  
αὐω ιαει + ναυ ἵπμουν εβολ ερψα  
πρωμε δἐ πωρξ' εροου ψαυμογουτ'  
iscopal ηπ' ηςψογω 2μ ściπνηψη
“Why do you love her more than us?”
The Teacher answered:
“How can it be that I do not love you as much as I love her?”

56 When a blind man and one who sees
are both in the dark, there is no difference between them;
but when they both come into the light, one sees it,
and the other remains in darkness.

57 The Teacher said, “Blessed are those who are before existing;
for those who are were, and will be.”

58 The superiority of human beings is not apparent, it is a secret;
this is why they can dominate animals who are bigger and
stronger than they in appearance, for it is they who allow
the animals to survive. If humans abandon the animals, they
bite and kill each other.

They eat each other because they lack food.
But now that humans cultivate the earth,
they find food.
20 ΑΥΩ ΑΥΟΥΩΜ ὌΝΟΥΕΡΦΥ ΧΕ ᾿ΗΠΟΥΖΕ ἘΤΡΟΦΗ ΤΕΝΟΥ ΔΕ ΑΥΖΕ ΕΤΡΟΦΗ ΕΒΟΑ ΧΕ ΑΡΩΜΕ Ρ ΓΩΒ ΕΠΙΚΑΣ ΕΡΨΑΟΥΑ’ ΒΩΚ’ ΕΠΕΣΙΤ ΕΠΙΜΟΥΟ ΝΧΕΙ ΕΓΡΑΪ ΕΜ’ ΝΕΧΙ ΛΑΑΥ ᾿ΗΨΟΟΟΧ ΧΕ ΑΝΟΚ’ ΟΥΧΡΗ
25 ΧΤΙΑΝΟΚ ᾿ΗΤΑΤΗ[ΧΙ] ΑΗΠΑΝ’ ΕΤΜΗΣΕ ΕΥ’ ΧΑΧΙ ΔΕ ΜΠΠ[Π]Α ΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΟΥΝΤΑΤΗ Μ ΜΑΥ ΝΤΔΩΡΕΑ ΑΗΠΑΝ ΠΕΝΤΑΣΧΙ ΝΟΥ ΔΩΡΕΑ ΜΑΥΣΙΤ,Τ, ΝΤΟΟΤΥ’ ΠΕΝΤΑΣΧΙ ΔΕ ΕΧΩΤ’ ΕΤΜΗΣΕ ΥΑΨΑΤΩΤΥ’ ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ
35 [ΑΗΠΡΩΜΕ ΤΕ ΠΡΑ]ΜΟΣ ΕΡΙΝΟΕΙ ΝΤΚΟΙ [ΝΩΝΙΑ ΤΑΤΧ],Ο,ΖΝ ΧΕ ΟΥΝΤΑΚ ΝΜΑΤ [ΝΟΥΝΟΓ Ν],Δ,ΥΝΑΜΙΚ ΤΕΣΙΚΩΝ
59 If someone goes down into the water and emerges without receiving anything, and says: “I am a Christian,” they usurp the Name. But if they receive the Breath, they receive the grace of the Name.

When someone receives a gift [dorea] it is not taken from them. But if someone takes it for themselves, it will be taken from them.

60 This is how it is with those united in marriage. The mystery which unites two beings is great; without it, the world would not exist. What gives substance to the world is Anthropos. What gives substance to Anthropos is an intimate and enduring relation [gamos]. Seek the experience of the pure embrace [koinonia]; it has great power; contemplate the Presence in this impermanent body.

61 Some of the unclean spirits are masculine, others are feminine. The masculine ones unite with souls who inhabit a female form; the feminine ones mate with souls who inhabit a male form. None can be free with respect to these forms unless they receive a power which is both masculine and feminine.


5 Ἐπεστρέφετε καὶ εἴσερχετε ἐν τῇ ἀμφιβολίᾳ τοῦτον ἐν ἑαυτοῖς ὑμῖν καὶ αὐτὸν ἐξηγήσατε ἐν τῷ οἴκῳ τοῦτον μὴ ἐν τῇ ἀμφιβολίᾳ ἐρωτήσατε ἀπὸ τοῦ θεοῦ τὸν πατέρα ὑμῶν καὶ ἐμφανίσατε τῷ ἁγίῳ διάδοτι τῆς κρίσεως τοῦτον ἐν ἑαυτοῖς καὶ ἐν τῷ οἴκῳ τοῦτον τῇ ἁγίᾳ καὶ ἁπλῇ λαλήσετε·

10 ἐπεστρέφετε καὶ εἴσερχετε ἐν τῇ ἀμφιβολίᾳ τοῦτον ἐν ἑαυτοῖς ὑμῖν καὶ αὐτὸν ἐξηγήσατε ἐν τῷ οἴκῳ τοῦτον μὴ ἐν τῇ ἀμφιβολίᾳ ἐρωτήσατε ἀπὸ τοῦ θεοῦ τοῦ πατέρα ὑμῶν καὶ ἐμφανίσατε τῷ ἁγίῳ διάδοτι τῆς κρίσεως τοῦτον ἐν ἑαυτοῖς καὶ ἐν τῷ οἴκῳ τοῦτον τῇ ἁγίᾳ καὶ ἁπλῇ λαλήσετε.
This is what happens in the bridal chamber when man and woman become wed. When immature women see a man sitting alone, they go to him, flirt with him, and distract him. Likewise, when immature men see a pretty woman sitting alone, they hunger for her, seduce her, and she lets herself be taken. But if they see a man and a woman seated together, the women do not chase after the man, and the men do not chase after the woman. When the image of God in us is joined to the angel, no one dares to molest a man or a woman.
20 ἈΠΩΟΥΤ ΜῊΝ ΤΕΣΙΜΕ ΕΥΣΜΟΟϹ ϹΑ ΤΝΗ ΝΟΥΕΡΗ ΜΑΡΕΙΣΙΟΜΕ Υ ΒΩΚʹ Ε ἩΟΥΝ ΪΑ ΠΝΟΟΥΤ ΟΥΤΕ ΜΑΡΕΙΣΟΟΥΤ ΤΤΥ ΒΩΚʹ ΕΗΟΥΝ ΪΑ ΤΕΣΙΜΕ ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΕΡΨΑΘΙΚΩΝʹ ΜῊΝ ΏΗ[Α]ΓΕΛΟϹ ΤΩΤΠʹ Ε
35 ΤΕ ΝΩϹ ΝΝΑΥ Ϲ[ΟΠΗ ΕΡΟΟΥ ΠΟΛΛΑ] ΚΙϹ ΟΥΝ ΣΟΕΙΝΕ Ε[Ι ΕΥΧΩ ΝΜΟϹ ΞΕ] ΑΝΟΝ ΝΜΠΙΣΤΟϹ Ϲ[ΟΠ.Ω.[Ϲ ΕΤΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΖΝ]
Whoever is free of the world
can no longer be made into a slave there.
They have risen above attraction and repulsion.
They are master of their nature, free of envy.
If someone sees such a person, they seize them and hold them.
How can one be free of the powers
of attraction and repulsion?
How can they then escape them?
Often there are those who come and say: “We are believers.”
They imagine themselves capable of escaping demons and
unclean spirits.
If they had the Holy Breath in them,
no unclean spirits would adhere to them.
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[ΜΠ]ΝΑ ΝΑ[ΚΑΘΑΡΤΟΝ] 21 ΔΑΙΜΟΝΙΟΝ'
NEΥΝΤΑΥ ΓΑΡ ᾽Ι,Μ,Α,ΗΥ] ΜΠΝΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΑΒ
ΝΕΜΝ ΠΝΑ ,ΝΑ,ΚΑΘΑΡΤΟΝ ΝΑΡΚΟΛΛΑ
ΕΡΟΟΥ ΜΝΠ ΖΩΤΕ ΖΗΤΩ ΝΤΕΡΩΣ ΟΥΔΕ
5 ΜΝΕΡΙΤΗ ΕΚΝΑΡ ΓΩΤΕ ΖΗΤΩ ΣΝΑΡ ΧΟ
ΕΙΚ ΕΡΟΚ' ΕΚΝΑΝΕΡΙΤΗ ΣΝΑΟΜΚ' ΝΟΚ
Η ΝΝΥΩΝ ΞΗ ΠΝΕΙΚΟΜΟΣ Η 2Ν ΤΑΝΑ
CTΑΚΗ Η 2Ν ΝΤΟΠΟΣ ΕΤΩΝ ΤΜΗΤΕ
ΜΗ ΓΕΝΟΙΤΟ ΝΣΕΓΕ ΕΡΟΕΙ ΝΚΗΤΟΥ ΝΕ
10 ΕΙΚΟΜΟΣ ΟΥΜ ΝΕΤΝΑΝΟΥΤΗ ΝΚΗΤΤ'
ΟΥΜ ΠΕΘΟΟΥ ΝΕΥΠΕΤΝΑΝΟΥΤΗ ΝΠΕ
ΤΝΑΝΟΥΤΗ ΑΝ ΝΕ ΑΥΟ ΝΕΥΠΕΘΟΟΥ 2Μ
ΠΕΘΟΟΥ ΑΝ ΝΕ ΟΥΜ ΠΕΘΟΟΥ ΔΕ ΜΝΝ
ΣΑ ΠΝΕΙΚΟΜΟΣ ΕΣΜΠΕΘΟΟΥ ΝΑΜΕ ΝΕ
15 ΤΕΤΟΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΣ ΔΕ ΤΜΕΟΤΗΣ ΝΤΟΥ
ΝΕ ΝΜΟΥ 2ΩC ΕΝΥΟΟΠ 2Μ ΠΝΕΙΚΟ
ΜΩC ΥΣΕ ΕΡΟΝ ΕΧΠΟ ΝΑΝ ΝΤΑΝΑΣΤΑ
ΣΑC ΧΕΚΑΑΚΕ ΕΝΥΑΚΑΑΚΝ ΑΖΗΥ ΝΤΕΡΩΣ
ΕΥΝΑΣΕ ΕΡΟΝ 2Ν ΤΑΝΑΨΥΣΤΙC ΝΤΕΡΩΣ
Do not fear the flesh nor be enamored of it. If you fear it, it will rule you. If you love it, it will paralyze you and devour you.

One is either of the world, or one is resurrected \textit{[anastasis]}, or one is in the intermediate world. God forbid that I be found there!

In this world there is good and there is evil. What is good is not all good, and what is evil is not all evil. But beyond this world, there is something that is really evil; it is the intermediate world, the world of the dead.

While we are in this world it would be right to attain resurrection, so that, free of the flesh, we know repose \textit{[anapausis]}, and do not become wanderers in the intermediate world. Many get lost on the way. It is good to awaken from the world going astray there.
20 ΜΟΩΤΕ ΓΝ ΤΜΕΣΟΤΗΣ ΗΑΣ ΓΑΡ' ΣΕΡΠΛΑ
ΝΕΚΘΕ ΓΝ ΤΣΗ ΝΑΟΥΣ ΓΑΡ ΕΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ
ΓΝ ΠΚΟΣΜΟΣ ΓΑ ΤΕΣΗ ΕΜΠΑΤΕΠΡΩΜΕ
Ρ ΝΟΒΕ ΟΥΝ ΣΟΕΙΝΕ ΜΕΝ ΟΥΤΕ ΣΕΟΥΨ
ΑΝ ΟΥΤΕ ΜΝ 60,Μ, ,Μ,ΜΟΟΥ ΓΝΚΟΟΥΕ ΔΕ
25 ΕΥΣΑΝΟΥΣΥ [Μ]\,Μ,ΓΝ 2ΗΥ ΥΗΟΝ' ΝΑΥ ΞΕ
ΜΠΟΥΕΙΡΕ Ε,Τ,[ΟΥΟ]\ΟΥΣ ΓΑΡ' ΧΕΙΡΕ ΓΝΜΟ
ΟΥ ΝΡΕΦΠ ΝΟΒΕ [Π]ΤΜΟΥΣΥ ΔΕ ΤΑΙ
ΚΑΙΟΤΥΗΝ ΝΑΣ[Ω]Π' ΕΡΟΟΥ ΜΠΕΣΝΑΥ
ΑΥΩ ΝΟΥ,Ω,Ψ Α,Ν, [Μ]Ι ΝΕΙΡΕ ΑΝ · ΟΥΑΝΟ
30 ΘΟΛ,ΙΚ,[Ο]C [Ζ],ΓΝ, [ΟΥ],Ο,Π,Τ,ΑΣΙΑ ΑΝΑΝΑΥ ΑΣΟ
ΕΙΝΕ ΕΥΟ,ΤΝ, [Ζ]ΓΝ ,Ο,ΥΗΕΙ ΝΚΩΣΤ ΑΥ
Ω ,Ε,[Υ]\,Μ,ΗΡ ΓΝ [ΟΥΗΕΙ] ΝΚΩΣΤ ΕΥΝΗΧ
[ΕΥΗΕΙ]Γ ΝΚΩΣΤ [ΕΥΧΩ ΧΟ]ΟΥ ΓΜΟΟΥ ΓΝ
[ΚΩ],Ζ,Τ [................] ,Α,ΥΩ ΠΕΧΑΥ ΝΑΥ
35 [ΞΕ.......ΜΝ 6]Ο,Μ' ΓΜΟΟΥ ΑΝΟΥΣΓΝ
[ΓΜΟΟΥ.... ΚΑΤΑ] ,Μ,ΝΟΥΟΥΣΥ ΑΥΧΙ
[ΓΜΟΟΥ ΝΟΥ],Κ,ΟΛΑΣΙ ΝΑΕΙ ΕΤΟΥΜΟΥΤΕ
There are some who neither want nor are able to do evil; others want to, but do not. But it is what they want that makes them wicked, and leads them astray, even if they do nothing. Righteousness is lacking in those who want nothing, as in those who do evil.

In a vision, the disciple of an apostle saw several people shut in a house on fire, and they were attached to it. “Throw water on the fire,” they begged. They were told that it was impossible to save them. The outcome of their actions was death. This is also known as the outer darkness.

The soul [\textit{psyche}] and the spirit [\textit{pneuma}] are born of water and of fire. It is with water, fire, and light that the son of the bridal chamber comes into being. the fire is then an anointing, the fire is then a light. I do not speak of that fire without form, but of that fire whose form is white: a clear light which bestows beauty.
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ΕΡΟΥ ΧΕ ΠΚΑΚΕ ΕΤ[ΣΙΝ]ΚΑΝΒΟ, Λ, ΧΕ Ζ[...] ΕΒΟΛ ΖΝ ΟΥΜΟΟΥ, ΜΝΓ, ΟΥ, ΚΩΣΤ ΝΤΑΤΨ, ΥΧ, [Ν] ΜΝ ΠΠΙΨΑ ΨΩΝΕ ΕΒΟΛ [ΖΝ] ΟΥΜΟΟΥ ΜΝ ΟΥΚΩΣΤ ΜΝΝ ΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΝΤΑΠΥΗΡΕ' Μ

5 ΠΝΥΜΦΩΝ ΠΚΩΣΤ' ΝΕ ΝΧΡΙΖΜΑ ΝΟΥΟ ΕΙΝ ΠΕ ΠΚΩΣΤ' ΕΕΙΨΑΧΕ ΑΝ ΑΝΕΕΙΚΩΣΤ ΕΤΕ ΜΝΤΑΤΗ ΜΟΡΦΗ ΑΛΛΑ ΠΚΕΟΥΑ ΕΤΕΥ ΜΟΡΦΗ ΟΥΑΙΒΥ ΕΤΟ ΝΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΕΝΕΝΟΥ ΑΥ ΕΤΤ ΝΤΜΝΤΙΣ ΤΑΛΗΘΙΑ ΝΠΕΕΙ

10 ΕΠΚΟΣΜΟC ΕΣΚΑΚ ΑΖΗΥ ΑΛΛΑ ΝΤΑΣΣΕΙ ΖΝ ΝΤΥΠΟC ΜΝ ΝΖΙΚΩΝ ΥΝΑΧΙΤΕ ΑΝ' ΝΚΕΡΗ ΤΕ ΟΥΝ ΟΥΧΠΟ ΝΚΕΟΝ ΝΤΟΝ ΜΝΝ ΟΥ ΖΙΚΩΝ ΝΧΠΟ ΝΚΕΟΝ' ΨΥΨΕ ΑΛΗΘΟC ΑΤΡΟΥΧΠΟΥO ΝΚΕΟΝ' ΓΙΤΝ ΤΖΙΚΩΝ ΑΥ

15 ΤΕ ΤΑΝΑΚΤΑΣΙC ΑΥ ΘΙΚΩΝ ΓΙΤΝ ΘΙΚΩΝ ΨΥΨΕ ΕΤΡΕΣΤΟΥΝ ΠΝΥΜΦΩΝ ΜΝ ΘΙ ΚΩΝ ΓΙΤΝ ΘΙΚΩΝ ΨΥΨΕ ΕΤΡΟΥΕΙ ΕΖΟΥΝ ΕΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΕΤΕ ΤΑΕI ΤΕ ΤΑΝΟΚΑΤΑΣΤΑΣΙC ΨΥΨΕ ΑΝΕΤΠΟ ΑΝ ΝΜΑΤΕ ΝΠΡΑΝ' Μ
Truth did not come into the world naked, but veiled with images and archetypes [typos]; otherwise it cannot be received; there is a rebirth through the image of rebirth. One must truly be reborn from this image; this is resurrection.

In passing through the image, the bridegroom is led into the truth which is the renewal of all things in their integrity [apocatastasis].

This is appropriate for those who not only know the names of Father, Son, and Spirit, but have integrated them in themselves. Those who have not integrated these names within themselves will have their names taken away.

The name of Christian is welcomed with anointing, in the fullness and energy of the cross, which the apostles call the union of opposites; (adultery?)

then one is not just Christian, one is the Christ.
20 ΠΕΙΩΤ · ΜΝ ΠΥΗΡΕ ΜΝ ΠΠΝΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΑΒ
ΑΛΛΑ ΑΥΚΠΟΟΥ ΝΑΚ ΓΩΥ ΕΤΙΟΥΑ ΧΠ[Ο]
ΟΥ ΝΑΨ· ΠΚΕΡΑΝ ΣΕΝΑΨ{|ΨΣ} ΝΤΟΟΤΨ·
ΟΥΑ ΔΕ ΧΙ ΙΜΟΟΥ ΓΜ ,ΠΧ,ΡΙΣΜΑ ΙΜΠΣΕΙ,·
ΝΤΔΥΝΑΜΙC · ΙΜΠΣ· [ΟC Ε]ΤΑ[Σ]ΝΕΝΑΝΟΣΤΟ
25 ΛΟC ΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟC Χ[Ε ΤΟ],ΥΝΑ,Μ ΜΝ ΤΕΣΒΟΥ,Ρ·
ΠΑΕΙ ΓΑΡ ΟΥΚΕΤΙ ΟΥ, [ΧΡΗΣΤΙ]ΑΝΟC ΠΕ ΑΛΛ,Α·
ΟΥΧΡΤC ΠΕ ΑΠΧΟΕ[ΙC Ρ]ΣΩΒ ΝΙΜ · ΖΝΝ OΥ
ΜΥΣΤΗΡΙΟΝ OΥΒΑ[ΝΤ]ΙΣΜΑ ΜΝ OΥΧΠΙC
ΜΑ ΜΝΝ OΥΕΥΧΑ[ΠΙΣΤΙ],Α, Μ,Ν,Ν OΥΣΟΤΕ
30 ΜΝΝ OΥΝΥΜ,Φ,ΩΝ [ΠΧΟ],ΕΙC, [ΠΕΧ]ΑΨ
ΔΕ AΕΙ ETΡΑΕ,Ι· ΡΗ ΝΝΑ ΠΣΑ ΙΜΠΤ]Ν Ν
ΘΕ ΝΝΑ ΠΣΑ Ν,ΤΠΕ ΑΥΩ ΝΝΑ ΠΣΑ Ν],Β,ΟΑ
ΝΘΕ ΝΝΑ Π,Σ,[Α ΝΣΟΥΝ ΑΕΙ ETΡΑΣΩΤ]
ΡΟΥ ΙΜΠΙΑ ET,Μ,[ΜΑΥ ΑΧΟΥΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ ΙΜΠΑ]
35 ΕΙ ΜΑ ΖΙΤΝ ΖΝΤΥΠΟC ΜΝ ΖΝΘΕΙΚΩΝ]
ΝΕΤΧΩ ΙΜΟC Δ,Ε, [...........]
OΥΝ OΥΕΙ ΙΜΠΣΑ ΝΤΠ,Ε, [.... ΕΥΠΛΑ]
ΝΑΣΘΕ ΝΕΤΟΥΟΝΕΣ ,Γ, [ΑΡ ΝΤΕΕΙΜΕ]
68 The Teacher performed all his works mysteriously:
immersing us in water [baptisma],
anointing us with oil [khrisma],
making us capable of acts of grace [eukharistia].
He freed us and brought us into the bridal chamber
[numphon].

69 The Teacher said: "I have come to make the lower realities like
the higher realities, and the outer realities like the inner
realities. I have come to unite them in this Temple Space,
where they reveal themselves through images and symbols."
Those who say that there is someone in the sky are mistaken,
for He who has appeared has come from the depths, and He
who owns the hidden things is beyond all the opposites.
It is right to say that the inner and the outer are one;
what appears to be outside the outer does not exist;
it is the outer darkness.
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[i]. Ν.Ε ΕΤΜΙΜΑΥ Ν.Ε.ΤΟ.Υ.ΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΥ ΥΕ ΠΕΤΜΠΑ Ν[Ν].Ι.ΤΝ ΑΥΩ ΠΕΤΕ ΝΕΘΝ ΨΟΟΝ ΝΑΝ ΠΕΤΜΙΜΑΥ ΝΕ ΕΤΜΙΤΝΕ Ν ΜΟΥ ΝΑΝΟΥΣ ΓΑΡ ΝΣΕΧΟΟΣ ΥΕ ΠΣΑ Ν

5 ΖΟΥΝ ΑΥΩ ΠΕΤΜΠΑ ΝΒΟΛ ΜΝ ΠΕΤΝ ΠΣΑ ΝΒΟΛ ΝΠΣΑ ΝΒΟΛ ΥΕ ΠΑΙ ΑΝΧΟ ΕΙΟ ΜΟΥΤΕ ΑΝΤΑΚΟ ΥΕ ΠΚΑΚΕ ΕΤΣΙ ΠΣΑ ΒΟΛ ΜΝ ΥΕ ΨΟΟΝ ΝΜΠΕΧΒΑΛ ΠΕΧΑΥ ΥΕ ΠΑΕΙΩΤ ΕΤΣΙ ΝΕΘΝ ΠΕΧΑΥ ΥΕ

10 ΒΩΚ ΕΖΟΥΝ ΕΝΕΚΤΑΜΕΙΟΝ ΝΙΣΥΤΑΜ ΝΠΕΚΡΟ ΕΡΩΚ ΝΓΥΛΑΗ ΑΝΣΚΕΙΩΤ ΕΤΣΙ ΝΕΘΝ ΕΤΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΝΕ ΠΕΤΣΙ ΚΑ ΖΟΥΝ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΠΕΤΣΙ ΚΑ ΖΟΥΝ ΔΕ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΝΕ ΠΛΗΡΩΜΑ Ν

15 ΜΝΝΣΩΥ ΜΝ ΥΕ ΝΠΕΧ ΖΟΥΝ ΠΑ ΕΙ ΝΕ ΕΤΟΥΥΑΤΕ ΕΡΟΥ ΥΕ ΠΕΤΜ ΠΣΑ Ν ΤΠΕ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΣΑ ΤΕΣΙ ΝΠΕΧ ΑΣΟΕΙΝΕ ΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΕΒΟΛ ΤΩΝ ΟΥΚΕΤΙ ΝΠΟΥΥ ΒΩΚ ΕΖΟΥΝ ΑΥΩ ΑΥΒΩΚ ΕΤΩΝ ΟΥΚΕΤΙ
The Teacher said: "My Father lives in secret."

He has said: "Enter into your chamber, close the door, and pray to your Father who is there in secret."\(^{42}\)

This means: in your innermost being.

That which is inside, in the secret of all, is fullness \([pleroma]\). Beyond it is nothing, it contains all.

70 Before Christ, several came forth.

They could no longer return to whence they came, but neither could they leave the place they entered. Christ came.

Those who had come in, he brought out; and those who had gone out, he brought in.

---
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20 Ὄποψιν ἐβολῇ ἀγεί δε ὅσι πες ὅν

Τ.ΑΣΒΩΣΚ' ἔζωλγος Ν. Α.' ἀγνίτοι ἐβολῇ ἀγολ λες ὅν

Τ.ΑΣΒΩΣΚ' ἔζωλγος Ν. Α.' ἀγνίτοι ἐβολῇ ἀγολ λες ὅν

25 Λὸν ἐγκυστικ' ὅκ ἔζωλγος ἴχνητι ἐρόμεν ἤν

Μοῦ ἁγνίτζε, ἕ [Π].Α. Νούτε πανούτε ἐ θεού ἔνεικ ἔραθ [Α].Κ.'Κατ θέοκ' ἱτάχε ἱπατζε

Ναζί, 2 ἐν πέρικς [Ν] ἱπατζε ἱρά θ' ἱπατζε

30 Πε.Τ. [Χίνταν], ὅ.λ. ἵτι θινούτε

Ἀ,Π.,[Χιτέι τιστί ἐβολῇ ἀγολ δκη ὅτε ἔνεικτε ἱτάχε ἱπατζε

[ἀγίον Ḥε ἐνεκάρῃ οἴνοπ · ἀλλα ἄν

[πεκάτσωε ἐνεκάρῃ οἴνοπ έγο ἱπατζείον

[νεύσει ας δὲ θινα] ἱπατζε ἀλλα θεί

35 [ἱπατζε Μεν ούσια]ρζ ἐς ἦλθειν ἀν ἐς ἀλ

[ἱπατζε δὲ] ὄσιας ἦλθειν οὐκ ἐς ἀλ

[λα θινταν] ἦλθειν ἦλθειν
71 When Eve was in Adam, there was no death; when she was separated from him, death came. If she enters back into him, and he accepts her, there will be no more death.

72 "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?"

The Teacher said these words on the cross, for he had gone to the place of separation, so as to reunite all that had been separated in God. The Teacher rose beyond death. He became what he was before the separation. His body was whole, He had a body, but it was the true body; ours is transient, an image of our true body.
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ΕΥΧΩΙΜ ΑΛΛΑ ΨΑΧΥΩΠ[Ε] ΝΗΝΡΩΜΕ 
ΝΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟΣ ΜΝ ΓΝΠΑΡΘΕΝΟΣ ΕΒΟΛ

5 ΓΙΤΘ ΝΘΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΣΕΧΝΟ ΜΕΝ ΝΜΟ 
ΝΚΕΚΩΝ ΣΕΧΝΟ ΔΕ ΝΜΟΝ ΓΙΤΝ ΠΕ 
ΧΘ ΓΜ ΝΚΝΑΥ ΣΕΤΩΣΚ ΝΜΟΝ ΓΙΤΘ Ν 
ΝΘΑ ΝΤΑΡΟΥΧΟΝ ΑΥΣΟΤΡΝ ΜΝ ΛΑΑΥ 
ΝΑΥ ΝΑΥ ΕΡΟΥ' ΟΥΤΕ ΓΜ ΜΟΟΥ ΟΥΤΕ ΓΝ

10 ΕΙΑΛ' ΧΩΡΙΚ ΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΟΥΤΕ ΠΑΛΙΝ ΚΝΑΥ 
ΝΑΥ ΑΝ ΓΜ ΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΧΩΡΙΚ ΜΟΟΥ ΓΙ ΑΛ 
ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΨΥΕ ΑΡΒΑΝΤΙΖΕ ΓΜ ΝΚΝΑΥ 
ΓΜ ΠΟΥΟΕΙΝ' ΜΝ ΠΜΟΟΥ ΠΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΔΕ 
ΠΕ ΝΧΡΙΚΜΑ ΝΕΥΝ ΨΟΜΤ' ΝΗΕΙ ΝΜΑ 
ΝΠ ΠΡΟΣΦΟΡΑ ΓΜ ΝΕΡΟΣΟΛΥΜΑ ΠΟΥ 
Α' ΕΧΟΥΕΝ ΕΠΑΜΝΤΕ ΕΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΥ' 
ΔΕ ΠΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΠΚΕΟΥΑ ΕΧΟΥΗΝ ΕΠΣΑ 
ΡΗΣ ΕΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΥ ΔΕ ΠΕΤΟΥΑΒ Ν 
ΠΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΝΜΑΓΙΟΥΜΤ' ΕΧ'ΟΥΗΝ Α
The bridal chamber
is not for animals, nor for slaves,
nor for the impure;
it is for beings who are free, simple, and silent.

It is through the Breath that we come into being, but we are reborn by the Christ two by two. In his Breath, we experience a new embrace; we are no longer in duality, but in unity.

None can see themselves in water or in a mirror unless there is light; none can see themselves in light unless there is a mirror or water to reflect them.

This is why we must be immersed [baptizai] in water and light;
the light is in the oil of anointment [khrisma].
20 ΠΑΕΙΒΤΕ ΕΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΥ ΣΕ ΠΕΤΟΥΑΒ ἩΝΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΠΜΑ ΕΨ,Α.,ΡΕΠΑΡΧΙΕΡΕΥ[Σ]
ΒΩΚ’ ΕΓΟΥΝ ΕΜΑΥ’ ΟΥ,Α.,[Α] ΠΒΑΝΤΙΚΜ[Α]
ΠΕ ΠΝΕΙ ΕΤΟΥΑΒ [Π],Ο,Ω,Τ,Ε, ΠΕΤΟΥΑΒ ἩΝΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΠΕΤ[ΟΥΑ],Α.,[Β] ἩΝΕΤΟΥΑΒ

25 ΠΕ ΠΝΥΜΦΩΝ [ΠΒΑΝΤΙΚ]ΜΑ ΟΥΝΤΑΥ ἩΜΑΥ ἩΤΑΝΑΣΤΑΣΙϹ ΜΗΝ ΜΠ]ΩΤΕ ΕΠϹ,Ω,
ΤΕ ΜΗ ΠΝΥΜ’ΦΩΝ [ΕΠΝΥ]ΜΦΩΝ ΔΕ ΜΗ ΠΕΤΧΟϹΕ ΕΡΟ[ΟΥ........],ΟΟ,[...] ΚΝΑϹΕ ΑΝ’ ΕΤ,Ε,Υ [.............],ΟΠ,[…] ΝΕ ΝΕΤΨΗΛΑ[..........]
ΘΙΕΡΟϹΟΛΥΜ[Α............. ΘΙΕΡΟ]
ϹΟΛΥΜΑ ΕΥ,Ψ,[ΛΗΛ....,Ν ΘΙΕΡΟϹΟ]
ΛΥΜΑ ΕΥ6Ω,Ψ,[Τ.............]
ΝΑΕΙ ΕΤΟΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΟΥ ΣΕ ΝΕΤΟΥ]

30 ΑΑΒ ἩΝΕΤΟΥΑΒ,Β, [........... ΚΑ]
ΤΑΝΤΑΣΜΑ ΠΩΣ ,Μ,[ΜΟΥ ΟΥ ΔΕ ΣΕ ΠΗ]
ΠΑΣΤΟϹ ΕΙΜΗ ΘΙΚΩΝ [ΜΠΝΥΜΦΩΝ ΠΕΤ]
There were three places of worship in Jerusalem: One was open to the west and was called the Holy; another opened to the south and was called the Holy of holiness; and the third was open to the east and was called the holy of holies, where only the high priest could enter.

Immersion in water and light is the Holy [baptism]; to be free is the Holy of holiness [atonement]; and the holy of holies is the bridal chamber [numphon], or communion.

Trust and consciousness in the embrace are exalted above all. Those who truly pray to Jerusalem are to be found only in the holy of holies . . . the bridal chamber.

5 ΝΕΝΤΑΣ+ ΓΙΩΥ ΝΠΤΕΛΕΙΟΝ ΝΟΥ ΟΕΙΝ ΜΑΡΟΥΝΑΙ ΕΡΟΟΥ ΝΓΙ ΝΔΥΝΑ ΜΙC ΑΥΩ ΜΑΥΥ ΕΜΑΣΤΕ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΟΥ Α ΝΕ ΝΑ+ ΓΙΩΥ' ΝΠΟΟΥΕΙΝ ΓΜ ΝΜΥΣΤΗΡΙΟΝ ΓΜ ΠΟΤΡ ΝΕΜ'ΝΕΤ'

10 ΣΗΜΕ ΠΩΡΧ ΕΦΟΟΥΤ ΝΕΣΝΑΜΟΥ ΑΝ ΝΕ ΜΗ ΦΟΟΥΤ' ΠΕΧΠΟΡΧ ΝΤΑΧ ΥΟΘΕ ΝΑΡΧΗ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΑΠΕΧΡΕ' ΕΙ ΧΕΚΑΤΣ ΠΠΩΡΧ ΝΤΑΣ ΥΟΘΕ ΧΙΝ ΥΟΡΠ' ΕΝΑΚΕΣΩΥΕ ΕΡΑΤΥ'

15 ΠΑΛΙΝ' ΝΖΓΟΤΡΟΥ ΝΜΕΝΑΥ ΑΥΝ ΝΕΝ ΤΑΣΜΟΥ ΓΜ ΠΠΩΡΧ' ΕΝΑ+ ΝΑΥ ΝΝΟΥ ΩΝΣ ΝΖΓΟΤΡΟΥ ΥΑΡΕΤΣΗΜΕ ΝΕ ΠΟΤΡ ΑΠΕΖΣΑΕΙ ΣΡΑΙ ΓΜ ΝΠΑΣΤΟΣ ΝΕΝΤΑΣΩΤΡ ΝΕ ΓΜ ΝΠΑΣΤΟΣ ΟΥΚΕ
What is the bridal chamber, if not the place of trust and consciousness in the embrace? It is an icon of Union, beyond all forms of possession; here is where the veil is torn from top to bottom; here is where some arise and awaken.

77 The powers can do nothing against those who are clothed in light; they cannot see them. All will be clothed in light when they enter into the mystery of the sacred embrace.

78 If woman had not been separated from man, she would not die with man. Her separation was at the origin of death. Christ comes again to heal this wound, to rediscover the lost unity, to enliven those who kill themselves in separation, reviving them in union.
20 ΤΙ ΣΕΝΑΝΩΡΧ’ ΔΙΑ ΤΟΥΤΟ ΑΕΥΣΑ ΠΩΡΧ ΑΑΔΑΜ ΞΕ ὍΤΑΚΟΣΤΠ ΕΡΟΫ ΑΝ 2Μ ΠΝΑ, [ΤΟ]Σ ΤΨΥΧΗ ΝΑΔΑΜ’ Ν ΤΑΣΩΝΕ [ΕΒ]ΟΛ 2ΝΙ ΟΥΝΙΕ ΠΕΣ ΣΩΤΡ ΠΕ Π[ΝΗ:], Α, Π[Ε]Ν’ΤΑΥΤΑΑΥ ΝΑΫ’
30 [ΤΙΚΟΣ Π], Α, [ΧΝ ΤΚΑ], ΚΙΑ, ΤΕΘΝΠ’ ΑΥ [.......... Λ], Α, ΕΙΕΕ ΝΕΙ ΠΕ [.......... Α], Κ, ΝΑΥ ΟΥΑΑΥ [.......... ΝΠΝΑ] ΚΣΟΚ ΥΙΝΑ [ΝΡΩΜΕ ΕΥΝΑΣΟΤΡ] ΟΥ ΑΙΣ ΕΩΛΝ’
35 [ΕΒΟΛ ΣΙ ΜΗΡ ΝΜΕΙΟ] ΡΔΑΝΗΣ ΠΠΑΝ [ΡΩΜΑ ΝΤΜΝΤΡ], Ρ’, Ο ΝΜΠΝΗΕ ΠΕ [ΤΑΣΥΟΝΕ Π] Α ΤΕΣΗ ΝΠΝΤΡΥ ΠΑ’
79 Man and woman unite in the bridal chamber, and those who have known this sacred embrace will never be separated. Eve separated from Adam because she did not unite with him in the bridal chamber.

80 Adam’s soul is animated by the Breath; it came to him from his mother. When his soul and his spirit were reunited, he spoke words that the powers cannot understand. They were jealous of him, because they were incapable of this spiritual union which has no hidden violence.

81 On the banks of the Jordan, Yeshua manifested the Presence of a realm that existed before all things.
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ΛΙΝ ΑΥΧΠΟΥ'/ ΠΑΛΙΝ ΑΥΧΠΟΥ' ΝΥΨΗΡ[Ε]
ΠΑΛΙΝ ΑΥΣΤΟΣΚΙ Π. [ΠΑΛΙΝ] ΑΥΣΤΟΣΚΙ ΠΑ
ΛΙΝ ΑΧΩΤΕ ΕΥΧΕ ΨΨΕ ΕΧΩ ΝΟΥ
ΜΥΣΤΗΡΙΩΝ ΑΝΕΙΩΤ ΝΠΤΗΡΧ' ΓΩΤΡ
5 ΑΤ'ΠΑΡΘΕΝΟΣ ΝΤΑΣΕΙ ΑΠΙΤΗ ΑΥΩ
ΑΥΚΩΤ' Ρ ΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΕΡΟΥ ΝΦΟΟΥ ΕΤΜ
ΜΑΥ ΑΧΩΛΙ' ΕΒΟΛ ΝΠΝΟΟ ΝΠΑΣΤΟΣ
ΕΤΒΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΠΕΥΣΟΜΑ ΝΤΑΣΨΥΟΝΕ
ΝΦΟΟΥ ΕΤΜΜΑΥ ΑΧΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΜ ΠΠΑ
10 ΣΤΟΣ ΝΘΕ ΝΠΕΝΤΑΣΨΥΟΝΕ ΕΒΟΛ
ΓΜ ΝΠΥΜΦΙΟΣ ΜΝ ΤΝΥΜΦΗ ΤΑ
ΕΙ ΤΕ θΕ ΑΙΩ ΤΕΓΟ ΝΠΤΗΡΧ' ΕΡΑΤΧ'
ΣΡΑΙ ΝΣΗΤΨ' ΕΒΟΛ ΓΤΝ ΝΑΕΙ ΑΥΩ
ΨΨΕ ΕΤΡΕΠΟΥΑ ΠΟΥΑ ΝΜΑΘΗΤΗΣ
15 ΜΟΟΥΣΕ ΕΓΟΥΝ ΕΤΕΩ'ΑΝΑΠΑΥΣΙΟΣ
ΑΑΔΑΜ ΨΩΝΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΝ ΠΑΡΘΕΝΟΣ
ΣΝΤΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΜ ΠΝΙΑ ΑΥΩ ΕΒΟΛ'
ΓΜ ΠΚΑΣ ΝΠΑΡΘΕΝΟΣ ΕΤΒΕ ΠΑΕΙ
ΑΥΧΝΕ ΝΕΧΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΝ ΟΥΠΑΡΘΕΝΟ[Σ]
In this new generation he manifests as the Son, then he is anointed. A free man who was a liberator.

82 Is it permitted to speak what is hidden? The Father of all that is united with the Silence of woman, and he illumined it.

He manifested in the bridal chamber; his body was born on that day when he was witness to the Union, fruit of the merging of the Lover and the Beloved. This is how Yeshua grounds his disciples in repose. He is the harmony in all.
20 ΧΕΚΑΑΣ ΠΕΣΛΟΟΤΕ ΝΤΑΣΥΩΠΕ
ΓΝ ΤΕΣΟΥΕΙΤΕ ΕΥΝ Α, [C], Κ, ΓΩΙ ΕΡΑΤΗ
ΟΥΝ ΨΗΝ ΝΗΝ ΑΥ [A], Ν, ΤΙΜΗΤ], Κ, ΝΠΠΑΡΑΔΙ
ΣΟ ΠΟΥΑ ΧΝΕ [ΘΗΡΙΩΝ] ΠΟΥΑ ΧΝΕ
ΡΩΜΕ ΑΑΔΑΜ Ο, [ΥΩΜ Ε]ΒΟΛ ΓΝ ΨΗ, Ν, Ν,
25 ΝΤΑΣΥΝΕ ΘΗΡΙΟΝ ΑΧΤΥ], ΟΝ, Ε ΝΘΗ
ΡΙΟΝ ΑΧΤΥΝΕ ΘΗ, [ΡΙΟΝ Ε]Τ, Β, Ε ΝΑΙ ΣΕ
ΡΣΕΒΕΣΘΕ ΑΝ, Θ, [ΗΡΙΟΝ ΕΥΟ] Ν[ΤΕΙΣ]
ΝΑΔΑΜ ΨΗΝ [Ν ΝΤΑΧΑΔΑΜ ΟΥΩΜ ΝΠΕΧ]
ΚΑΡΠΟΣ ΠΕ [ΨΗΝ ΝΘΗΡΙΟΝ ΕΤΒΕ]
30 ΠΑΕΙ ΑΥΑ, Υ, [Ο ΝΕΨΥΗΡΕ ΝΤΑΥ]
ΟΥΩΜ ΝΠ [ΚΑΡΠΟΣ ΜΨΗΝ ΝΘΗΡΙΟΝ]
ΚΑΡΠΟΣ ΝΠ, [ΨΗΝ ΝΘΗΡΙΟΝ ΑΥ]
ΧΝΕ ΝΡΡΩΜΕ [ΝΘΗΡΙΟΝ ΑΥ, Ω, Α]
ΥΤ' ΝΠΡΩΜΕ [ΝΘΗΡΙΟΝ ΑΥ, Ω, Α]
35 ΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΤΑΜΕΙΕ ΠΡ[ΩΜΕ ΑΥ, Ω, ΑΝΡΩ]
Adam was born of two virgins; the breath and the earth. The Logos is born of silence, to witness that the origin of humanity was not simply a fall.

There are two trees in the middle of the garden [paradeisos]:

One engenders animals, the other engenders humans. Adam ate from the tree that engenders animals, and became animal.

It is good to revere animals, for they are like the first human.

The tree from which Adam ate was the tree of animals, and it bore many fruits.

There is no lack of animal-humans, they are many, and they revere each other.

In the beginning, God created humans; then humans created gods.
ΜΕ ΤΑΜΕΙΛΕΝ ΟΥ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΖΗΝ ΠΚΟΣ ΜΟΣ ΕΝΡΩΜΕ ΤΑΜΙΕ ΝΟΥΤΕ ΑΥΩ ΚΕΟΥ ΩΣΤ ΉΝΟΥΤΑΜΙΟ ΝΕΞΥΝΕ ΕΤΡΕΠΝΟΥ ΤΕ ΟΥΩΣΤ στύρωμε ΝΟΕ ΕΣΥΟΟΝ ΝΜ 5 ΜΟΣ ΉΓΙ ΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΉΠΣΒΗΥΕ ΉΠΡΩ ΜΕ ΨΑΥΨΩΝΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΖΗΝ ΤΕΨΔΥΝΑΜΗ ΕΤΒΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΣΕΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΩΥ ΔΕ ΗΔΥ ΝΑΜΙΝ ΝΕΨΒΗΥΕ ΝΕ ΝΕΨΨΗΡΕ ΝΤΑΤΥ ΨΩΝΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΖΗΝ ΟΥΑΝΑΠΑΥΣΙΣ ΕΤΒΕ 10 ΠΑΕΙ ΤΕΨΔΥΝΑΜΗ ΡΠΟΛΙΤΕΥΕΣΘΕ ΓΡΑΙ ΖΗΝ ΝΕΨΒΗΥΕ ΕΤΑΝΑΠΑΥΣΙΣ ΔΕ ΟΥΟΛΣ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΡΑΙ ΖΗΝ ΝΨΗΡΕ ΑΥΩ ΚΝΑΣΕ ΕΠΔΑΕΙ ΕΨΧΩΤΕ ΨΑ ΓΡΑΙ ΕΘΙΚΑ ΑΥΩ ΠΑΕΙ ΝΕ ΠΡΩΜΕ ΊΣΙΚΟΝΙΚΟΣ
85 This is the way of the world: Humans create gods and worship their creations; now their creations may revere them, and gods worship humans.

86 The works of humans come from their power; this is why they are called energies [dunamis]. Their children are born from their repose [anapausis]; their power is manifested in their works, and their repose in their children.

This is an image—humans produce their works with effort, and their children in repose.
15 ΕΥΕΙΡΕ ἩΝΕΥΣΒΗΥΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΝ ΤΕΧΟΜ
ΕΒΟΛ ΔΕ ΓΝ ΑΝΑΠΑΥΣΙΣ ΕΥΧΝΟ ἩΝΕΥ'
ΨΗΡΕ ΓΜ ΠΕΕΙΚΟΣΜΟC ἩΣΜΖΑΛ Ὥ
ΣΥΝΗΡΕΤΕΙ ἩΝΕΥΘΕΡΟC ΓΝ ΤΜΝ
ΤΕΡΟ ΝΜ,ΠΗΥΕ ΗΝΕΥΘΕΡΟC ΝΑΨ
20 ΔΙΑΚΟΝ[ΕΙ] ΝΝΣΜΖΑΛ ΝΝΨΗΡΕ Μ
ΠΝΥΜΦ[ΩΝ ΝΑ]ΡΔΙΑΚΟΝΕΙ ΝΝΨΗ
ΡΕ ΜΝΓΑ[ΜΟC Ν]ΨΗΡΕ ΜΠΝΥΜΦΩΝ
ΟΥΡΑΝ Ο[ΥΑ ΠΕ ΕΤΕ ΟΥΝΤΑΥΨ' ΤΑΝΑ
ΠΑΥΣΙΣ Ε[ΣΜΝ Ν]ΟΥΕΡΗΥ ΣΕΡ ΧΡΕΙΑ ΑΝ
25 [...]Ρ[.......] ΤΕΘΕΩΡΕΙΑ ΝΜΑΥ
[......... ΩΦΕΛ]ΗΣΙΣ ΓΝΣΟΥΟ ΝΕ
[......... ΘΕΩΡ ΣΙΑ ΓΝ ΝΕΤΣΝ Π'
[..........]ΝΝΕΟΟΥ ΝΝΕ
[..........] ΝΜΟΟΥ ΑΝ ΝΕ
30 [...] ΝΤΑΝΧΣ Β]ΩΚ' ΕΠΙΤΝ ΕΠΜΟ
[ΟΥ ΔΕ ΕΥΝΑΞΟΚΟΥ] ΕΒΟΛ' ΕΥΝΑΚΟΤΨ'
[ΟΥ ΝΤΑΡΟΥΓΗ]Κ' ΕΒΟΛ ΓΝΙ ΝΕΝΤΑΣ
[ΧΟΚΟΥ ΕΒΟΛ] ΓΜ ΠΕΡΑΝ ΠΕΧΑΨ ΓΑΡ
[ΨΨΕ ΕΡΟΝ] ΣΕΕΝΑΞΟΚ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΔΙΚΑ,[[..]}
87 In this world slaves serve those who are free; in the kingdom of heaven those who are free will serve slaves; those who are born in the bridal chamber are in repose. They need nothing else; contemplation suffices them.

88 In this contemplation they dwell among the bodies of glory.

89 Christ immerses them in water to purify them and leads them to their fulfillment in his Name. He said: "It is befitting to fulfill all justice."43

The Text of the Gospel of Philip
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ΟΣΥΝΗ ΝΙΜ' ΝΕΤ[Χ]Ω [Ν].Μ.ΟC ΧΕ ΣΕΝΑΜΟΥ ΝΨΟΡΠ' ΑΥΩ ΣΕ,Ν[ΑΤ]ΩΥΝ ΣΕ ΡΠΛΑΝΑΣΘΕ ΕΥΤΗΔΙ ΝΨΟΡΠ' ΝΤΑΝΑ ΣΤΑΣΙΚ ΕΥΟΝΣ ΕΥΨΑΜΟΥ ΣΕΝΑΣΙ ΛΑ

5 ΑΥ ΑΝ ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΟΝ ΕΥΞΩ ΝΜΟC Ε ΠΒΑΝΤΙΣΜΑ ΕΥΞΩ ΜΜΟC ΧΕ ΟΥΝΟG ΠΕ ΠΒΑΝΤΙΣΜΑ ΧΕ ΕΥΨΑΧΙΤΥ' ΣΕΝΑ ΩΝΣ ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟC ΠΑΝΟΣΟΛΟC ΠΕ ΧΑΧ ΔΕ ΩΣΗΦ' ΠΣΑΜΥΕ ΑΣΤΩΓΕ Ν

10 ΝΟΥΠΑΡΑΔΕΙΓΟC ΔΕ ΝΕΥΡ ΧΡΕΙΑ ΝΣΗΝ ΩΕ ΕΣΟΥΝ' ΕΤΕΥΣ'ΤΕΧΝΗ ΝΤΟΥC ΠΕΝ ΤΑΣΤΑΜΙΟ ΝΠΣΤΑΥΡΟC ΕΒΟΛ ΓΗΝ Ν ΨΗΝ ΝΠΑΣΤΟΓΟΥ ΑΥΩ ΠΕΥΕΡΟG ΝΕΥΟΥE ΑΠΕΝΤΑΥΣΤΟΓΡ' ΝΕΠΕΥΕΡΟG ΠΕ

15 ΗΗC ΠΤΩGΕ ΔE ΠΕ ΠΕΣΦΟC ΑΛΛA ΠΥH ΝΠΟΝC ΓΗΝ ΤΜΗΤΕ ΝΠΠΑΡΑΔΕΙΓΟC ΑΥΩ ΤΒΕ ΝΧΟΕΙΓ' ΝΤΑΝΕΧΡΕΙCΜΑ ΨΩ ΠΕ ΕΒΟL' ΝΖΗΤC ΕΒΟL ΒΓΤΟΟΤΥ' ΑΤΑ ΝΑΣΤΑΣΙC (ΨΩΝE) ΠΕΕΙΚΟΣΜΟC ΟΥΑΜΚΩ
Those who say that we first die, and then are resurrected, are wrong.
Whoever is not resurrected before death knows nothing, and will die.
Thus those who have received baptism will live;
baptism is a great thing.

The apostle Philip relates that Joseph the carpenter planted trees in his garden, because he needed wood for his work. The cross was made with the trees he planted, and the fruit of his seed was hung from the wood that he had planted. His seed was Yeshua, and the cross was the plant.

The tree of life lives in the middle of another garden; it is the olive tree from which the oil of anointment is drawn. Thanks to it, resurrection is possible.
20 ΩC ΠΕ ΝΚΕ ΝΙΜ' ΕΤΟΥΩΜ' ᾿ΙΜΟΟΥ
ΓΡΑΙ ΝΣΗΤΤΥ · ΤΕΜ.Ε,[(C).Τ.Ο.Ο.Υ ΟΝ' ΤΑΛΗΘΕΙ,
Α ΟΥΑΜΩΝΣ ΤΕ Ε,Τ,[(ΕΙ Π[ΑΕ]ΕΙ ΜΝ' ΛΑΑΥ
ΓΝ ΝΕΤΚΟΝΨ γ,Ν [ΤΜΕ ΝΑ]ΜΟΥ ΝΤΑ'ΤΙΈ
ΕΪ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΜ ΠΜΑ [ΕΤΜ].Μ,[Α],Υ, ΑΥΩ ΑΧΕΙ
25 ΝΕ ΝΣΗΤΡΟΦΗ Ε,Β,[Ο].Λ, ΝΜΑΥ ΑΥΩ ΝΕ
ΤΟΥΨ ΑΥΤ ΝΑΥ [ΜΠ],[Ο],[ΝΣ] ,Χ,[ΕΚΑΑΣ]
ΝΝΟΥΜΟΥ ΑΠΝ[ΟΥΤΕ ΤΑ],ΜΙΕ, Ν[ΟΥΠΑΡΑ]
ΔΕΙΚΟΣ ΑΝΡ,Ο,[ΜΕ ΩΝΣ ΓΜ ΠΑΡΑ]
ΔΕΙΚΟΣ ΩΥ[......... ΨΩ]
30 ΟΠ ΜΝ ΓΜΠ[.........]
ΜΠΝΟΥΤΕ γ,Ν[......... ΡΩ]
ΜΕ ΝΗΓΗΤΤΨ[.........]
+ ΟΥΨ ΝΙΠΑΡΑ[ΔΕΙΚΟΣ ΠΕ ΠΜΑ Ε]
ΤΟΥΝΑΧΟΟΣ ΝΑΕΙ X[Ε ΟΥΩΜ ΕΒΟΛ Ζ]
35 ΝΠΑΕΙ Η ΝΝΟΥΩΜ [ΝΠΑΕΙ ΝΘΕ ΕΚ]
93 This world is an eater of corpses. Everything eaten here has the taste of hatred; the truth is fed by that which is alive, and those who feed on truth are alive. Yeshua comes from that Space, and he gives this food to those who desire it. They will not die.

94 God planted trees in a garden. Humans lived among these trees, they were not yet divided when they were told: “Eat from this tree, or do not eat from it.”
ΟΥΩΥ ΠΑΕΙ Π.ΜΑ Ε. +ΝΑΟΥΜ' ΝΙΚΕ ΝΙΜ ΜΜΑΥ ΕΥΗ.Ο.ΟΠΙ] ΜΜΑΥ ΝΓΙ ΠΤΗΝ ΝΤ' ΓΝΩΣΙ Π.Ε.ΤΜΑΥ ΑΧΜΟΥΤ' ΑΔΑΜ ΠΕ ΕΙΜΑ ΔΕ ΠΤΗΝ ΝΤΓΝΩΣΙ ΑΚΤΝΣΕ ΠΡΩ
5 ΜΕ ΠΝΟΜΟΣ ΝΕΝΙΤΗΝ ΠΕ ΟΥΝ ΒΟΜ ΜΜΟΥ ΝΓ + ΤΓΝΩΣΙ ΝΜΠΕΤΝΑΝΟΥΤ' ΜΝ ΝΕΘΟΥ ΟΥΤΕ ΝΠΕΙΛΑΔΕ ΕΡΟΥ ΓΙΝ ΝΕΘΟΥ ΟΥΤΕ ΝΠΕΙΤ'ΚΑΑΤ ΓΙΝ ΝΠΕΤΝΑ ΝΟΥΤ ΑΛΛΑ ΑΧΤΑΝΙΟ ΝΟΥΜΟΥ ΝΝΕΝΤΑΣ
10 ΟΥΜ' ΕΒΟΛ ΝΓΗΤ' ΓΙΝ ΠΕΡΕΧΙΟΟΣ ΓΑΡ ΔΕ ΟΥΜ' ΠΑΕΙ ΜΝΟΥΜ' ΠΑΕΙ ΑΧΑΤ ΠΕ ΝΑΡΧΗ' ΜΝΟΥ ΠΧΡΕΙΜΑ ζΟ ΝΙΣΟ ΕΙΣ ΕΠΒΑΝΤΙΚΜΑ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΑΡ ΓΙΝ ΠΧΡΙΚΜΑ ΑΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΩΝ · ΔΕ ΧΡΙΣΤΙΑΝΟΣ ΕΤΒΕ
15 ΠΒΑΝΤΙΚΜΑ ΑΝ · ΑΥΙ ΝΤΑΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΝΕ ΧΕ ΕΤΒΕ ΠΧΡΙΚΜΑ ΑΝΕΙΩΤ' ΓΑΡ · ΤΩΣ ΓΙΝΠΗΡΗ ΑΠΗΡΗ ΔΕ ΤΩΣ ΝΑΠΟΣΤΟ ΛΟΚ ΑΝΑΠΟΣΤΟΛΟΣ ΔΕ ΤΑΣΚΝ ΠΕΝ ΤΑΤΟΥΣ' ΟΥΝΤΕΥ' ΠΤΗΡΥΓ' ΜΜΑΥ ΟΥΝ
The tree of the knowledge of happiness and unhappiness killed Adam;
but the tree of true knowledge, the tree of life, enlivens humankind.
The law [nomos] is a tree which separates good and evil; happiness and unhappiness offer nothing beyond.
It is not for humans to avoid evil, nor establish themselves in good.
When it was said: "Eat this, and do not eat that," that was the origin of their death.

To be anointed with oil is higher than being immersed in water.
It is when we are anointed, not when we are immersed in water, that we become Christians.
Christ was called Messiah because of this: he is "the anointed one."
ΤΑΤ ΤΑΝΑΣΤΑΣΙΣ ΠΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΠΕΙΡΟΚ
ΠΝΗΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΑΠΕΙΟΤ + ΝΑΤ ΠΝΑ ΕΙ 2Μ ΠΝΥ[Μ]Φ,Ω,[Ν] ΑΧΙ ΑΧΥΟΝΕ ΝΓΙ ΠΕΙΟΤ' 2,Μ ΠΥ,[ΗΡ]Ε ΑΥΩ ΠΙΥΗΡΕ 2Μ ΠΕΙ ΩΤ' ΤΑΕΙ Τ[Ε ΤΜΗΤ]ΕΡΟ ΝΠΗΥΕ ΚΑΛΟΣ
ΑΠΧΟΕΙΣ ΧΟΟΤ[Σ Χ]Ε ΑΣΟΕΙΝΕ ΒΩΚ' ΕΤΜΗ .Τ,ΕΡΟ ΝΠΗΥ[Ε] ΕΥ,ΥΣΩΒΕ ΑΥΩ ΑΥΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ
[......] Α,Υ,[......] ΟΥΑ ΖΕ ΟΥΧΡΗΣΤΙΑΝΟΣ
[......] ΕΚ,[......],ΟΝ ΑΥΩ ΝΤΕΥΝΟΥ
[ΑΤΕΙ ΕΤΒΗΚ ΕΠΙΤΝ ΕΠΜΟΟΥ ΑΤΕΙ]
[ΕΠΣΑ ΝΤΠΕ ΕΧΟΣΕ] ΑΝΤΗΡΧ' ΕΤΒΕ
[ΝΑΕΙ......... ΟΥΝΑΙΓΝΙΟΝ ΠΕ ΑΛ
[ΛΑ ΑΧΡΚΑΤΑΦΡΟΝΕΙ ΝΠΕΕΙΝΕ
[ΑΓΕ ΕΤΟ ΜΠΥΑ ΑΝ' ΕΤΜΗΤΕΡΟ ΝΗ
[ΠΗΥΕ........] ,Ε,ΥΛΑΡΚΑΤΑΦΡΟΝΕΙ
[ΝΗΜΟΥ.... ΑΥΩ ΝΗΣΟΟΗ' 2ΩC ΝΑΙΓΝΙ
[ΟΝ ΥΝΑΕΙ ΕΒ],ΟΛ, ΕΤΣΩΒΕ ΤΕΕΙΣΕ ΟΝ ΤΕ
The Father gives unction [breath, light] to the Son; 
the Son gives it to the apostles, and the apostles transmit it 
to us.
Whoever is anointed participates in plenitude; 
they are resurrected; and the light, the cross, and the Holy 
Spirit are in them.
This is revealed to them by the Father in the bridal chamber.
96 The Father is in the Son, and the Son is in the Father.
Such is the Kingdom of Heaven.
97 Some wished to enter the kingdom of heaven 
by despising the world; 
they left it, and were not Christians.
The Text of the Gospel of Philip

[Page 77, Plate 123]

21 noeIK' MN ΠΠ,Ο, [Τ],Η,Ρ,Ο,ΟΝ' MN ΠΝΗΣ
KAN OYΝ KEOYA ΕΥΞΟCE ENAEI AP'
KOΣMOC ΨΟΠΕ ΝΗ ΟΥΠΑΡΑΠΤΩΜΑ
ΠΕΝΤΑΣΤΑΜΙΟΥΓ ΓΑΡ ΝΕΨΟΥΨΨ' ΑΤΑ
ΜΙΟΥ' ΕΥΟ ΝΑΤ'ΤΑΚΟ ΑΥΩ ΝΑΘΑΝΑΤΟΣ
ΑΨΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΑΥΩ ΝΠΕΨΜΕΤΕ ΑΘΕΛΠΙC
ΝΕΨΟΟΠΓ ΓΑΡ ΑΝ ΝΗΙ ΤΜΝΤΑΤΤΕΚΟ
ΜΠΚΟΣΜΟC ΑΥΩ ΝΕΨΟΟΠΓ' ΑΝ ΝΗΙ
ΤΜΝΤΑΤ'ΤΑΚΟ ΝΠΕΝΤΑΣΤΑΜΙΕ ΠΚΟC
ΜΟC ΨΟΟΙΓ ΓΑΡ ΑΝ ΝΗΙ ΤΜΝΤΑΤTA
ΚΟ ΝΗΒΗΥΕ ΑΛΑΑ ΝΝΨΗΡΕ ΑΥΩ ΜΝ
ΟΥΣΩΒ' ΝΑΥ ΧΙ ΝΟΥΜΝΤΑΤΤΑΚΟ ΕΨΤΜ
ΨΟΠΕ ΝΨΗΡΕ ΠΕΤΕ ΜΝ ΓΟΜ ΠΕ ΜΙΟΥ'
ΕΞΙ ΠΟCΩ ΜΑΛΛΟΝ ΧΝΑΨΨ + ΑΝ ΠΟΤΗ
ΡΙΟΝ' ΝΠΥΛΗΛ ΟΥΝΤΑΤΗ ΝΡΠ' ΝΜΑΥ ΟΥ
ΝΤΑΤΨ ΜΟΟΥ ΕΥΚΗ ΕΣΡΑΪ ΕΠΤΥΠΟC · ΜΗ
ΠΕΝΟΤΨ' ΕΤΟΥΨΕΥΧΑΡΙΣΤΕΙ ΕΧΟΨ ΑΥ
Ω ΧΜΟΥΣ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΝ ΠΝΙΝΑ ΕΤΟΥΑAB' ΑΥ
Ω ΠΑ ΠΤΕΛΕΙΟC ΤΗΡΨ ΡΨΩΜΕ ΠΕ ΓΟΤΑ
98 There are some who go into the water, and when they emerge, they recognize the Presence in everything. This is why there is nothing to be despised; a king in rags is still a king. Those who mock him will not enter into his kingdom. Likewise, one must not mock the bread, the chalice, and the unity, even though they are only symbols.

99 What we call the world is not the real world; but if we could see it with the eyes of the Being who infuses it, we would see it as incorruptible and immortal. The fall consists in aiming away from the object of desire. What we call the world has always been transient; nothing can receive incorruptibility that is not grounded in a filial relation; if someone does not know how to receive, how can they give?

100 The cup [poterion] of communion contains wine, and also water; both are

20 ΕΝ' ὙΑΝϹΩ ὙΠΑΕΙ ΤΝΑΞΙ ΝΑΝ ὙΠΤΕ ΛΕΙΟϹ ΡΩΜΕ ΝΜΟΟΥ ЕΤΟΝΣ ΟΥϹΩΜΑ ΝΕ ΨΨΕ ΕΤΡΝ+ ΖΙΩΝ ΜΠΡΟΜΕ ΕΤΟΝΣ ΕΤΒΕ ΝΑΕΙ ΕΤΕΙ ΕΨΒΗΚ ΕΠΙΤΝ ΕΠΜΟ ΟΥ ΨΑΙΚΑΚΥ ΑΣΗΥ ΨΙΝΑ ΕΨΝΑ+ ΝΗ

25 ΖΙΩΝ' ΨΑΡΕΟΥΣΤΟ ΑΠΕ ΟΥΣΤΟ ΟΥ ΡΩΜΕ ΨΑΡΕΨΧΠΕ ΡΩΜΕ ΟΥΝΟΥΤΕ ΨΑΡΕΨΧΠΕ ΝΟΥΤΕ ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΖΗ, [ΠΠΑΤ] ΨΕΛΕΕΤ' ΜΗ ΖΗ ,Τ.,[ΨΕΛ],ΕΕΤ, Α,Υ.[ΨΟ] ΝΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΖΗ ΝΝ[ΤΜΦΩΝ ΖΗΙ ΝΕΨΗΡΕ]

30 ΝΕΜΗ ΙΟΥΔΑΙ,Υ,[ΟΟΝ ΟΝ ΕΨΨΟΝΕ] ΕΒΟΛ ΖΗ ΝΣΕ[ΛΑΗΝ ΖΟΟΝ ΕΠΝΟΜΩΝ] ΝΟΟΝ' ΑΥΩ Α[ΝΟΝ ΓΟΟΝ ΑΝΨΟΝΕ] ΕΒΟΛ ΖΗ ΝΙΟΥΔ,Α,[Ι ΕΜΠΑΤΗΨΩΝΕ] ΝΧΡΙΤΙΑΝΟΜ ΑΚ[......... ΑΥ]

35 Ω ΑΥΜΟΥΤΕ ΑΝΕΕΙ,ΜΑ,[.........ΧΕ] ΠΓΕΝΟϹ ΕΤΚΟΤΠ' ΖΗ[ΠΝΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΒ]
symbols of the blood of blessing [εὐχαριστία];
the cup is filled with the Holy Spirit, it is the cup of the
realized Human Being.
If we drink from it, we enter into fullness.

101 The water of life is a body [σῶμα].
We must clothe the living Human Being;
if someone is immersed in this water,
they shed their old clothes to put on the new.

102 A horse begets a horse,
a human begets a human,
a god begets a god;
the children of the union of Lover and Beloved
are born in the bridal chamber.
As long as the law remains, no Jew can be born of a Greek,
yet Christians come from Jews.
There is yet another race animated by the Breath:
These are the true human beings, the Sons of Man, the Sons
of the Son.45
These true human beings are called to love in the world.

45. See note 39.
ΑΥΩ ΠΑΛΗΘΕΙ, ΝΟC, ΡΩΜΕ ΑΥΩ ΠΨΗΡΕ
ΜΠΡΩΜΕ ΑΥΩ ΠΣΕΡΜΑ ΠΨΗΡΕ ΠΡΩ
ΜΕ ΠΕΕΙΓΕΝΟC ΝΑΛΗΘΕΙΝΟΝ ΣΕΡΟΝΟ
ΜΑΖΕ ΜΜΟΥ' 2Ν ΠΚΟΣΜΟC ΝΑΕΙ ΝΕ ΠΜΑ
5 ΕΤΟΥΨΟΟΝ' ΜΜΑΥ ΝΕΙ ΝΨΗΡΕ ΝΠΝΥΜ
ΦΝΝ ΕΠΣΩΤΡΨΨΟΟΝ' 2Ν ΠΕΕΙΚΟΣΜΟC
[2]ΟΟΥΤ Η ΣΩΜΕ ΝΜΑ ΕΤΣΟΜ ΜΝ ΤΜΝΤ
6ΩΒ 2Ν ΠΑΙΟΝ ΚΕΟΥΑ ΝΕ ΠΕΙΝΕ ΝΜΣΩ
ΤΡΕΜΜΟΥΤΕ ΔΕ ΕΡΟΟΥ ΝΝΕΕΙΡΑΝ ΟΥΝ 2Ν
10 ΚΟΟΥΕ ΔΕ ΨΟΟΝ' ΣΕΧΟΣΕ ΠΑΡΑ ΡΑΝ'
ΝΙΜ ΕΤΟΥΨΟΝΟΜΑΖΕ ΜΜΟΟΥ ΑΥΩ ΚΕ,
ΧΟΟΣΕ ΕΠΧΩΡΕ ΝΜΑ ΓΑΡ ΕΤΕ ΟΥΝ ΒΙΑ
ΜΜΑΥ ΕΥΨΟΟΝ' ΜΜΑΥ ΝΕΙ ΝΕΤ'ΣΟΤΡ'
ΕΤΣΟΜ ΝΕΤΜΜΑΥ ΚΕΟΥΑ ΑΝ ΝΕ ΑΥΩ ΚΕ
15 ΟΥΑ ΝΕ ΑΛΑΑ ΝΤΟΟΥ ΝΠΕΚΝΑΥ ΠΙΟΥΑ
ΟΥΩΤ' ΝΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΝΕ ΕΤΣΝΑΥ ΑΝ ΝΕ ΕΣΡΑΗ
ΕΧΝ ΦΗΤ ΝΝΑΡΨ ΟΥΟΝ' ΝΙΜ ΕΤΟΥΝΤΟΥ
ΠΤΗΡΨ' ΜΜΑΥ ΩΨΕ ΑΝ ΕΤΡΟΥΕΙΜΕ ΜΗ
ΜΜΟΟΥ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΖΟΕΙΝΕ ΜΕΝ ΕΥΤΜΕΙΜΕ
Wherever they are, they remain the children of the bridal chamber.
A certain harmony is possible in this world, where man and woman, strength and weakness, unite with each other.
In the Temple Space [Aeōn], the form of union is different, although we employ the same name for it; but there exist forms of union higher than any that can be spoken, stronger than the greatest forces, with the power that is their destiny. Those who live this are no longer separated. They are one, beyond bodily distinction.

Is it not necessary for those who know this fullness to recognize each other? Yet some do not; they are deprived of this joy. Those who recognize each other know the joy [apolenein] of living together in this fullness.
20 Ἔμοου σεναφαπολαγε ἀν ὁνετε οὐνταγε σενα

βαπολαγε Ἔμοου οὐ μονον πρῶμε

ητελειος σεναγ εμαζτε ἀν Ἔμοοχ

ἀλλα σεναγ ναυ εροχ ἀν ευσανναγ

25 γάρ εροχ σεναεμαζτε Ἔμοοχ ᾿ηκερντε

μὴ ουα ναυ χπο ναχσ ᾿ητεεψαρις εἰ

[μὴ ᾿η] ὡς ἐτεσεν ἐντελειον νουοειν


[ἐιν ν].ταρης+[/vnd Ἔμοοχ ὡς] ὑναβωκ'

30 [ἐγουη νουοειν].π.αει πε πτελειο

[νουοειν αὐσ ψψε] ἑτρᾶνων οἳ

[ῥρωμε ᾿ηπνευματικ]σ.ο.ε ἑμπατνει ἐ

[βολ γῆ πκοσμος].π.ἑταξι πήρψτ'

[ἑγο ᾿ηςοεικ ἀν] ἀνεείμα ὑνας ὑ

35 [χοεικ ἀν ἀπ]μα ἐτῆμαυ ἀλλα ϛνα

[βόκ ατμες]οθς γς ατώκ' ἐβολ
106 Realization makes a Human Being \([\textit{Anthropos}]\) impalpable and invisible.

If they were visible, people would enclose them within the bounds of the visible.

To know the grace of true communion with Him, one must be clothed in clear light.

In this light we can see His light.

107 Before leaving this world, we must become human beings inhabited by the Breath.

Whoever receives fullness without truly welcoming it is not yet in Peace.

They will wander in the intermediate world of their incompletion.
ΜΟΝΟΝ ΙϹ ΣΟΟΥ, Ν, ἩΠΤΕΛΟϹ ΧΠΑΕΙ ΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΧΟΥΑΒ ΤΗΡΨ’ ΨΑ 2 ΡΑΙ ΕΠΕΨ’ϹΩΜΑ ΕΨΧΕ ΑΨΧΙ ΓΑΡ ΧΠΟ ΕΙΚ’ ΧΝΑΑϹ’ ΕΨ’ΟΥΑΒ ΧΝ ΠΠΟΤΗΡΙΟΝ.

5 Η ΠΚΕΕΕΕΠΕ ΤΗΡΨ’ ΕΤΨΧΙ ΧΜΟΟΥ ΕΨ’ ΤΟΥΒΟ ΧΜΟΟΥ ΑΥΨ ΠΨϹ ΧΝΑΤΟΥΒΟ ΑΝ ΧΜΚΕΩΜΑ ΧΘΕ ΝΤΑΙϹ ΧΨΚ’ ΕΒΟΛ ΧΜΜΟΟΥ ΧΜΠΑΝΤΙϹΜΑ ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΑΨ ΠΨΤ’ ΕΒΟΛ’ ΧΜΜΟΥ ΕΤΒΕ ΝΑΕΙ ΤΝΒΨΚ

10 ΜΕΝ ΕΠΙΤΝ ΕΧΜΟΟΥ ΤΝΨΚ ΔΕ ΑΝ ΕΠΙΤΝ ΕΧΜΟΥ ΨΙΝΑ ΔΕ ΝΟΥΨΑΖΤΝ ΕΒΟΛ ΓΜ ΠΝΝΑ ΧΜΚΟϹΜΟϹ ΓΟΤΑΝ ΕΨΨΑΝΝΙϹΕ ΧΑΡΕΨ’ΤΕΤΨΡΨ ΨΟΝΕ ΠΝΝΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΓΟΤΑΝ ΕΨ’ΨΑΝΝΙϹΕ

15 ΧΑΡΕΨΨΑΜΗ ΨΟΝΕ ΠΕΤΕΨΨΤΑΨ’Μ ΜΑΥ ΧΤΓΨϹΙϹ ΧΤΜΕ ΟΥΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟϹ ΠΕ ΠΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟϹ ΔΕ ΜΑϹΨ ΝΟΒΕ ΠΕ ΤΡΕ ΑΓΡ ΧΜΝΟΒΕ ΝΣΨΖΑϹ ΧΜΝΟΒΕ ΠΕ ΤΜΑΑΥ ΤΕ ΤΑΛΨΕΙΑ ΤΓΨϹΙϹ ΔΕ
Only Yeshua knows the end of all that is becoming.

108 The holiness of the Saints includes their body \([soma]\).
They bless the bread and break it,
and all that they touch is purified.
How could their body not also be purified?

109 Yeshua blessed the waters of baptism,
and rid them of their power of dissolution;
this is why we can be submerged in them without dying,
and in them receive a breath different from that of the world.
When the latter breathes in us, it gives rise to winter;
when the Holy Spirit breathes in us, it gives rise to spring.

110 Whoever has knowledge \([gnosis]\) of the truth is free \([eleutheros]\); the free human being is righteous.
Those who transgress are the slaves of transgression.\(^\text{46}\)

\(^{46}\) Cf. John 8:34.
20 ΠΕ ΠΤΩΤ' ΝΕΤΕ ΚΤΟ ΝΑΥ ΑΝ ΑΡ ΝΟΒΕ
ΕΠΚΟΣΜΟΣ ΜΟΥΤΕ ΕΡΟΟΥ ΔΕ ΕΛΕΥ
ΘΕΡΟΣ ΝΑΕΙ ΕΤΣΤΟ ΝΑΥ ΑΝ ΑΡ ΝΟΒΕ
ΤΤΓΝΩΣΙΝ ΝΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΧΙΣΕ ΝΣΤ' ΕΤΕ
ΝΑΕΙ ΝΕ ΚΕΙΡΕ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΝΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟC
25 ΑΥΩ ΚΤΡΟΥΧΙΣΕ ΕΠΜΑ ΤΗΡΥ' ΤΑΓΑΝΗ
ΔΕ ΚΩΤ' ΠΕΤΑΓΡΕ ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟΣ ΔΕ ΑΙ
ΤΝ ΤΤΓΝΩΣΙΝ ΠΟ ΝΜΖΑΛ ΕΤΒΕ ΤΑΓΑ
ΝΗ ΝΝΑΕΙ ΕΜΠΑΤΟΥΥ ΩΙ ΕΣΡΑΙΝ ΝΤΕ]
ΛΕΥΘΕΡΙΑ ΝΤ,Γ,ΝΩΣΙΝ Τ,ΓΝΩΣΙΝ ΔΕ]
30 ΚΕΙΡΕ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΝΩΙΚΑΝΟΟΥ Ε,Δ,ΚΤΡΟΥ]
ΨΩΝΕ ΝΕΛ[ΕΥΘ]ΕΡΟΣ Τ,Α,ΓΑΠΗ [ΜΑΚΧΙ]
ΛΑΑΥ ΝΕ ΠΟΣ[ΧΝΑΧΙ ΟΥ]ΩΝ, [ΟΥΩΝ ΝΙΜ]
ΠΟΣ ΝΕ ΜΑΧ,Χ ΩΟΣ ΔΕ ΝΑΕΙ ΠΟΕΙ ΠΕ]
ΝΗ ΝΑΕΙ ΠΟΕΙ ΠΕ [ΑΛΛΑ ΧΩ ΜΜΟΣ ΔΕ ΝΑΕΙ]
35 ΝΟΥΚ ΝΕ ΤΑΓΑΝΗ ΜΠΝΕΥΜ [ΑΤΙΚΗ]
ΟΥΗΡΠ' ΤΕ ΑΙ ΚΤΟΕΙ ΚΕΡΑΝΟΣ[ΛΑΑΥΕ Μ]
Truth is our mother; knowledge \textit{[gnosis]} is the promise of our union with her.

Those who do not go astray are called free by the world; the knowledge of truth lifts their heart, making them free of all bonds; it is love which makes them act.

Those who have become free through knowledge become loving servants of those who do not yet have this knowledge and freedom.

Knowledge \textit{[gnosis]} makes them capable of this because they are free, even of their freedom.

Love refuses nothing, and takes nothing; it is the highest and vastest freedom.

All exists through love.

It does not say “this is mine,” but “this is yours.”

\underline{Spiritual Love} \textit{[agapē pneumatikos]} is a drunkenness and a balm: those who are anointed by it rejoice.
ΜΟΣ ΤΗΡΟΥ Ἡ.6. [I ΝΙΕΤΝΑΤΟΣΧΟΥ ἩΜΟΣ ΣΕΡΑΠΟΛΑΥΕ ΣΟΥ Ἡ61 ΝΕΤΑΣΕΡΑΤΟΥ ἩΜΟΥΒΟΛ ΣΩΣ ΕΥΑΣΕΡΑΤΟΥ Ἡ61 ΝΕΤ’ ΤΟΣC ΝΕΤΤΑΣЋ ΝΗΟ8Ν ΕΥΘΑΛΟ ΕΤΟΥ

5 ΩΟΥ ἩΣΕΒΩΚ' ΥΑΡΕΝΗ ΕΣΕΤΟΣC ΑΝ ΜΟΝΟΝ ΕΥΑΣΕ ΕΡΑΤΟΥ ἩΜΟΥΒΑΛ ΨΑΥ ΣΩΝ ΟΝ ΣΗΜ ΠΟΥΣΒΩΝ ΠΣΑΜΑΡΙΤΗϹ ΝΤΑΤ' ΛΑΑΥ ΑΝ’ ΑΝΕΤΨΟΟϹΕ ΕΙΜΗ ΗΡΝ’ ΣΙ ΚΕΛΑΑΥ ΑΝ ΠΕ ΕΙΜΗΤ’ Α

10 ΝΗΟ8Ν ΑΥΩ ΑΧΘΕΡΑΝΕΥЄ ΝΗΠΛΑΝΗ ΤΑΓΑΝΗ ΓΑΡ ΣΩΒϹ ΝΟΥΜΗΝΥЄ ΝΗΝ ΒΕ ΝΕΤΕ ΤΣΙΜΕ ΜΕ ΝΗΜΟϹ’ ΝΕΤ’ϹΝΑ ΧΝΟΟΥ ΕΥΕΙΝΕ ΝΗΜΟϹ’ ΕΨΩΝΕ ΝΕϹ ΣΑΕΙ ΕΥΕΙΝΕ ΝΗΝΕϹΑΙ ΕΨΩΝΕ ΟΥΝΟ

15 ΕΙΚ’ ΝΕ ΕΥΕΙΝΕ ΝΗΝΟϹΕΙΚ’ ΠΟΛΛΑΚΙϹ ΕΨΩΝΕ ΟΥΝ ΤΣΙΜΕ ΕϹΝΚΟΤΚ’ ΜΗ ΝΕϹ ΣΑΙ ΚΑΤΑ ΟΥΣΤΟΡ’ ΕΠΕϹΗΤ ΔΕ ΣΙ ΠΝO ΕΙΚ ΕΨΑϹΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΕΙ ΝΗΜΑϹ’ ΝΕΤ’ ΣΑΜΑϹΤΥ’ ΥΑϹΜΑϹΤΥ’ ΕΨΙΝΕ ΝΗΝO
Those who do not belong to the community may also rejoice in it, for they benefit from its proximity; but if they depart from it, they lose its perfume and its unction, and are left with their natural odors. The Samaritan gives only wine and oil to the wounded. Uction heals all wounds, for love heals us of the multitude of our wanderings.  

A woman's children resemble the man she loves. When it is her husband, they resemble the husband. When it is her lover, they resemble the lover. Often, when a woman unites with her husband out of obligation, yet her heart is with a lover with whom she is frequently uniting, her offspring will resemble her lover.
20 ΕΙΚ' ΝΤΩΤΝ ΔΕ ΝΕΤΣΟΟΠ' ΜΝ ΠΨΗΡΕ ΝΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΜΝΜΠΡΕ ΠΚΟΣΜΟΣ' ΑΛΛΑ ΜΡΡΕ ΠΧΟΕΙΝ ΨΗΝΑ ΝΕΤΕΤΝΑ ΝΠΟΟΥ ΝΟΥΨΟΝΕ ΕΥΕΙΝΕ ΝΠΚΟΣΜОС ΑΛΛΑ ΕΥΝΑΨΟΝΕ ΕΥΕΙΝΕ ΝΠ

25 ΧΟΕΙΝ ΨΑΡΕΠΡΟΜΕ ΤΩΣ ΜΝ ΠΡΩΜΕ ΨΑΡΕΝΣΤΟ ΤΩΣ ΜΝ ΠΣΤΟ ΨΑΡΕΝΕΙ [Ω Τ],Ως ΜΝ ΠΕΙΩ ΝΓΕΝΟΣ ΝΕΨΑΥΤΩΣ [ΜΝ],ΝΟΥΨ,Β,Ρ ΓΕΝΟΣ ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΕΨΑ [ΡΕΠ]ΠΝΑ ΤΩΣ ΜΝ ΠΝΝΑ ΑΥΩ ΠΛΩ


35 [ΨΑΨ]ΩΝΕ ΝΛΟΓΟΣ ΠΛΟΓΟΣ ΝΕΤ
You who are with the Son of God do not love worldly things; love the Teacher, so that what you engender will resemble the Teacher, and not some other thing.

Humans mate with humans, horses with horses, donkeys with donkeys, each species with its own.
Likewise, our breath seeks another breath, our intelligence seeks intelligence, and every clarity seeks its light.

Become more human, and humans will love you; become more spiritual, and the Spirit will unite with you. Become more intelligent, and the Logos will unite with you.
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ΝΑΤΩΣ ΝΠΜΑΚ’ ΕΚ’ΨΑΝΨΩΝΕ ΝΟΥ ΟΕΙΝ ΠΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΝΠΝΑΡΚΟΙΝΩΝΕΙ ΝΠΜΑΚ’ ΕΚ’ΨΑΝΨΩΝΕ ΝΙΝΑ ΠΣΑ Ν ΡΕ ΝΑ ΠΣΑ ΝΡΕ ΝΑΙΝΤΟΝ’ ΝΜΟΟΥ.’

5 ΕΣΡΑΙ ΕΧΩΚ’ ΕΚ’ΨΑΝΨΩΝΕ ΝΣΤΟ Η ΝΕΙΩ Η ΝΜΑΣΕ Η ΝΟΥΟΟΡ’ Η ΝΕ ΠΟΟΥ Η ΕΕ ΝΙΝ ΝΕΘΡΙΟΝ ΕΤΪΝΠΑ Ν ΒΟΛ ΜΝ ΝΕΤΪΠΑ ΜΠΙΤΝ ΝΧΝΑΥ ΜΕ ΡΙΤΚ’ ΑΝ ΟΥΤΕ ΠΡΟΜΕ ΟΥΤΕ ΠΠΙΝΑ ΟΥ

10 ΤΕ ΠΛΟΓΟΣ ΟΥΤΕ ΠΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΟΥΤΕ ΝΑ ΠΣΑ ΝΤΠΕ ΟΥΤΕ ΝΑ ΠΣΑ ΝΣΟΥΝ ΚΕ ΝΑΥ ΝΤΟΝ’ ΝΜΟΟΥ ΑΝ ΓΡΑΙ ΝΣΗΤΚ’ ΑΥΩ ΜΝΤΑΚ’ ΜΕΡΟΣ ΓΡΑΙ ΝΣΗΤΟΥ ΝΕ ΤΟ ΝΣΜΖΑΛ ΕΣΝΑΧ’ ΑΝ ΧΝΑΥ Ρ ΕΛΕΥ

15 ΘΕΡΟΣ ΠΕΝΤΑΓΡΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟΣ ΜΠΕΣ ΜΟΤ’ ΝΠΕΧΔΟΕΙΚ ΑΥΩ ΑΧΤΑΑΖ’ ΕΒΟΛ ΟΥΑΑΖ’ ΑΥΜΝΤΖΜΖΑΛ ΟΥΚΕΤΙ ΧΝΑΥ Ρ ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟΣ ΤΜΝΤΟΥΟΕΙΕ ΝΠΚΟΣ ΜΟΣ ΓΙΤΝ ΧΤΟΟΥ ΝΕΙΔΟΣ ΨΑΥΟΛΟΥ
If you become more clear, the light will unite with you.
If you ascend, you will find repose in the heights.
If you behave like a horse or donkey, calf, dog, sheep, or any other animal outside yourself,
you will be capable of union with neither human, spirit, Logos, nor light,
nor with what is above, nor with what is within.
None of these realities can settle in you if you do not become like them through love.

Whoever is a slave against their will has the possibility of becoming free.
But the one who has become free by the grace of the Teacher, and who has chosen to be a slave,
how could they then choose to be free again?
The Text of the Gospel of Philip

20 ἐγοῦν ἀταποθῆκη γιὰν οὐμοοὺ ἡμὲν οὐκαὶ ἡμὲν οὐπήνα ἡμὲν οὐοεῖ [ν] ἀνοὶ τὶμητοῦει ἦπνοῦτε τεεῖζε ὁν γιὰν χτοοὺ γιὰν οὐπίστικο ἡμὲν οὐσελπίς ἡμὲν οὐαγαπὴ ἡμὲν οὐ


πιοκ πε παεῖ εμ’πειχα.α. [υπεί] ἦ
115 What is harvested in the world is composed of four elements: water, earth, wind, and light.

What God harvests is also composed of four elements: faith [pistis], hope [elpis], love [agapē], and contemplation [gnosis].

Our earth is faith, for she gives us roots.

Water is our hope, for it slakes our thirst.

Wind [pneuma] is the love [agapē] through which we grow; and light is the contemplation [gnosis] through which we ripen.

116 Grace is transmitted to us in four ways:

the work of the earth, the taste of the heavens,
and love and truth, which are beyond the heavens.

Blessed is the one who makes no sadness in the soul.

That one is Jesus Christ.
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ΝΟΥΨΥΧΗ ΠΑΕΙ ΠΕ ἘΙ ΠΧ ΑΥΦΑΠΑ
ΤΑ ΜΠΜΑ ΤΗΡΠ ΑΥΩ ΥΠΕΧΠΒΑΡΕΙ ἈΛΑΑΥ
ΕΤΒΕ ΠΑΕΙ · ΟΥΜΑΚΑΡΙΟΣ ΠΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΝΤΕΕΙ
ΜΙΝΕ ΞΕ ΟΥΤΕΛΕΙΟΣ ἘΡΩΜΕ ΠΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΓΑΡ
5 ΠΛΟΓΟΣ ΣΧΟΥΝ· ΜΜΟΝ ΕΡΟΥ· ΠΟΜΟΚΣ
ΑΚΕΣΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΕΡΑΤΥ' ΠΟΣ ΤΗΝΑΥ ΡΚΑΤΟΡ
ΘΟΥ ΥΠΕΕΙΝΟΣ ΠΟΣ ΕΥΝΑΤ ΑΝΑΠΑΥ
ΣΙΣ ΝΟΥΟΝ· ΝΙΜ ΞΑ ΣΕΘΗ ΝΣΩΒ ΝΙΜ ΥΨΕ
ΑΝ ΕΛΛΥΝΕΙ ΑΛΑΑΥ ΕΙΤΕ ΝΟΓ ΕΙΤΕ ΚΟΥΕΙ
10 Η ΑΠΙΣΤΟΣ Η ΠΙΣΤΟΣ ΕΙΤΑ ΑΤ ΑΝΑΠΑΥΚΙΣ
ΥΝΕΤΙΤΟΝ ΜΜΟΥΤ 2Ν ΝΕΤΝΑΝΟΥΟΥ
ΟΥΝ ΓΕΙΝΕ ΕΤΟΥΝΟΧΡΕ ΤΕ ΕΤ ΑΝΑ
ΠΑΥΚΙΣ ΥΝΕΤΥΟΟΝ· ΚΑΛΩΣ ΠΕΠΡΕ
ΥΝΕΤΝΑΝΟΥΟΥ· ΜΝ 6ΟΜ· ΜΜΟΥΤ ΝΣΤ·
15 ΑΝΑΠΑΥΚΙΣ ΥΝΑΕΙ ΣΙ ΓΑΡ ΑΝ' ΥΝΕΤΕ 2
ΝΑΤ· ΜΝ 6ΟΜ ΔΕ ΜΜΟΥΤ ΑΛΛΥΝΕΙ' ΕΤ'
ΤΥΤΡΟΥΠΕΛΒΕ ΜΜΟΤΤ ΑΛΑ ΠΕΤΥΟ
ΠΕ ΚΑΛΩΣ 2ΝΣΟΠ' ΨΑΤ'ΑΛΥΝΕΙ ΜΜΟ
ΟΥ ΥΨΟΟΝ· ΑΝ ΝΤΕΕΙΣΕ ΑΛΑΑ ΤΟΥΚΑ
He comes to all places, and burdens no one.
Blessed are they who act in this way;
they are realized human beings,
and the Logos abides in them.

117 Tell us how to rectify ourselves,
how to accomplish such a great thing,
and know repose?

118 Above all, it is befitting not to make anyone sad [lupein],
whether they are great, small, faithful, or unfaithful . . . then,
to bring peace to those who take pleasure in goodness.
One might think to find pleasure
in bringing peace to those who do good,
but that happens beyond the play of wills.
20 ΚΙΑ ΤΕ ΕΤΡΑΥΝΕΙ ΜΜΟΟΥ ΠΕΤΕΥΝΤΑΥ ΜΜΑΥ ΝΤΥΟΥΣΙΕ ΨΤ ΟΥΝΟΥ ΜΝΕΤΝΑ ΝΟΥΥ ΤΟΕΙΝΕ ΔΕ ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν ΠΑΕΙ ΕΕΑ ,ΑΥΝΕΙ ΚΑΚΩΣ ΟΥΧΕΣ ΖΝΝΕΙ' ΑΧΝΠΕ ΝΚΑ ΝΙΜ ΕΙΤΕ ΨΗΡΕ ΕΙΤΕ ΖΜΖΑΛ ΕΙΤΕ

25 ΤΒΝΗ ΕΙΤΕ ΟΥΣΟΡ ΕΙΤΕ ΡΙΡ ΕΙΤΕ ΣΟΥ [ΕΙΤΕ ΕΙΩΤ' ΕΙΤΕ ΤΟΣ ΕΙΤΕ ΧΟΡΤΟΚ ΕΙΤΕ [ΚΕΕ] ΕΙΤΕ ΑΧ ΑΥΩ ΒΑΛΑΝΟΣ ΟΥΣΑΒΕ [ΔΕ ΝΕ ΑΥΩ ΑΧΕΙΜΕ ΝΤ'ΤΡΟΦΗ ΝΠΟΥΑ [ΠΟΥΑ] Ν,Ψ,Η,Ρ,ΩΜ,ΕΝ, [Α]ΧΚΕ ΑΡΤΟΚ ΖΑΡΩ

30 ΟΥ ΣΙ ΝΕΣ ΣΙ ΑΧ ΝΖΜΖΑΛ ΔΕ ΑΧΚΕ ΚΙ [ΚΙ ΖΑΡΩΥ ΣΙ ΕΙΒΡΕ ΑΥΩ ΝΤΒΝΟΟΥ [ΑΧΝΕΞ ΕΙ],Ω,Τ ΓΑΡΩΥ ΣΙ ΤΟΣ ΣΙ ΧΟΡ [ΤΟΚ ΝΟΥ]ΖΟΟΡ ΑΧΝΕΞ ΚΕΕΣ ΓΑΡΩΥ [ΝΠΙΡ ΔΕ ΑΧ]ΝΕΞ ΒΑΛΑΝΟΣ ΓΑΡΩΥ
The happy man or woman cannot oppress or cause misery; yet sometimes others may be jealous of their peace and happiness. This causes suffering, but it is not their doing; their nature [phusis] is only to give joy.

119 A great landowner had sons, servants, livestock, dogs, pigs, wheat, barley, hay, grass, bones, meat, and acorns. In his wisdom he gave to each what was appropriate. To his children, he gave bread, olive oil, and meat; to his servants, he gave oil and wheat; to his livestock he gave barley, hay, and grass; and he threw bones to the dogs and acorns and bread crumbs to the pigs.
The Text of the Gospel of Philip
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21 ΜΑΜΟΥ ὍΝΕΙΚ' ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ ΘΕ ΜΠΜΑΘΗ ΤΗΣ ΜΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΕΨΩΝΕ ΟΥΧΑΒΕ ΠΕ ΕΥ ΑΙΣΘΑΝΕ ΝΤΜΝΤΜΑΘΗΝΤΗΣ ΜΙΟΡ' ΦΗ ΝΙΩΜΑΤΙΚΗ ΣΕΝΑΠΑΝΑΤΑ ΑΝ' Μ
5 ΜΟΥ ΑΛΛΑ' ΕΨΗΑΩΚΟΥΤ ΝÇΑ ΤΔΙΑΘΕ ΣΙΣ ΝΤΕΥΨΥΧΗ ΜΠΟΥΑ ΝΟΥΑ ΝΨΨΑ ΧΕ ΝΙΜΑΤ' ΟΥΝ ΘΗΡΙΟΝ ΜΙ ΠΚΟΣ ΜΟΣ ΕΥΟ ΜΙΟΡΦΗ ΡΡΟΜΕ ΝΑΕΙ ΕΥ' ΨΑΣΟΥΝΟΥΤ ΡΡΙΠ ΜΕΝ' ΤΝΑΝΕΝ ΒΑ
10 ΛΑΝΟΟ ΕΡΟΟΥ ΝΤΒΝΟΟΥ ΔΕ ΤΔΝΑΝΕΧ ΕΙΩΤ ΕΡΟΟΥ 2Ι ΤΩΣ 2Ι ΧΟΡΤΟΣ ΝΟΥ ΓΩΟΡ' ΤΝΑΝΕΧ ΚΑΑΣ ΕΡΟΟΥ ΝΣΜΖΑΛ ΤΝΑ+ ΝΑΥ ΝΨΟΡΠ' ΝΨΗΡΕ ΤΝΑ+ ΝΑΥ ΝΤΕΛΕΙΟΝ ΥΨΟΟΠ' ΝGI ΡΨΗΡΕ ΜΠΡΩ
15 ΜΕ ΑΥΩ ΥΨΟΟΠ ΝGI ΡΨΗΡΕ ΜΨΨΗ ΡΕ ΡΡΩΜΕ ΧΟΕΙΣ ΠΕ ΡΨΗΡΕ' Μ ΡΡΩΜΕ ΑΥΩ ΡΨΗΡΕ ΜΨΨΗΡΕ' Μ ΡΡΩΜΕ ΠΕ ΠΕΤ'ΩΝΤ' ΓΙΤΙΨ ΡΨΗ ΡΕ ΡΡΩΜΕ ΑΡΨΗΡΕ ΑΡΡΩΜΕ ΣΙ
So it is with the disciples of God.
When they are wise, they perceive the state of each.
They are not misled by outward appearances;
they consider the disposition of each soul and attune their
words accordingly.
There are many animals in the world who appear in human
form;
the wise one gives acorns to pigs, barley, hay, and grass to
livestock, bones to dogs,
to servants he gives basic lessons;
and to his children, the teaching in its entirety.

120 There are Sons of Man, and sons of Sons of Man.
The Teacher is the Son of Man,
and the grandson of Man is begotten by him.
It was from God that the Son of Man received the power to
beget.
20 Ἡτοοῦτοι ἡπνοούτε ἑτρέψοντ' οὖ
ταύτ' ἡμας ἑτρέψατο πεντασκι ἐ
τρέψοντ' οὐκοῦντ' πεντασκι ἐ
ξύπο οὐκοῦν εἰ πεντοῦντ' μὴ σ
ἡμεῖς πετασκόν οὐκ εἰσβολήν
25 σεῦ δὲ ἡμοὶ δὲ πετοῦντ' ἔπο
ἀλλα πετασκόν οὐκοῦν πε τετ' 
νευψάμενο αὐτο εἰ τε αλλα τ
ἐν οὐ ημεῖς ἐν οὐ ταύται ἐ
καὶ ἐν οὐ ημεῖς ἐν οὐ ταῦτα 
30 βολ' πετασκόν σεῦ ἀλλα τ
αὐτο ητοοῦ θύμης οὐ ταῦ τ
οὐκοῦν πετοῦντ' οὐκοῦν δ
οὐφανερὸν πετασκόν 
πετασκόν ἐν οὐκοῦν 
35 σεῦ ἡμεῖς αὐτο πε 
φων οὐκ εἰσβολήν
121 He who has received the power to create is a creature; he who has received the power to beget is the son; he who creates cannot beget; but he who begets can create. Yet people say: “He who creates, begets”; but what he begets is only a creature. They are not his children, but have his resemblance. He who creates works in visibility, and is himself visible. He who begets works in secret; he is hidden, and beyond all resemblance. He who creates, creates visibly; he who begets, begets his children in secret.

122 None can know the day when man and woman unite but themselves.
ΜΝ̄ ΤΩΣΙΜΩ ΡΚΟΙΝΩΝΕΙ ΜΝ̄ ΝΟΥΕΡΗΥ ΕΙΜΗ ΝΤΟΟΥ ΟΥΑΑΥ ΟΥΜΥΣΤΗΡΙΟΝ ΓΑΡ’ ΠΕ ΠΓΑΜΟΣ ΝΠΚΟϹΜΟϹ ΝΝΕΝΤΑΓΧΙ ΣΙΜΕ ΕΨΑΕ ΠΓΑΜΟΣ ΜΠΧΩΣΜ’ ΨΗΝ’

ΠΟϹΚ ΜΑΛΛΟΝ ΠΓΑΜΟϹ ΝΑΤΧΩΣΜ’ ΟΥ ΜΥΣΤΗΡΙΟΝ ΠΕ ΝΑΛΗΘΕΙΝΟΝ ΟΥϹΑΡΚΙ ΚΟΝ ΑΝ ΠΕ ΑΛΑΑ ΕΨΤΒΒΗΥ ΕΨΗΝ’ ΑΝ ΑΤΕ ΡΙΘΥΜΙΑ ΑΛΑΑ ΕΠΟΤΩΥ ΕΨΗΝ’ ΑΝ ΕΠΚΑ ΚΕ Η ΤΟΥΨΗ ΑΛΑΑ ΕΨΗΝ’ ΕΠΕϹΟΟΥ ΜΝ

ΠΟΨΟΕΙΝ ΟΥΓΑΜΟϹ ΕΨΨΑΚΩϹ ΑϹΗΥ ΑΨΨΩΝΕ ΝΠΟΡΝΕΙΑ ΑΥΩ ΤΥΕΛΕΕΤ’ ΟΥ ΜΟΝΟΝ ΕΨΨΑΧΙ ΝϹΠΕΡΜΑ ΝΚΕΣΟ ΟΥΤ’ ΑΛΑΑ ΚΑΝ ΕΨΥΑΝΠ ΝΒΟΛ’ ΝΠΕϹΚΟΙ ΤΩΝ ΝϹΕΝΑΥ ΕΡΟϹ ΑϹΠΟΡΝΕΥЄ ΜΟΝΟΝ

ΜΑΡΕϹΟΥΩΝϹ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΠΕϹΕΙΩΤ’ ΜΝ̄ ΤΕϹ ΜΑΑΥ ΜΝ̄ ΝΨΒΗΡ ΝΠΝΥΜ’ΦΙΟϹ ΜΝΝ̄ ΝΨΗΡΕ ΝΠΝΥΜ’ΦΙΟϹ ΝΑΕΙ ΕϹΤΟΕΙ ΝΑΥ ΕΤΡΟΨΒΩϹ’ ΕϹΟΥΝ ΝΜΗΝΕ ΕΠΝΥΜΦΩ ΝΚΟΟΥΕ ΔΕ ΜΑΡΟΤΡΕΠΙΘΥΜΕΙ ΚΑΝ’
Even the worldly embrace is a mystery; far more so, the embrace that incarnates the hidden union. It is not only a reality of the flesh, for there is silence in this embrace. It does not arise from impulse or desire [epithumia]; it is an act of will. It is not of darkness, it is of the light. If seen by others in the light of day, an ordinary embrace is indecent; if the bride receives the seed of her man outside of their bedroom, seen by others, it is indecent. She may show herself naked only to her father, her mother, the friend of her betrothed, and the children of the bridal chamber. These may enter into the bridal chamber; others cannot hear the voice of the Lover and the Beloved, nor breathe their perfume.
20 ἙΩΤῗ ἘΤΕΕΣΜΗ ᾿ΝΣΕΡΑΠΟΛΑΙΕῖ Ἡ
ΠΕΕΣΣΟ6Ν ΑΥΩ ΜΑΡΟΥΚΟΝΥ ΕΒΟΛ 2Ν Ἡ
ΛΕΥΛΙΕ ΕΤΣΕ ΕΒΟΛ 2Ι ΤΡΑΝΕΖΑ ᾿ΝΘΕ Ἡ
ΝΟΥΖΟΟΡ’ ΟΥΝ ᾿ΓΝΥΜΦΙΟΣ ΜΝ ἩΝ
ΝΥΜΦΗ ΗΠ’ ΕΠΝΥΜΦΩΝ ΜΝ ΟΥΑ ΝΑΥ
25 [Ν]ΑΥ ΑΠΝΥΜ’ΦΙΟΣ ΜΝ ΤΝΥΜΦΗ ΕΙΜΗ
[ΝΨΨΥ].Ο.ΝΕ ΜΠΑΕΙ ΝΤΕΡΕΑΒΡΑΣΑΜ’
[ΡΑΨΕ] ΕΤΡΕΨΝΑΤ ΑΠΕΤΨΝΑΤ ΕΡΟΥ’
[ΑΨΣΒ]ΒΕ ΝΤΣΑΡΖ’ ΝΤΑΚΡΟΒΥΣΤΙΑ ΕΣΤΑ
[ΜΟ Ν]ΜΟΝ ΞΕ ΨΤΕ ΕΤΑΚΟ ΝΤΣΑΡΖ’
30 [ΑΥΩ ΜΦΟ].ΤΟ.ΤΝΙΤΕ [Π],ΚΟ.Σ.Μ.ΟΣ ΕΝ ΡΟΚΟΝ ΝΟΥ
[......... ΕΥ].ΣΗ.[Π ΕΥ].ΤΩΚ. ΑΣΕΡΑΤΟΥ ΑΥΩ ΘΕΟΣ
[ΕΨΧΕ ΕΥ].Ο.ΥΩΝ[Σ ΕΒΟ].Λ. ΑΥΜΟΥ ΚΑΤΑ ΠΝΑ
[ΡΑΔΕΙΓΜ].Α., ΜΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΤΟΥΟΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ
[ΕΝ ΡΟΚΟ].Ν., ΜΜΑΣΤ’ ΜΠΡΩΜΕ 2ΗΝ’ ΨΟΝΣ
They can only imagine, like dogs, the crumbs that may fall from the table.
The embrace of the Lover and the Beloved belongs to the mystery of the Union; and only those who have become the same as them can see them.

123 When Abraham rejoiced in seeing what he was given to see, he cut the flesh of his foreskin, thus showing us that we must overcome the limits of the flesh and of the world to become free.

Certain realities are alive as long as they are hidden; when they are made visible, they die.

While people’s entrails remain inside them, they are alive.
The Text of the Gospel of Philip
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661 ΠΡΩΜΕ ΕΥΧΑΔΩΛΠ' Ἡ6 ΝΕΜΑΣΤ
5 ΝΟΥΝΕ 6ΩΛΠ' ΕΒΟΛ ΨΑΡΕΨΗΝ ΥΘ
ΟΥΕ ΤΑΕΙ ΤΕ 8Ε 8Ι ΧΝΟ ΝΙΜ' ΕΤΣΗ ΠΚΟΣ
ΜΟΣ ΟΥ ΜΟΝΟΝ 8Ι ΝΕΤΟΥΟΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ'
ΑΛΛΑ 8Ι ΝΕΘΗΠ' ΕΦ ΖΟΟΝ ΓΑΡ ΤΝΟΥΝΕ
ΝΤΚΑΓΙΑ 8ΗΠ ΕΧΟΟΡ ΕΥΧΑΝΟΥΟΝΣ

10 ΔΕ ΑΣΒΟΛ ΕΒΟΛ ΕΣΥΑΝΟΥΟΝΣ ΔΕ Ε
ΒΟΛ ΑΣΩΧΝ ΕΤΒΕ ΠΑΕΙ ΠΛΟΓΟΣ ΧΩ Ν
ΜΟΣ ΔΕ ΝΝΗ ΤΑΞΕΙΝΗ ΣΜΟΝΤ' ΑΤΝΟΥ
ΝΕ ΝΙΝΥΝ ΕΣΝΑΥΛΟΣ'T ΑΝ ΝΕΤΟΥ
ΝΑΤΑΤΥ' ΠΑΛΙΝ ΨΑΨΤ ΟΥΩ ΑΛΛΑ ΕΥΑ

15 ΡΕΤΑΞΕΙΝΗ ΒΑΛΒΑ ΕΠΙΤΝ' ΕΠΕΧΗ'T ΨΑ
ΤΕΝ' ΤΝΟΥΕ ΕΣΡΑΕΙ ΑΙΔ' ΔΕ ΝΟΡΚ Ν
ΤΝΟΥΝΕ ΝΠΜΑ ΤΗΡΣ ΣΗΚΟΟΥΕ ΔΕ ΚΑ
ΤΑ ΜΕΡΟΣ ΑΝΟΝ ΓΩΝ' ΜΑΡΕΠΟΥΑ
ΠΟΥΑ ΝΣΗΤΝ' ΜΑΡΕΥΒΑΛΒΛΕ ΝΣΑ ΤΝΟΥ[Υ]
If their entrails escape, and are exposed, they die.
It is the same with the tree:
As long as its roots are hidden,
it can grow and flourish; if they are laid open, the tree
withers.
Thus it is with all that takes birth in the world
of visible and invisible realities.
While the root of evil is hidden, it grows strong;
but if it is disclosed, it is already destroyed.
This is why it is said:
"Already the axe has struck to the root of the trees."48
It will not be used to strike at parts that can grow back,
but shall strike deeply at the root, so as to destroy it.
Yeshua uprooted fear, which is the root of evil,
the poisen of our lives;

20 ΝΕ ΝΤΚΑΚΙΑ ΕΤΝΣΡΑΪ ΝΗΣΤΗΤ ΝΨΝΟΡΚ[Σ]
ΣΑ ΤΕΚΝΟΥΝΕ ΓΜ ΝΠΥΣΗΤ ΕΣΝΑΝΩΡΚ
ΔΕ ΕΝΤΨΑΚΟΥΩΝΝΕ ΕΨΩΝΕ ΔΕ ΤΝ
ΝΟ ΝΑΤ'ΚΟΟΥΝ ΕΡΟΣ ΣΩ ΝΟΥΝΕ ΣΡ[Σ]
ΝΗΣΤΗΝ ΑΥΩ ΣΤΕΥΟ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΝΕΚΑΡ
25 ΝΟC ΣΡΑΪ ΓΜ ΝΗΣΗΤ ΣΟ ΝΧΟΕΙC ΕΡΟ
ΤΝΝΟ ΝΣΜΖΑΑ ΝΑC ΣΡΑΙΧΜΑΛ[ΩΤΙ,Ζ,Σ]
ΜΜΟΝ ΕΤΡΝΕΙΠΕ ΝΝΕΤΝΟΥΟΥΟΥΟΥ ΑΝ]
ΝΕΤΝΟΥΟΥΟΥ ΤΝΕΙΠΕ ΝΜΩΟΥ [ΑΝ C]
ΓΜΝΟΜ ΞΕ ΝΠΝΟΥΟΥΝΝΕ ΣΩC [ΕΨΟ]
30 ΟΝ ΜΕΝ ΚΨΝΕΡΓΕΙ Μ,ΝΤΝΤΑΤ,Σ,[ΟοΥΝ]
ΕΣΝΟΟΠ ΜΜΑΑΥ ΝΝΠΕ[ΘΟΟΥ ΝΟΝ]
ΤΜΝΤΑΤ'ΚΟΟΥΝ [Ψ,Μ,ΨΕ Α[ΠΜΟΥ]
ΝΕΤΨΟΟΠ' ΕΒΟΛ ΓΝ, ΤΜΝ[ΤΑΤΚΟΟΥΝ]
ΟΥΤΕ ΝΕΥΤΟΟΠ ΑΝ' ΟΥΤΕ ΕΣΝΟΟΠ ΑΝ]
35 ΟΥΤΕ ΚΕΝΑΨΩΝΕ Α,Ν, [ΝΕΤΣΝ ΤΜΕ ΔΕ]
but he only uprooted a part of it,
leaving it to us to dig out our own roots,
so that each person works to uproot from their own heart
that evil which is the cause of unhappiness.
We uproot it if we recognize it,
but if we do not want to recognize
that which is wrong in us, how can we uproot it?
This bad root bears its fruits in us and in this world;
it will dominate us, and make us its slaves,
so that we do what we do not want to do
and are no longer able to do what we want to do.
Its power is our ignorance or refusal to know it.
As long as it is there, it is working:
Ignorance is the cause of all evil, and serves death.
Nothing has been or ever will be born from ignorance.
Those who live in vigilance will be happy
when the truth is revealed.
The Text of the Gospel of Philip
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CENΛXΩΓ ΕΒΟΛ ΖΩΤΑΝ ΕΡΨΑΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ
ΘΗΡ ΟΥΩΝ ΕΒΟΛ ΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΓΑΡ ΚΑΤΑ ΘΕ
ΝΤΜΝΣΤΑΤ’ΣΟΟΥΝ ΕΣΗΠ’ ΜΕΝ ΑΡΑΝΑ
ΠΑΥΕ ΖΡΑΙ ΝΣΗΤΩ ΕΨΑΟΥΩΝ ΔΕ ΕΒΟΛ
5 ΝΣΕΓΟΥΟΝΣ ΨΑΥΤ ΝΑΣ ΕΕΟΥ ΣΟΟΝ
€ΘΝΟΜ ΕΤΜΝΣΤΑΤΣΟΟΥΝ ΑΥΩ ΑΤ’ΠΛΑ
ΝΗ ΣΤ ΝΤΜΝΣΤΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟΣ ΠΕΧΑΙ ΝΓΙ
ΠΛΟΓΟΣ ΣΕ ΕΤΕΤΝΨΑΝΤΟΥΩΝ ΤΑΛΗ
ΘΕΙΑ ΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΝΑΠ ΘΗΝΕ ΝΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΟΣ
10 ΤΜΝΣΤΑΣΟΟΥΝ’ ΣΟ ΝΖΜΣΑΑ ΤΓΝΩΙΚΙΣ ΟΥ
ΕΛΕΥΘΕΡΙΑ ΤΕ ΕΝΥΑΣΟΥΩΝ ΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ
ΤΝΝΑΣΕ ΑΝΚΑΡΠΟΣ ΝΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΖΡΑΙ Ν
ΣΗΣΤΝ ΕΝΥΑΣΩΤΩ ΕΡΟΣ ΣΝΑΧΙ ΝΠΝΠΛΗ
ΡΩΜΑ ΤΕΝΟΥ ΟΥΝΤΑΝ’ ΝΜΑΥ ΝΝΕΤΟΥ
15 ΟΝΕΣ ΕΒΟΛ’ ΝΤΕ ΠΚΩΝΤ’ ΨΑΝΧΟΟΥΣ ΣΕ
ΝΤΟΟΥ ΝΕ ΝΧΩΡΕ ΕΣ’ΤΑΕΙΘΥ ΝΕΘΗΠ’
ΔΕ ΝΕ ΝΓΩΒ’ ΕΤΥΗΚ ΤΑΕΙ ΣΕ ΘΕ ΝΝΕΤΟΥ
ΟΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ’ ΝΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΓΖΓΩΒ’ ΝΕ ΑΥΩ
ΣΕΨΗΚ ΝΕΘΗΠ’ ΔΕ ΝΧΩΡΕ ΝΕ ΑΥΩ ΣΕΤΑ
While hidden, truth is like ignorance:
It keeps to itself.
But when it is revealed, it is recognized and glorified,
for it is more powerful than ignorance and error.
It brings freedom.
The *Logos* said: "If you know the truth, the truth shall make you free."49

Ignorance is slavery,
knowledge [*gnosis*] is freedom.
When we recognize the truth, we taste its fruits in ourselves.
When we unite with truth, it shares its fullness [*pleroma*] with us.

124 We know what creation reveals to us,
and call these things strong and worthy;
that which is unknown to us we deem weak and contemptible.
So it is that the realities revealed to vigilance seem weak and contemptible,
whereas they are strong and praiseworthy.

20 ΕΙΗΥ ΣΕΟΥΟΝΣ ΔΕ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΓΙ ΜΥΧΤΗΡΙΟ
ΝΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΕΥO ΝΤΥΠΟC ΣI ΓΙΚΩΝ ΠΚΟΙ
ΤΩΝ ΔΕ ΥΖΗΝ ΝΤΟΥ ΠΕ ΝΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΝΗ
ΝΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΝΕΡΕΠΚΑΤΑΝΕΤΑΣΜΑ ΜΕΝ ·
ΣΟΒΙ ΝΨΟΡΩ · ΠΩC ΕΡΕΠΝΟΥΤΕ ΡΑΙΩΚΕΙ
25 ΝΤΚΤΙΚΙ ΕΨΨΑΝΩΣ ΔΕ ΝΓΙ ΠΚΑΤΑΝΕ
ΤΑC[ΜΑ] ΑΥΩ ΝΤΕΝΑ ΠCA ΝΣΟΥΝ' ΟΥΩΝΣ
[ΕΒΟΛ] ΣΕΝΑΚΩ ΔΕ ΝΠΕΕΙΗΕΙ ΝΩΟΥ
[ΕΨΟ] ΝΕΡΗΜΟC ΜΑΛΛΩΝ ΔΕ ΣΕΝΑΠΚΑΤΑ
[ΛΥΕ Μ]ΜΟΥ' ΤΜΝΤΝΟΥΤΕ ΔΕ ΤΗΡC ΣΑΝΩΤ
30 [ΕΒΟΛ Ζ]Ν ΝΕΕΙΜΑ ΕΓΟΥΝ ΑΝ ΕΝΕΤΟΥΑΒ
[ΝΝΕΤΟΥΑΒ ΣΝΑΥ ΤΩΣ ΓΑΡ ΑΝ ΜΗ ΠΟΥ
[ΟΕΙΝ ΝΑΤ]ΤΩΣ Μ[Ν] ΠΛΗΡΩΜΑ ΝΑΤ'
[ΥΣΑ ΑΛΛΑ ΣΝ[Α]ΝΗΩΠΕ ΣΑ ΝΤΗΣ ΝΠΚΡΟC
[ΑΥΩ ΣΑ ΝΕ]ΥΦΩΕΙ ΤΕΕΙΩΒΟΤΟC ΝΑΨΩ
35 [ΠΕ ΝΑC ΝΟ].Υ.ΟΥXΑΕΙ ΝΤΑΡΕΠΚΑΤΑΚΛΥC
The mysteries of Truth are manifested to us in the form of archetypes or images.

The bridal chamber, where Union is realized, is hidden from us; it is the holy of holies.

The veil conceals what we cannot see: the way in which God informs creation.

When the veil is torn and the inner is made manifest, we will abandon our house of desolation, and it will be destroyed.

But divinity, in its fullness, will not desert these places, so as to dwell only in the holy of holies; it will not want to merge immediately into the unmixed light, the fullness that knows no lack; it will go under the arms and wings of the cross.

This ark will be our refuge when the waters come.
The Text of the Gospel of Philip
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ΜΟΣ ἩΜΟΟΥ ἔΜΑΣΤΕ ἙΣΡΑΕΙ ἘΞΩΟΥ ἘΡΥΑ
ΖΗΣΟΕΙΝΕ ΥΣΩΝΕ ΓῊ ΤΦΥΛΗ ΝΤΜΝΤΟΥ
ΝΗΒ ΝΑΕΙ ΝΑΣ 6Ν6ΟΜ’ ΝΒΩΚ’ ΕΣΟΥΝ Ε
ΠΣΑ ΝΣΟΥΝ ὩΠΚΑΤΑΠΕΤΑΣΜΑ ΜΝ ΠΑΡ
5 ΧΙΕΡΕΥϹ ΕΤΒΕ ΝΑΕΙ ΝΠΕΝΚΑΤΑΠΕΤΑϹ
ΜΑ ΠΟϹ ΝΠϹΑ ΝΤΠΕ ΟΥΑΑΤΨ ΕΝΕΙ ΝΕΥ
ΝΑΟΥΕΝ ΝΝΑ ΝΠϹΑ ΝΤΠΕ ΟΥΑΑΤΟΥ ΟΥΤΕ
ΝΠϹΑ ΜΠΙΤΝ ΟΥΑΑΤΨ’ ΑΝ ΝΤΑΨΠΟϹ ΕΝΕΙ
ΝΑΧΝΑΟΥΩΝϹ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΝΑ ΝΠϹΑ ΜΠΙΤΝ ΟΥ
10 ΑΑΥ ΑΛΑΑ ΝΤΑΨΠΟϹ ΝΤΠΕ ΕΝΙΤΝ ΑΝΑ
ΠϹΑ ΝΤΠΕ ΟΥΩΝ’ ΝΑΝ ΝΝΕΤΜΠϹΑ ΜΠΙ
ΤΝ ΔΕΚΑΑϹ ΕΝΝΑΒΟΚ’ ΕΣΟΥΝ’ ΑΠΠΕΘΗΠ’
ΝΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΠΑΕΙ ΑΛΗΘϹ ΠΕ ΝΕΤ’ΤΑΕΙ
ἩΥ ΕΤΟ ΝΧΩΟΡΕ ΕΝΑΒΟΚ ΔΕ ΕΣΟΥΝ ΕΜΑΥ
15 ΓΙΤΝ ΓΝΤΥΠΟϹ ΕΥΨΗϹ ΜΝ ΓΝΜΝΤΕΩΒ
ϹΕΨΗϹ ΜΕΝ’ ΝΝΑΣΡΝ ΠΕΟΟΥ ΕΤΑΗΚ’ ΕΒΟ[Λ]
ΟΥΝ ΕΟΟΥ ΕΥΧΟϹΕ ΕΟΟΥ ΟΥΝ 6ΟΜ’ ΕΥΧ.Ο.
ϹΕ 6ΟΜ’ ΕΤΒΕ ΝΑΕΙ ΑΝ’ΤΕΛΕΙΟΝ’ ΟΥΕΝ
ΝΑΝ ΜΝ ΝΕΘΗΠ’ ΝΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΑΥΝ ΝΕΤΟ[Λ]
If there are priests, they shall be allowed to go into the interior, beyond the veil, along with the high priest. This is why the veil is not only torn above, and not only torn below, but torn from above to below; that which is above opens itself to us who are below, so that we, too, enter the secret of the truth. It is through fragile images and symbols that we penetrate into that which is worthy of reverence and filled with power. These relative realities are indeed trivial before the Absolute. Glory beyond glory, power beyond power; fullness is offered to us in the secret of vigilance; the holy of holies is made manifest; and through the sacred embrace, we are invited into the interior.
20 ΑΑΒ ΝΝΕΤΟΥΑΑΒ ΑΥΓΩΛΛΠ’ ΕΒΟΛ’ ΑΥΩ Α ΠΚΟΙΤΩΝ ΤΩΣΜ ΜΜΟΝ ΕΣΟΥΝ’ ΕΝ ΡΟΔΟ ΜΕΝ’ ΥΣΗΠ’ ΤΚΑΚΙΑ ΟΥΟΣΥ’ ΜΕΝ ΝΠΟΥ ΨΙΤΣ ΔΕ ΝΤΜΗΤΕ ΝΠΗΠΕΡΜΑ ΝΠΠΗ[Α] ΕΤΟΥΑΑΒ’ ΚΕΟ ΝΓΜΖΑΛ ΝΠΟΝΗΠΙΑ 2Ο
25 ΤΑΝ ΔΕ ΕΥΦΑΛΩΛΛΠ’ ΕΒΟΛ ΤΟΤΕ ΠΟΥΟ ΕΙΝ ΝΤΕΛΕΙΟΝ’ ΝΑΣΑΤΕ ΕΒΟΛ’ ΕΧ[Ν Ο]Υ,Ο,[Ν] ΝΙΜ’ ΑΥΩ ΝΕΤΗΠΗΤΨ’ ΤΗΡΟΥ ΚΕ,Ν,[ΑΧΙ ΠΧΡΠ]; ΚΜΑ ΤΟΤΕ ΝΓΜΖΑΛ ΝΑΦ ΕΛΕΥΘΕ[ΡΟΣ ΑΥΩ] ΝΣΕΩΤΕ ΝΑΙΧΜΑΛΩΤΟΣ ΤΟΓΕ [ΝΙΜ ΕΜ]
35 ΨΩΝΕ ΝΤΟΥΨΗ ΠΚΩΤ’ Ψ,[ΑΧΜΟΥΣ]
As long as this is hidden, unhappiness prevails; it always poisons the seeds [sperma], and evil is at work. But when it is manifest, the clear light will envelop all, and everyone who finds themselves in it will be anointed [khrisma]. Slaves and prisoners will be freed.

126 If a plant has not been planted by my Father who is in heaven, it will be uprooted.\(^5^0\) Those who were separated will reunite and become fertilized. All those who practice the sacred embrace [koiton] will kindle the light; they will not beget as people do in ordinary marriages, which take place in darkness.
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ΠΟΥΨΗ ΨΑΧΞΕΝΕ ΠΜΥΣΤΗΡΙΟΝ ΔΕ ΜΠΙΓΑΜΟΣ ΠΟΤΟΥ ΨΑΥΣΩΚ ΕΒΟΛ' ΤΙ ΝΕ ΖΩΟΥ' ΜΝ ΠΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΜΑΡΕΦΟΟΥ ΕΤΙΜΑΥ Χ ΠΕΧΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΓΩΤΠ ΕΡΨΑΟΥΑ ΨΩΠΕ Ν

5 ΨΗΡΕ ΠΝΝΥΜΦΩΝ ΨΝΑΧΙ ΠΝΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΕΤΙΜΟΥΑ ΧΙΤ' ΕΨΗΝΕΙΜΑ ΨΝΑΨ χιτ' ΑΝ ΙΠΚΕΜΑ ΠΕΤΑΧΙ ΠΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΕΤΙΜΑΥ ΣΕΝΑΝΑΤ ΑΝ' ΕΡΟΥ ΟΥΤΕ ΣΕΝΑΨ ΕΜΑΣΤΕ ΑΝ' ΙΜΟΥ ΑΥΩ ΜΝ ΛΑΑΥ ΝΑΥ ΡΩΣΥΛΛΕ Ν

10 ΝΑΕΙ ΝΤΕΕΙΜΕΝΕ ΚΑΝ ΕΨΗΝΟΛΙΤΕΥΕΣ ΘΑΙ ΤΙ ΠΚΟΣΜΟΣ ΑΥΩ ΟΝ ΕΨΗΑΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΤΙ ΠΚΟΣΜΟΣ ΝΑΗ ΑΧΘΙ ΝΤΑΛΗΘΕΙΑ ΤΙ ΝΣΙΚΩΝ ΠΚΟΣΜΟΣ ΑΨΨΗΕΠΕ ΝΝΑΙΩ ΝΑΙΩΝ ΓΑΡ ΕΨΨΟΟΠ' ΝΑΨ ΝΠΑΝΡΩ

15 ΜΑ ΑΥΩ ΕΨΨΟΟΠ' ΝΤΕΕΙΣΕ ΨΟΥΟΝΣ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΑΨ ΟΥΑΨ ΕΨΗΠ' ΑΝ ΤΙ ΠΚΑΚΕ ΜΝ ΤΟΥ ΨΗ ΑΛΛΑ ΕΨΗΠ' ΤΙΝ ΟΥΣΟΟΥ ΝΤΕΛΕΙΩ ΜΝ ΟΥΟΕΙΝ ΕΨΟΥΑΑΒ ΝΕΨΑΓΓΕΛΙΩΝ ΠΚΑΤΑ ΦΙΛΙΝΗΩ
The fire that burns by night flares up, and then is gone; but the mystery of that embrace is never extinguished; it happens in that light of day which knows no sunset.

If someone experiences Trust and Consciousness in the heart of the embrace, they become a child of light.

If someone does not receive these, it is because they remain attached to what they know; when they cease to be attached, they will be able to receive them.

Whoever receives this light in nakedness will no longer be recognizable; none will be able to grasp them, none will be able to make them sad or miserable, whether they are in this world, or have left it. They already know the truth in images.

For them, this world has become another world, and this Temple Space [Aeon] is fullness [pleroma]. They are who they are. They are one. Neither shadow nor night can hide them.
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"In this rich and lucid translation, Jean-Yves Leloup unlocks mysteries of the enigmatic bridal chamber found in the Gospel of Philip and sheds new light on their associations with Jewish esoteric tradition."

Margaret Starbird, author of *The Woman with the Alabaster Jar: Mary Magdalen and the Holy Grail*

"For scholars and seekers alike, every page of this book opens profound new dimensions in the teachings of Jesus."

Jacob Needleman, author of *Lost Christianity* and *The American Soul*

The mainstream position of the Christian church on sexuality was perhaps best summed up by Pope Innocent III (1160–1216) when he stated that "the sexual act is so shameful that it is intrinsically evil." Another Christian theologian maintained that "the Holy Ghost is absent from the room shared by a wedded couple." The apostle Philip, however, records in his gospel that Christ said precisely the opposite: The nuptial chamber is in fact the holy of holies. For Philip the Holy Trinity includes the feminine presence—God is the Father, the Holy Ghost is the Mother, and Jesus is the Son—and neither man nor woman alone is created in the image of God. It is only in their relationship with one another—the sacred embrace in which they share the divine breath—that they resemble God.

The Gospel of Philip is best known for its portrayal of the physical relationship shared by Jesus and his most beloved disciple, Mary Magdalene. Because it ran counter to Church dogma, however, which condemned "the works of the flesh," Philip's gospel was suppressed and eventually lost until rediscovered at Nag Hammadi in 1947. Orthodox theologian Jean-Yves Leloup's translation of the gospel from the Coptic and his analysis of this scripture are presented here for the first time in English. What emerges from this important source text is a restoration of the sacred initiatic union between the male and the female principles that was once at the heart of Christianity's sacred mystery.

**JEAN-YVES LELOUP** is an Orthodox theologian and professor of theology, philosophy, and psychology, is the founder of the International College of Therapists. His other books include *The Gospel of Mary Magdalene* and a forthcoming translation and commentary on the Gospel of Thomas. He lives in France.